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Introduction
Simon Brind

Hello, Adventurer!

UK larp (or even LRP) is not the same as larp in America. It is not Nor-
dic larp, nor is it Romanesque or The Southern Way. In 2018 it is frag-
mented, emergent, conservative, and yet still managing (here and there) 
to explore the cutting edge. But most of the things that are written about 
larp originate from outside of the UK. There are larp scholars who have 
researched this hobby inside and out and who understand how it works, 
the psychological and physiological effects it has on the human mind 
and body and why we care so much about what is essentially a grown-up 
version of a kid’s playtime. When I meet these people I like to open the 
conversation with “Well, when we invented larp, in the UK …”

They put up with me gently trolling them because I am a slight-
ly intimidating middle-aged man with a shaved head, but also because 
many of them know that this is sort-of true. Larp was invented in Wand-
sworth, in London in 1598. It was not called larp then, nor LRP, nor ‘real 
life role-playing’, but it was the birth of the classic form of the hobby. So 
I explain that the first larper was Queen Elizabeth the First and that—in-
cidentally—this was also the first instance of the plot not surviving first 
contact with the player.

The Queen used to tour the country, visiting her subjects, keeping 
the barons in check, and playing the game of Tudor court politics. During 



her ‘progression’ the Lords used to lay on lavish entertainments across 
their lands and estates. The Queen often featured in these stories, her very 
presence would calm monstrous beasts or turn back the tides. In 1598 
they tried something different. In this particular entertainment — The 
Lady of May — a character could not choose between her two suitors, 
and so she asked the Queen to help her pick. It may be that the suitors 
represented real life suitors to the Queen. What is interesting is the inclu-
sion of agency. The Queen was meant to decide. If I can get a bit click-
baity here: What happened next was ‘a surprising fiasco’; ‘an audacious 
experiment which went wrong.’

The Queen, royally pissed off at the obvious attempt to manipulate 
her, deliberately chose the ‘wrong’ suitor. The end of the play was clearly 
written with one winner in mind; but Queen Elizabeth went with the oth-
er. Unfortunately, we do not really know what happened next ...

What we do know is that the modern version of UK larp started in 
1982 with a Castle larp, a dungeon crawl called Treasure Trap. We also 
know that we have four decades of history and experience of writing, 
running, and playing larps in the UK and—on the whole—we do not 
write about it. This means that experiences of organisers are not shared. 
Details and innovations get lost. People who were a part of making larp 
history are forgotten. It also means that the rest of the world does not 
know what we do here, or what we have done, because we do not write it 
down. It is time to change that. 

The Peckforton Papers is a collection of essays, ideas, memories, 
and guides to the last 36 years of larp in the UK. They range from person-
al recollections of the early days at Peckforton Castle, how to guides for 
writing and running larps, to academic papers looking at how larp affects 
group dynamics. It is also our first attempt at writing about what we did, 
what we do, and how we do it. As some of the terms used in these papers 
are either UK larp specific, or are either unheard of, or have a slightly 
different meaning in the UK, we have added a glossary at the end of the 
book.

I commend this text to the larperverse and trust that you will find 
some small joy and interest in the words contained herein.

Simon Brind
London, December 2017
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All our yesterdays- British larp
Charlie Ashby

We do not have much of a culture of game documentation in British 
LRP/larp. The history of the early days of larp exist mostly in people’s 
heads. On one hand, larp itself resists documentation, there is no script, 
there is no score, there is no master-narrative to follow, larp is the indi-
vidual experience of each participant. On the other hand, this pastime 
that has meant and means so much to so many people deserves a record. 
As larp evolves and expands in new directions this section takes a mo-
ment to look back at where this all came from.

 The memories that follow have no pretension to being an author-
itative History of British Live Roleplay, but they capture something of 
the magic of the scenes that emerged around the Treasure Trap game at 
Peckforton Castle (est. 1982) and the parallel development of the Free-
form tradition at the York University Fantasy Party events (est. 1988).1 

 There are some common threads that bind the different stories to-
gether, such as the connection back to tabletop-based roleplaying games 
and the desire to take those further.  Both forms emerged in the 1980s, 
where many who did not subscribe to Thatcher’s vision felt pretty mar-
ginalised and bleak about the future. The world of larp was more than 
simple escapism. The memories here allude to the opening of a door into 
other worlds and other ways of being. What also comes across powerful-
ly - at a time where it was argued that there was no such thing as soci-

1 For a timeline of British larp events see: http://www.grandtribunal.org/2015/UK_LARP_history



ety, only individuals and families2 - is the importance of community. In 
larp people found themselves thrown into adventures with strangers who 
soon became close friends and a cooperative and inclusive community 
they felt instantly part of. 

I would like to express my heartfelt thanks to all the contributors 
here who shared their stories.

Andy Kitchingman - Treasure Trap

We were a group of friends from Wakefield who had all been to 
school together. The school had had a policy of encouraging hobbies and 
one of the last lessons on a Thursday was labelled Activities. We had all 
been part of the Wargames Society where we were first introduced to 
Dungeons & Dragons. One of our friends saw an advert in White Dwarf 
Magazine for Treasure Trap – the live roleplaying society at Peckforton 
Castle.

We jumped in a car and drove to Tarporley/Tarvin – I cannot re-
member which. Unable to find the castle we stopped in one of the town 
centres and made a call from the telephone box in the in the middle of the 
town. The phone call was answered by Rob Donaldson who claimed that 
he could see us packed into the phone box from his front room and we 
agreed to meet up in the local pub.

Over a pint he explained the Society wasn’t up and running yet 
but we were welcome to come up to the Castle with him to have a look 
around. An opportunity we could not afford to miss. We signed up there 
and then and our Treasure Trap experience began.

We started with the Basic Dungeon, which was the introductory 
adventure for new-comers, in which the adventuring party, led by a wiz-
ard-guide searched for a lost treasure and were harried by Orcs. We were 
kitted out in green shirts and bullet type helmets along with a spear and 
shield. The Dungeon consisted of a long corridor with rooms off either 
side culminating in ‘The Gargoyle Room’, followed by the Round Room 
and then a run out through the main doors and across the grass courtyard 
to safety.

The Corridor was full of noises and banging – The Orcs beating 
2 Margaret Thatcher, Women’s Own (1987) https://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/106689
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their shields with their foam wrapped maces, it seemed to come from 
everywhere. None of us made it. I died falling down a bottomless pit. 
The rest of my party were slaughtered as they tried to escape across the 
courtyard. By then the area was full of waiting Orcs. The Orcs were the 
main ‘Monster’ in the Basic Dungeon and wore T shirts, jeans and a 
green foam helmet.

As a group we did a couple of adventures, one with a member of 
our party being suspended from the battlements in need of rescue, in the 
pouring rain accompanied by thunder and lightning.

Peckforton Castle 2 Orc - Maj Scratch
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We quickly decided that ‘Monstering’ was the way forward and 
volunteered ourselves to Monster the Basic Dungeon. Which we did 
whenever we attended, which was usually every weekend. Our group 
was named 2 Orc (named after a documentary about the Parachute Regi-
ment which was on the television at the time called 2 Para). Our ranks at 
its heights consisted of seven or eight members.

We made our own weapons which consisted of a core material 
(bamboo furniture off cut, broom handle, aluminium window channel) 
wrapped in camping mat and then grey pvc floor tape. Our costumes 
were black jeans, with the lower legs wrapped in fur and held in place 
with black boot lace and dark jackets covered in black fur (bought by 
the boatload from a very confused market trader on Wakefield market). 
We bought leather helmets and arm guards from ‘Mike the Viking’ at the 
Castle – he had a little workshop set up in the main hall. Our shields were 
small buckler sized, painted black with various designs on. We quickly 
discovered that large shields were heavy and unwieldy whereas small 
ones could be used to block quite easily.

Why did we keep going back? The time and place were important. 
The castle was like nowhere else and it gave us an opportunity to see 
what the game we all played on paper was like in real life. We were 
in our late teens/early twenties and the Thatcher government was mak-
ing everything depressing. It was a form of escapism and being with 
like-minded, people away from the depressing state of the country. It was 
a way of living our dreams and part of finding an alternative identity in 
an otherwise conformist society. When the Castle closed we finished with 
role playing, the Castle was everything.

 

Debbie Bennet - Treasure Trap
 
I was a member of the Liverpool University Treasure Trap Society 

– a group that hung out with the wargamers and the D&D guys and a few 
historians, all of whom could usually be found in the coffee lounge and 
either playing cards or making chain mail (or both). With the spread of 
ages, gender and subjects studied, there would always be at least half a 
dozen people to talk to at any time of day. After a difficult first year at uni, 
I felt like I’d finally found my niche …
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So we’re in the early 1980s and one of the advantages of going to 
a university close to home was the ability to borrow the car at weekends. 
This often made me popular, and guaranteed me a car full of passengers 
for the 45 minute drive down through the Cheshire countryside to Peck-
forton. Parking was always an issue and I’d often return my dad’s white 
Fiat Panda on a Sunday evening with red and yellow paint splatters all 
over it where it had been caught in the crossfire.

I loved the castle. Not just the larp stuff, but being able to spend a 
weekend living there – in a castle! We got to go behind the doors that, 
in later years when the place was open to the public, would say ‘Pri-
vate’. Watching the sunset from the roof with the rows upon rows of 
paint samples. Going down to the (now demolished) Beeston Castle pub 
in costume. Meeting a guy who played a significant part in my life for a 
few years.

My first experience would have been the good old Treasure Trap 
Basic. And what an experience! Creeping down a real stone corridor in a 
real castle, meeting a brick-shit-house of a bloke with long hair, wearing 
studded leather and carrying a steel sword. Scary stuff. But I was hooked 
and spent many weekends there with and without the university crowd 
from then until the castle closed down. And I still keep in touch with 
people, more than 30 years later.

I can remember spending an entire day being the ‘demonstration’ 
for abseiling from the gatehouse while under arrow-fire. This particular 
adventure required everybody to leave the gatehouse by way of a small 
wooden door a couple of storeys up the wall – I don’t remember ever 
seeing anyone do this again and maybe it just added an extra dimension 
to the day. This may be the only time I ever spent with Pete Carey and I 
remember having long chats about larp and where he saw the future. Pete 
was one of the founders and ‘owners’ of Treasure Trap. We were in the 
very early days of larp in the UK and it was fascinating to find out how 
it had all started.

I’ve been back to Peckforton Castle many times over the years – 
when it was open to the public and later since it’s become a hotel. I’ve 
been out in the grounds on the Landrover Experience and I now live in 
mid-Cheshire with a 20-mile view to the Peckforton Hills on a clear day. 
I still have the sales brochure from when I pretended I was rich enough 
to buy it in the 1990s! Although I’m not involved in roleplaying any 
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more, the weekends I spent there were an important part of my life – they 
introduced me to people I’d never otherwise have met and fired my im-
agination for other things.

 Malcolm Rich - Treasure Trap

We had been table topping for about 5 years when we saw the 
advert in White Dwarf magazine for Treasure Trap. Computers were still 
in their infancy. An ‘adventure’ on that form meant hours waiting for a 
cassette to load or you would have to type it out yourself!  Anyone from 
that era will remember the magic word Plugh3.

It wasn’t even called LRP in those days, I tried to persuade a group 
of friends to come up to share the petrol, but in the end only one said they 
would give it a go.  After a four hour drive we couldn’t find the place (no 
sat nav then). Eventually we figured out it had to be near a huge Castle 
on a hill about 4 miles distant, the closer we got the more we realised it 
wasn’t near the Castle on the hill, it WAS the castle on the hill…

I will always remember the long drive up from the gatehouse to the 
Castle itself and the anticipation of not knowing what to expect.  Finally 
found our way to the main hall with various people dressed in ‘costume’ 
or what they could find to use for costume.

We hung around for a while, then got given a briefing by our Refer-
ee, Pete Carey, about how the system worked. The monsters had dye on 
their weapons to indicate where they had hit you and the referees carried 
a battle board to keep a tally. You got a choice of three spells and three 
miracles (I think they were called miracles) then a little bit of ‘weapons 
practice’. What followed then was a greeting by an old guy called Pros-
pero who had lost his wand and which he had located in some dungeon 
nearby. We were tasked with finding it and off we went.

The most memorable part was standing outside the door to the first 
room hearing the screaming Orcs inside and knowing we were going 
in there. We rushed the door hard, only to find it slammed back in our 
face so pushed harder. Me and my friend hurtled into a room thick with 
smoke, as they had lit a fire in the middle of the room. He went straight 
3 A feature of the 1976-77 computer game, Colossal Cave Adventure.
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over a sofa conveniently placed across the doorway!  The rest of the 
group who were determined to charge in after us seemed to have had a 
change of heart as the door slammed behind us…. Tabletop was never 
quite the same after that.

The adventure continued for must have been 3 hours and after that I 
was hooked. It was the adrenalin of it all and the camaraderie. It is really 
hard to explain, but as soon as I stepped through that door it was like step-
ping through the looking glass into another world. All the rules changed 
or disappeared you were there with your friends fighting for your life and 
it was all so real. We had just come through our age of austerity with the 
three-day week, electricity strikes, punk etc. and had entered Thatcher’s 
Britain with the miners strikes and the Falklands War. Everything in the 
real world seemed so grey and depressing and here, here you were in 
another world, a world which was alive with monsters, where you could 
find treasure, evade traps and fight evil villains.

My life became one of making weapons/costume during the week, 
signing on on a Wednesday getting my dole cheque on a Friday, which 
would pay for my petrol. Then heading up to the Castle with friends 
from the tabletop club I was a member of, and finally, at the end of the 
weekend, heading to the Beeston pub and returning home either VERY 
late Sunday but usually Monday caked in face paint and dye, smelling of 
smoke and with no voice left…. Happy days!

We spent most of our time ‘monstering’ as, although adventure 
were really cheap, we had no money and monstering was free. So, we 
would usually spend the weekend in the Basic Dungeon, introducing new 
people to our amazing world.

Treasure Trap was more than a club for us. We were teenagers and 
we lived in a Castle for goodness sake! No parents, one phone. It was a 
rite of passage for many of us, likeminded people who shared this com-
mon bond of having a good laugh, fighting hard, getting away from the 
depressing monotony of the real world that was the 80’s having free reign 
and being able to do these extraordinary things. Some of the adventures 
were legendary, the exploits even more so. It really was of its time and 
with Health and Safety considerations of today it would not be allowed to 
exist in that form, and I think the world is a little sadder for that. A lot of 
us grew up at The Castle and the ties made there still bind us, even now.
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We were warriors once.

Deborah (Cannon) Carmichael - Treasure Trap
 
I remember reading a copy of White Dwarf, a gaming magazine 

for table top and D&D players, there was an advert for Treasure Trap and 
as my boyfriend and a large number of my friends met regularity to play 
fantasy games I thought it would be a mad, fun idea to go all the way to 
Cheshire and try it out.

I’d just passed my driving test that week, never driven on a mo-
torway, never been out in torrential rain or driven at night but we set off 
from Glasgow on the Thursday after work on the Scottish September 
holiday weekend. It was one of the longest journeys ever for me and the 
conditions were dire and no one else in our group could drive but by 3pm 
on Friday morning we arrived.

We had got lost several times and although we asked for direc-
tions we were confused by the local dialect and ended up looking for the 
“Beast and Crab” pub?? It turned out to be the “Beaston Castle”. Thick 
undergrowth, a steep winding path through dense woods and dripping 
trees and suddenly in the car headlights the castle walls loomed out of 
the dark. Awesome! Excited and thrilled we drove in under the gatehouse 
and into the large internal grounds dominated by a great oak tree. We 
made our way through the central doorway to be greeted by smoke and 
sounds of warfare.

“All right, Apprentices room for you guys. Follow me, your Ba-
sic is in the afternoon Saturday, we’ll show you around in the morning 
anyway try to get some sleep.” We ended up sprawled on the floor with 
our wizard protector. He immediately ‘runed’ the door to guard us from 
attack and, the very picture of a fantasy Mage with long hair and wispy 
beard, swirling robe and cloak carrying a staff, he bade us sleep. Exhaust-
ed as we were, we kind of passed out.

To cut a long story short this was the start of a series of experiences 
that I had never in my life imagined I could take part in or indeed imagine 
I could be capable of doing.  We climbed up walls and abseiled down 
them, leapt into battle in full chain mail, stole loot from party members, 
hired assassins to bump off rivals, sneaked about in the dark scaring our-
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selves senseless and loving every elevated moment.
A couple of standout memories include my first Basic, which was 

the introductory adventure designed to give new players a feel of the 
game rules and taste the atmosphere of the place. It took place in the 
old housekeeper’s corridor, at the end of which was a stone-built, round 
room sectioned into bays, which had once been the wine cellar. The place 
was always chilly, densely black and echoing. We entered from broad 
daylight into darkness, scrambling, blinking about trying to get used to 
it, facing smoke and gibbering monsters with just a candle to light the 
way. Scary it really was, but down at the end was the surprise, the Round 
Room.

We were a party of seven if I remember correctly, my husband-to-
be, two pals from Glasgow, a very young lad whom we called Wort and a 
very tall cheery, scoutmaster called Richard. We did quite well till we got 
to the round room. We knew things were going to be intense when, as we 
were about to enter, the referee put out our candle. We were met 

by utter chilling darkness. My first instinct was to drop to the floor as a 
blinding flash of strobe lighting illuminated a huge winged creature some 
distance across the room. The lights went out. When they came on again I 
had managed to get myself to a wall and slammed my back against it, and 
the Thing was now two feet in front of me. I was genuinely terrified but 
it hadn’t seen me. The lights went out, crashing, yelps, a muffled scream. 
This time when the lights came back on for a second I saw bodies all over 
the floor but the Thing, which looked like a giant bat, was way beyond 
me beating on one of my pals. I decided to act and dived at the Thing 
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from behind but as the lights went out I missed my footing crashed into 
someone and hit the floor. More yelling and a strange howl then silence. 
The referee called a timeout and the lights came on. I was entangled with 
Jim, my boyfriend whom I’d crashed into. We were sprawled on the floor, 
near us was the ‘dead’ gargoyle, as it turned out, with a couple of our 
pals celebrating having put it down. I don’t mind admitting I had been 
quaking with fear. It was great!

Another stand-out memory was a moment whilst preparing for a 
huge battle against an Undead army in one of the great rooms at the 
Castle. We were at the end of 48 hours non-stop gaming and one of our 
assembled party leaped onto an old sideboard, took hold of an ancient 
wall mounted electrical light bracket and lit up the room from the live 
socket with sparks flying off his chain mail, all the while singing “No-
body makes soup in a cup like Batchelor’s Cup-a-Soup.’ When we all 
joined in he illumined each new line with a brilliant spray of sparks! 
Those were the days.

Why did we keep going back? Nowhere in the full length of Britain 
could we have experienced this kind of adventuring this was the first larp, 
the first fantasy event, the first themed holiday venue. The group that set 
up the castle also play-tested the very first paintball games. There were 
people at the castle making giant traps, preparing weapons and costumes, 
writing scenarios and acting and performing Tolkienian and Gygaxian 
plots and ideas that thrilled scared and delighted all who went there. This 
was utterly unique and back in 1982 it was growing and evolving even 
as we played it. It was exciting, joyful, often uncomfortably freezing and 
damp madness but even now, as a senior citizen, I would do it all again 
in an instant.

Emma Day - Spirit of Adventure

I started larping in November 1988 at Spirit of Adventure in Man-
chester, one of the clubs which had started following the closure of the 
original Treasure Trap at Peckforton Keep. I’d played D&D for several 
years and a group of friends that I did tabletop with had been once, but 
had not asked me if I wanted to go… because I am female. However, they 
worked out that I was a female with a car, and an income; who was daft 
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enough to drive from Reading to Horley, near Gatwick to collect them 
and then drive to Manchester.

I created my character, a scout. I created my costume, a ‘new ro-
mantic’ cotton shirt (appropriated from Big Sister), a leather jerkin from 
a charity shop, some leggings and ankle boots. And a belt.

And we headed to Manchester, via Leicester for part of our wider 
group was at Leicester Poly and were forever to be known as the ‘Leices-
ter Poly’. At this point, with two car loads, I was the only female. Once 
we got to Leicester another two car loads were added and one more 
female. That was the nature of LRP in those days, at best 10% female 
attending. But eventually we got to Loks Works, and old Mill in Asht-
on-under-Lyne.

We were made very welcome. This was a professional set up, we 
had a briefing about safety. Those of us who had not larped before were 
given some weapons practice. We could get a great fry-up in what dou-
bled as the in-character Tavern. As to what I remember of my first adven-
ture, well other than that I had 7 points to spend (as a scout) and everyone 
else had 6, very little in truth. But I do remember ‘monstering’ for the 
first time.

That was the deal, you played some and you monstered some. So, 
I joined in fighting with borrowed weapons, playing masked skeletons, 
then a dead body, a goblin in a green mask and an orc in a brown one. 
Then I played half of a Displacer Beast.

This was a less familiar monster in the system. The way it worked 
was that the creature was composed of two parts, the ‘body’ and the ‘spir-
it’. The players could only be damaged by the ‘spirit’, and they had to get 
to the ‘body’ to kill the creature. I was playing the ‘body’, the idea being 
that, as a new larper, I would not have to try to fight well because all I 
needed to do was ‘take a few hits’ and fall over.

Well, the players were being badly damaged by the spirit of the 
beast, and somehow they had managed to kick off the next encounter too; 
so were also being attacked by more goblins. And by the time they got to 
me they were ‘a bit over excited’ and rather forgot to pull their blows as 
they should. I fell over quite quickly, and the Lead Referee had to inter-
vene to calm everyone down. I loved it!

Yes, I was a bit bruised after that but really I did not care. I was 
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completely hooked; the whole experience was just great. We left shortly 
afterwards for the long drive back to Surrey. Promising to be back in the 
New Year.

There are a number of things that have kept me larping. The sheer 
escapism of being able to ‘be someone else’ and not to think of work or 
other real life stresses for a weekend was a significant reason. The people 
are very important too, on the whole the roleplay community are one of 
the most inclusive and supportive bunch of individuals you could meet. 
I have some long standing and very dear friends, and continue to make 
new friends every year. And when it comes to it, I still get a real buzz out 
of crawling through the bushes in the dead of night, as part of a mission 
or to try to heal the fallen warriors....

 

Brian Williams – Freeform

I first started playing conventional tabletop roleplaying games in 
1984, courtesy of my friend Andrew McBrien, who introduced me to 
Dungeons and Dragons. I was immediately hooked and by the time I 
went to the University of York, I was writing and running my own games. 
After York, I did a Ph.D. at Edinburgh, where I continued running role-
playing games, but I returned regularly to York and in December 1988, 
I attended my first Fantasy Party. I maintain that the Fantasy Parties at 
York (of which Andrew Rilstone ran the first three) were the first exam-
ples in the UK of the genre that became known as ‘Freeforms’ (‘thea-
tre-style’ in the US).

Andrew’s first game was a pretty basic affair, but that didn’t stop it 
being excellent fun. It was a new type of roleplaying that was so different 
from anything I had ever done before. Although we had talked about it as 
a concept for some time in York, to see it in action was wonderful.

The setting was a fairly derivative fantasy court. The King was 
holding a contest to find a husband for his daughter and heir, the Princess. 
I landed a role as one of the suitors, a prince who’d been mugged on the 
way to the court and ended up forcing his way in wearing nothing more 
than a blanket (which has set the standard for and my approach to cos-
tuming ever since...). I think the character sheet was about 4 lines long, 
but it was enough to give me the scope for some excellent roleplaying, 
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especially with the Princess, who my character ended up marrying.
What made the first Fantasy Party so impressive was its scale. No 

longer was I, as a player, aware of the distinction between the ‘group’ and 
everyone else. No longer was there the them and us split between players 
and non-playing characters. Everyone was a player! It was a liberating 
experience and led to a very immersive game.

I was so impressed that I went back to York at the end of the next 
two terms of that academic year to play in two more of Andrew’s games, 
in which I continued to play the Prince, now joint heir to his wife’s King-
dom. It’s safe to say that they were some of the best roleplaying expe-
riences that I’ve ever had. Each game lasted perhaps three hours and 
took place in a single room at the York campus. I really can’t remember 
how many of us turned up to that first Fantasy Party, but I’d guess it 
was around 30. By the time Andrew ran his third game, they were a firm 
fixture and numbers might have been up to about 50.

Andrew then handed over the reins and others took up the respon-
sibility for writing and running the Fantasy Parties, which ran at the end 
of every term. I kept coming back to play in them, but the next significant 
event in my involvement took place in Edinburgh a few months later.

Andrew had managed to get the independent professional roleplay-
ing magazine of the day (I forget its name) to print the first Fantasy Party 
as a scenario and someone in Edinburgh came across it and announced 
to the roleplaying society there (GEAS) that he was going to run this 
new game. I, of course, couldn’t resist, so I played again, this time as 
the Prince who went in disguise as his servant. And my character got to 
marry the Princess again.

The game was a reasonable success. I think about 15 or 20 people 
turned up, and it was enough to kick-start me into action. I honestly can’t 
remember if I’d thought of doing a game myself before then, but after the 
Fantasy Party was run in Edinburgh, I realised that there was a ready and 
willing group of players and so, that summer (1990), I launched The Ace 
of Spades on an unwitting set of Edinburgh students. To my great pride, 
a few of my friends also came up from York to play in it, among them 
Andrew, whose fault all this was. I think I also have to be honest and say I 
don’t think he enjoyed it that much, but overall, the game was sufficiently 
successful for me to run two more.
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After that, my freeform writing activity ground to a halt and I went 
back to much more conventional roleplaying. Although I wasn’t writing 
freeforms, I was however sowing seeds and laying foundations for my 
future involvement. I also started getting involved in playing in larger 
freeforms. The first of these was at Convulsion in July 19924, where I 
went specifically to play Home of the Bold. This was a six-hour, 80 player 
freeform set in the Gloranthan city of Bold Home at the time of the Lunar 
Occupation (if that doesn’t mean anything to you, don’t worry, it didn’t 
mean anything to me either). Despite knowing next to nothing about Glo-
rantha and having received the 32 page character sheet and background 
booklet on my arrival on the Friday evening (the game was Saturday 
afternoon), I was utterly captivated.

What hooked me, and what I have still to this day never seen done 
better, was the scope of the game. I had my own little room which rep-
resented my ‘embassy’, while other rooms of the university halls of res-
idence where the game was being held, represented other parts of Bold 
Home. It was fantastic. Here I was, in a real city, with real people. It had 
its own bar, marketplace and population. I even had my own followers. 
There were so many people to interact with, so many people to talk with, 
so much depth. I hardly touched the various plots that were going on, 
which all added to the sense of reality of the place and the game. It was 
truly excellent.

The next big step for me was down to Kevin Jacklin and friends. 
Kevin was one of those behind Convulsion and also a very keen free-
former. At the 1994 Convulsion, we had had Sandy Peterson as a guest 
and he told us about Café Casablanca, a truly massive weekend-long 
game that he had helped to write in the States.

It was Kevin who was instrumental (although there were certainly 
others involved, to whom I apologise for not giving due credit) in bring-
ing Café Casablanca over to the UK in 1995, when it was run at a hotel in 
Nottingham. It was my first weekend long game and, after that, the week-
end games started to come along quite regularly. What marked out all 
these early games, other than that they were weekend long games for 50+ 
players, was that they were American games, imported to the UK. Most 
importantly, they were run by American referees who flew over especial-
ly for the games. While in some ways this was good, since it introduced 
4 A British games and roleplaying convention. Now called Continuum.
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us to some excellent games (Café Casablanca, King’s Musketeers and 
1897) and got a large group of British freeformers together, I can’t help 
thinking that it also stifled the home-grown game scene, both in terms of 
writing and running our own games. However, they did propel me to take 
my own faltering steps towards producing some home-grown games.

Another source of inspiration was my attendance at Intercon, the 
American LARP convention. It had been suggested to me by an Amer-
ican friend, Jeannie Whited, who had come over to play the UK run of 
1897. It’s difficult to describe what an effect that weekend had on me. 
Although I had been to roleplaying conventions in the UK before and had 
played weekend long games, Intercon was something different. A week-
end dedicated to freeforms, with three or four streams of games running 
simultaneously. I was spoilt for choice and was staggered by the quality 
of the games, the quality of the roleplaying and the sheer friendliness of 
everyone towards me. 

I was hooked and attended Intercon from 1999 to 2004, while that 
first Intercon also gave me the impetus to start writing my own games 
which ran both back home in the UK and over at Intercon. Although 
I’ve slowed down in terms of my output since those early days, when I 
would write a 30+ player game each year, I’m still writing and running 
games, still attending Intercon (I returned in 2011 and have been every 
year since), and I attended Consequences, a UK freeforms convention 
inspired by Intercon, where I continue to both play and run games.

The weekend-long game scene is also alive and well in the UK, 
with UK-written games being run here and also being taken over the US. 
In many ways the scene has come full circle with a group of UK players, 
led by Sue Lee, Tony Mitton and AJ Smith, running games such as Café 
Casablanca in the US. So much for my early pessimism that we were 
stifling the UK scene!

Tony Mitton - Freeform

Around 1992 and 1993 I wrote and ran three Vampire: The Mas-
querade larps at European GenCon5 and, I think, (it was a long time 

5 A tabletop-game convention, that started in the USA and commenced holding European events 
in 1990.
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ago) at TSR’s Reading, pre-cursor to Euro GenCon.6 I called the games 
‘Freeforms’, and this may be the first time a larp described this way was 
run at a public UK event.

I’d never played this style of game, and only ever larped before at 
Labyrinthe as a student. But I had three great sources of inspiration:

First, I’d read a review of The Freeform Book, by Morgana Cowl-
ing and published by The Australian Games Group and bought a copy by 
mail order. I never actually played or ran any of the games in this, but 
they did give me a good feel for how to structure a game for many play-
ers, each the centre of their own story, and without NPCs (non-playing 
characters).

Second, I discovered an issue of Andrew Rilstone’s fanzine Aslan, 
which had a supplement dedicated to his Fantasy Parties run in York 
in the late 80s. This was a great read, and further encouraged me to try 
writing my own game.

Finally, Vampire: The Masquerade was published as a tabletop 
game. It was the big new thing, so I bought a copy. The first edition has a 
page near the back on running Vampire: The Masquerade as live action. 
It’s just one page, and the advice by today’s standards is questionable 
(including “the Storyteller should usually pay the most powerful, central 
character”).

I really liked the idea of these Freeform games and didn’t know 
anybody who ran them. And so, with a combination of arrogance and 
naivete, I decided to write and run my own.

The first game was set in York (quite possibly an unconscious trib-
ute to Andrew’s fantasy parties), centering on the trial of a Vampire who 
had given an interview to the local press. I ran it for the D&D society for 
my old college, where I still knew a lot of people, and everybody seemed 
to have a good time. This wasn’t because it was a good game - by modern 
standards it was terrible - but because it was new, and the setting worked.

The Vampire: The Masquerade structure of clans and elders, ne-
onates and the like gave structure and implicit objectives to individuals 
and groups, so this information, together with a character name and some 
basic personality was what went into each character sheet.

The game had about 25 characters, all vampires, no NPCs and 
6 Tactical Studies Rules (TSR) American game publishing company
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justme to run the thing. (I remember, in the first run of the first game, 
someone coming to me and saying “He’s just making stuff up!” and won-
dering if that was allowed.)

It was the early days of cheap IT and I had access to a work laptop 
and printer, so technology was also a factor in making this possible.

A TSR staffer was in that first run, so I ended up taking the game 
to wherever TSR’s annual UK convention was back then, the year before 
Euro GenCon and Camber Sands. So the initial player base was tabletop 
roleplayers, working with source material with which they were familiar. 
The game proved so popular I wrote a second and a third, all set in York. 
I called them ‘The York Trilogy’. Three was my limit, and Pete Whale 
volunteered to step in the next year. His first game was also set in York, 
but he subsequently adopted his own style, and created larger games.

I think what appealed to players, other than the sheer novelty of the 
form and the chance to dress up as vampires, was this freedom of action 
and the ability to be their character,  and share their feelings, rather than 
just talk about them.

My three games are, thankfully, long lost. They really were that 
bad. But I met a bunch of great people running them; and many of these 
are still friends, and still larp. And I got to play in my first freeform at one 
of those Euro GenCons. 

And I still write and run Freeforms (or maybe Chamber larps by 
modern parlance) as well as play as many as I can.

Victoria Bettelheim – Freeform
 
About 12 years ago a friend was telling me about a weekend that 

he goes away on twice a year where they play board games and tabletop 
roleplaying games. It sounded OK.  And then he told me about the Sat-
urday night ‘Lives’. At that point I turned to my then husband and said 
we have to go to this. I get to dress up and improvise on the spot. What 
could be more fun!

Little did I know that this hobby and group would become so in-
tertwined in my life. I became a regular fixture at the weekends and the 
highlight for me was always the ‘Live’.

We call it ‘The Live’, meaning ‘free form’ live roleplaying. In these, 
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the gamemaster (GM) sets up the world, characters (preferably with some 
input from the players), props, lay out of the room, side games, puzzles 
etc. On the night, the GM and their assistant GMs check people are fol-
lowing the rules, are available to give advice as needed and make sure 
that anything that is based on timings happens on time. For example, at 
the Victorian Music Hall event I ran I had an assistant GM to check that 
the acts happened on time and that all the players were present during the 
performances.

Back to 12 years ago: before that first weekend I got an email tell-
ing us what the ‘Live’ was going to be based on (Cowboys) so we could 
source costumes, if we wanted to. I sent an email back: “Cowgirl or sa-
loon girl?” Saloon girl was the reply.

When I arrived on the Thursday night I was really apprehensive, as 
I was only one of two females amongst thirty males and I was informed 
that I was playing the town whore. ‘How does this work? What are the 
expectations? Do I just flirt? How would these geeky guys react to me 
flirting with them? Would it be misunderstood?’ These were a few of the 
questions running around my head. No one explained anything and I did 
feel a bit thrown into the deep end. It quickly became clear though that 
my personal space would be respected and because I got to spend some 
time with the group before the Saturday night I worked out who would 
be ok with me flirting or not.

The group had been started by a set of friends playing a ‘Live’ in 
someone’s back garden. Each year new people were invited along to join 
in and that is how we have grown. So rules for behaviour have not been 
needed, as we only invite people who we know we trust and will behave 
respectfully towards others. If someone does turn out to be horrid we are 
quick to request their friend to sort it out.

The ‘Lives’ are written by a range of people and usually someone 
will throw their hat into the ring about six months beforehand. As the 
group has grown (50 +) the ‘Lives’ have become harder to organise and 
write for one person, so we tend to encourage a team to write, resource 
and run it. I have now been involved in writing four; two of which I led.  I 
tend to run narrative heavy games whereas others run more sandbox style 
where the characters can choose which activities they do.

As the years have passed, as a group, we have learnt what to do to 
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make the Live experience more accessible for new players and how to 
ensure that everyone has fun. Surveys beforehand, different aspects for 
different types of gamers, rules for representations for physical roman-
tic contact (initiated by me), and we informally make sure that the new 
players are buddied up with someone (either the person who invited them 
along or someone in the game who would be linked to them.) 

I adore participating in ‘Live’ roleplays as I enjoy exploring the 
lives of others and seeing how people react when they are faced with the 
persona that I present to them. It gives me the opportunity to be someone 
who is quite the opposite to myself or work out how I would cope with 
difficult situations. I also enjoy improvising as part of a bigger group 
telling a story together.
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Peaky writing weekends
Steve Hatherley

Freeforms are a type of larp involving pre-written characters and (usu-
ally) minimal rules and interaction from the GMs. Characters are heavily 
woven into the background and usually have many links to other char-
acters.

Since 2001 over 50 one-shot freeforms have been written at the an-
nual “Peaky” writing weekends. At a Peaky writing weekend (normally 
just “Peaky”), around 30 freeformers meet in Derbyshire to write from 
scratch several freeforms on the Friday and Saturday, and then play them 
on the Sunday.

There were two drivers behind the starting of Peaky. The first was 
to develop freeform writers in the UK. During the 1990s, freeforms were 
starting to make their presence felt in the UK. Conventions such as Con-
tinuum and Furrytales were regularly featuring freeforms, but the free-
forms were usually written by the same few authors, or were imported 
from the USA (where Intercon, a dedicated larp convention on the East 
coast, had been running short-form theatre-style larps (ie, freeforms) 
since 1992).

The second driver was the challenge of trying to write (and then 
play) a freeform in a weekend. Most of the freeforms of the 1990s had 
been tens of thousands of words long. Character sheets were often sev-
eral pages in length, and the sheer scale of a freeform was intimidating. 
Was it possible to create a satisfying freeform with less effort?
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In November 2001, 20 freeform enthusiasts met in three linked 
self-catering cottages in Edale in the Derbyshire Peak District (hence 
‘Peaky’) to find out.

We didn’t know what we were doing at the first Peaky, but some-
how it all came together. The cottages we had hired had three separate 
spaces that could be used for writing, so we split into three groups. I can’t 
remember how we split the groups, other than there was one group who 
wanted to write a game with ability cards.

Technology in 2001 was more challenging than it is now. Most 
people had a laptop, but formats weren’t as exchangeable as they are now 
and we had a number of compatibility issues. There was no wifi, and we 
were swapping files using USB drives.

The preparation and clearing of meals were shared by the authors, 
with everyone helping. Success wasn’t guaranteed. I know that some 
people were expecting us to fail, and I had with me a pre-written freeform 
just in case.

Despite the challenges, each group completed their freeform, and 
each freeform was played. The freeforms were:

• The Rosie Lee: Mysterious goings on aboard a tea clipper becalmed 
in the Indian Ocean. Uniquely in the history of Peaky, The Rosie Lee 
was played on the Saturday evening. All other games since have been 
played on the Sunday. Not everyone played The Rosie Lee - while 
most of the group were playing (or running), a few dedicated writers 
were finishing off their freeforms.

• Carry on at Camp David: 1960s paranoia, diplomacy and presiden-
tial nonsense at Camp David. Carry on at Camp David has since been 
published by Peaky Games.

• The Whitest Link: Set in Hell, the freeform of sins and broken com-
mandments - and soul trading.

Sue Lee organised the first Peaky, having previously used the 
cottages for a holiday. She has continued to organise subsequent Peaky 
weekends and is the Events Organiser on the Peaky Games committee.

Of the original 20 Peaky attendees, eight are still attending Peaky 
16 years later (and many have never missed a Peaky). There is now a core 



group of about 16 writers who can be relied on to attend every Peaky, and 
maybe a dozen others who regularly attend.

After a second time in Edale, Peaky moved to Upper Rectory Farm 
Cottages (URFC), a complex of converted farm buildings not far from 
Tamworth in Derbyshire, and just off the A42.

As well as being much easier to get to, URFC is almost perfect for 
Peaky as it consists of a complex of self-contained cottages. URFC also 
includes a large kitchen and a refectory that we use for meals and playing 
the freeforms.

As Peaky has grown (Peaky 2017 had 33 attendees) it simply books 
more of the cottages. 33 writers means six groups, and URFC allows 
each group to have its own private writing area.

In 2007 Peaky Games was formed as a society with the mission to 
write, run and publish freeforms - and to organise freeform writing week-
ends. Peaky Games’ committee consists of the Chairperson, Treasurer, 
Secretary, Events Organiser, Publications Officer, and Web Officer. The 
constitution is on the website: http://peakygames.wikidot.com/about-
peaky-games 

To date Peaky Games has published the following games: An Ec-
umenical Matter, Carry on at Camp David, Diamond Geezers, The Day 
the Music Died, Small Town Folks, Best of the Wurst, Burning Orchid, 
Pirate Island (through Freeform Games), and Monster Mash (through 
Freeform Games). 

Additionally two further games have been released (for free) under 
a Creative Commons licence: Venice and Mars Attracts.

How Peaky Works

Peaky starts on Friday afternoon, at about 4pm when the cottages be-
come available. People start assembling, find their rooms, unpack the 
food, and play board games.

The first event on Friday is the Peaky Games AGM, which starts 
at 6pm and typically lasts around 30-60 minutes. The AGM is followed 
by supper. Prior to 2005 the catering was prepared by the writers them-
selves. Since then, the catering has been prepared by a non-writer (often 
the partner of one of the writers). This role is unpaid, but their expenses 
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(including accommodation) is covered by everyone else, and if they want 
to they can play in the freeforms on Sunday.

After supper ideas are pitched and the writing groups are formed. 
Once the groups are formed,they move to their writing areas and spend 
the rest of the evening fleshing out their ideas and brainstorming using 
flipcharts. The group forming session is usually fairly unstructured and 
somewhat chaotic, and this is discussed further, below.

Towards the end of Friday night (often around 11pm), the groups 
will stop work on their game and socialise and play board games.

Saturday is writing day, and the ideas on the flipcharts must be 
turned into characters. Each group is different in how they approach the 
writing, although some use a process similar to that described in”A pro-
cess for writing freeforms”.

Most groups aim to have envelopes stuffed before midnight, and 
there can be a bit of friendly competition as to who finishes first. At mid-
night one of the committee checks in with each group and reminds them 
to go to bed - in the past we have had groups writing until 3am and be-
yond. Unfortunately, they have then been very tired on the Sunday, and 
their enjoyment of the games on Sunday has suffered as a result.

Sunday is for playing the freeforms. Sometimes there are some last 
minute corrections to do, but generally the writing is over. All six games 
run on the Sunday, with two streams running in parallel. One group uses 
the URFC refectory whilst the other uses the largest of the writing spaces.

The first game slot starts at 9.30 and lasts for two hours. This is 
followed by an hour break for an early lunch, with the second game slot 
starting at 12.30. At 2.30 there is a 30 minute break (just time for a short 
debrief) before the third slot starts at 3. The last game then finishes at 
5pm.

Two hours for each game is normally about right, although it can 
make the changeover a bit frantic, particularly if a game overruns (or 
takes a long time in debrief). Having longer slots would mean either 
starting earlier (which isn’t popular due to Saturday’s late night) or fin-
ishing later (which again isn’t popular as many people travel home on 
Sunday evening).

Peaky formally finishes with the end of the last game at 5pm, but 
the cottages are booked until Monday morning, so some stay the Sunday 
night.
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At least two other groups have been inspired by Peaky. Peaky Mid-
west is an affiliated group (and has been attended by Peaky’s Sue Lee) 
that started in 2012 in Madison, Wisconsin, USA. Pukepuke (which is 
te reo for “hilly”) is a larpwriting weekend that runs occasionally near 
Wellington, New Zealand.

The Games

Peaky’s freeforms, as played on Sunday, are always a bit rough and 
ready. There are gaps, some characters are only partly written, and may 
be played by the writers. (Many people call them playtests for that rea-
son.)

But despite that, they are almost always successful - although this 
may partly be due to the players making them so. At Peaky, the players 
are very forgiving as they know just how little time the writers have had 
to write their game.

Following Peaky, many of the games are developed to be run at 
other conventions, particularly Consequences (of which more below). 
This development consists of filling gaps, fleshing characters out and 
general improvements and can take longer than the original writing. The 
resulting games usually take longer to run - three or four hours is typical.

How far the game is developed depends on the perfectionism of 
the writers and whether the game is intended to be published (publica-
tion tends to require a higher standard, particularly when writing the GM 
notes).

In 2007 the Consequences convention, based at Naish in Dorset, 
started. Consequences provides a space for the freeforms written at Peaky 
to be played again, and much of the work following Peaky is to develop 
the freeforms to a standard acceptable for Consequences. 

Most of the games written at Peaky are fairly typical 10-12 play-
er freeforms. However, Peaky is also an opportunity to experiment, and 
some of its experiments have included:

Railways and Respectability (2004) started as a perfectly normal 
Victorian railway-building freeform. During development, the romance 
element of the game was dropped. Two years later, some of the writers 
revisited the game to write, Romance and Respectability (2006), which 
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filled in the missing romance element. Subsequently the two games have 
been painstakingly merged to create a single 32 player freeform.

Starboard Home (2007) tried to create a freeform that could be 
printed on cards and randomized. The game would be different each 
time, and characters would be made up of individual cards, each of which 
contained a plot element. Although the game was successfully played at 
Peaky, it didn’t work well enough to be considered a success. One of the 
criticisms of Starboard Home was that it’s characters lacked characteriza-
tion beyond the plot, and looking back it might have benefitted from from 
incorporating some workshopping techniques inspired by Nordic larp.

The Marshenge Project (2009) created a 22 player freeform by hav-
ing two writing teams simultaneously write two games set in the same 
location. The writing teams were linked with a core team who oversaw 
the whole and provided some linking plots. The core team were also the 
GMs, while the other writers played in the half of the game they didn’t 
write. The Marshenge Project was ambitious, but the two halves were too 
distinct from each other to work properly. With more time the two halves 
could have been merged, but not in the time available.

Pirate Island (2011) started from an idea for creating a short, 30 
minute introductory freeform that might be suitable for regular conven-
tions (such as UK Games Expo). During development this morphed into 
a party game with tasks to be completed by pirate teams (characterisation 
was non-existent) and has since been published by Freeform Games.

What Happened in Blackpool (2013) used Nordic larp techniques 
such as structured workshops to discover what happened at the combined 
stag night and hen party in Blackpool. It used a character and plot gen-
eration process which the writers called Picking Up the Pieces. What 
Happened in Blackpool was a great success, although my personal ex-
perience at Peaky is that while the workshops were extremely enjoyable, 
playing the game to resolve the conflicts was more uneven. The Picking 
Up the Pieces process was also used for Preserving the Village (2014).

The Truth and Nothing but the Truth (2014) was written as a con-
ference ice-breaker (which one of the Peaky attendees had volunteered 
to deliver). The game consisted of teams of players competing against 
each other. After successfully being used as the ice-breaker, it was then 
re-written and re-themed and used for another organisation’s Christmas 
party.



Lessons from Peaky

Peaky is a highly creative experience. It is hard work, and can be stress-
ful. There are a number of challenges unique to Peaky that haven’t al-
ways been resolved satisfactorily.

Peaky has experimented with different ways of pitching ideas and 
forming groups, and has yet to hit on a satisfactory method that suits 
everyone. The difficulty is to create groups that work together, share a 
vision for their freeform, and have sufficient experienced writers/project 
managers to get something delivered that can be played.

The Friday Pitch Session
This is the most frequently used approach, and involves attendees 

pitching ideas for freeforms that they want to write. Everyone then votes 
on ideas that they are interested in writing, and the least-popular ideas are 
eliminated until only six remain.

There are two problems with the Friday pitch session. The first 
is that it’s possible that someone might not be interested in any of the 
remaining ideas, and becomes disengaged. The second problem is that 
the writing groups may become very unbalanced if one or two ideas are 
particularly popular. Experience tells us that groups of four or five writers 
are ideal, and while six is manageable, more than that is to be avoided.

The counter to the first problem is that just because a group has 
agreed to write something during the pitch session, there’s nothing actu-
ally holding them to that idea. Groups do frequently change their minds 
(and may spend all of Friday night arriving at an idea of a game that they 
want to write).

To counter the second problem, once the groups are formed the 
experienced Peaky-goers take a step back and suggest alterations to the 
group sizes if they perceive problems.

Pitching ideas in advance
To speed up Friday evening, Peaky has in the past encouraged 

game pitches in advance, on the mailing list and Facebook group. This 
has the advantage that it gives everyone a chance to discuss the ideas in 
advance, and explore them in more detail than there is time for during a 
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Friday-night pitch session. However, fundamentally, the main advantage 
of this is that it speeds Friday evening up.

The downside of this is that some groups may end up forming in 
advance (and behind the scenes), clustered around a particular idea. Al-
though this isn’t necessarily a bad idea, it can be bad for those who end 
up locked out of a particular game they were interested in.

Forming groups in advance
On at least two occasions, Peaky has formed groups in advance, 

either based on game ideas or simply based on people they would like 
to write with. Forming groups in advance runs the risks of cliques form-
ing centred around popular individuals (or ideas), and can alienate new 
writers (who may not know the personalities involved). It does mean that 
everyone starts Friday night at full speed, but it also loses the team spirit 
that can form from the Friday night pitch session. 

Writing as a group
Creating a freeform with four or five (or occasionally six) other 

freeform writers can be a challenge, particularly if you intend to finish 
at a reasonable hour. The secret ingredients are compromise and project 
management.

Compromise
There are various compromises needed when writing at Peaky. The 

first is that if you successfully pitched an idea, you can’t be too precious 
about it. As soon as the group forms you must lose ownership. If you try 
to hold onto your vision too tightly you end up alienating your co-writers. 
Instead, I recommend holding your vision lightly - and if the game steers 
away from your vision you can always write what you really intended at 
a later date.

The second compromise is accepting the group’s direction. You 
may end up writing a game on a topic or in a format that you aren’t par-
ticularly interested in. You may disagree about certain aspects. I would 
always advocate arguing your point, but I also advocate accepting defeat 
graciously.

The third is to compromise on standards: you are not aiming for 
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perfection. You don’t need to catch every error and typo. Instead, you 
can park that for the rewrite and concentrate on getting the broad strokes 
sorted and finishing at a reasonable hour.

The final compromise is to accept that occasionally, some games 
don’t get finished at Peaky. It doesn’t happen often, but now and again 
writing groups don’t always complete their games. Sometimes this is de-
liberate, such as when a group starts writing a larger game in the knowl-
edge that it won’t run on the Sunday. Occasionally fate intervenes and, 
for whatever reason, the game isn’t ready.

Project management
The other cornerstone is having someone who will project man-

age the group through the writing process. The person whose idea was 
chosen isn’t necessarily the best person to be project manager. Instead it 
needs to be someone who knows how the whole process works, and what 
needs to be done to be finished on time.

My experience of this role is that it can be a delicate balance of 
ensuring that the game makes progress while managing everyone’s ex-
pectations.

We don’t formally assign project managers at Peaky, although we 
try and make sure that each group has at least one writer who is capable 
of taking the role.

Sunday’s running order
In a perfect world, on the Sunday everyone would get to see their 

game run and also play two other games. Making this happen can be 
challenging.

At the first few Peakys, we had three writing groups and we knew 
exactly who we were writing for: the other writers. As a result, we tended 
to write games for the right number of players. Peaky’s expansion to 30 
writers (and six games, played in two parallel streams on the Sunday) 
combined with a change in attitude on the part of the groups - writing 
groups were writing for the number of players that they felt their game 
needed.

This combination has the potential to have games where there are 
not enough players (forcing the GMs to play) or too many players (mean-
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ing some people have to sit out).
I have been organising the Sunday games for the last few years, and 

to overcome these problems I have developed a process that avoids too 
much headaches. 

1. Find out who has to leave early on Sunday. (Sometimes this 
happens unexpectedly, but if people know in advance that they 
won’t be around for all of Sunday it helps to know that first.)

2. Work out how many players each group can expect, on average. 
And tell them on Friday night so that they can plan for that. 
(With 30 writers in six groups of five, each group can expect 
ten players.)

3. On Saturday morning ask each group to confirm their player 
numbers - and gender balances. Review these to work out a 
running order for Sunday - in particular matching game sizes s 
to suit available players.

4. On Saturday afternoon/evening, circulate a sign-up sheet ask-
ing everyone which freeform they want to play in which slot 
(and, importantly, asking for those who don’t mind which game 
they play).

5. Use the sign-up sheets to work out who is playing in which 
game, based on preferences, player numbers, and genders.

(Emergencies that result in players having to leave unexpectedly early 
can throw a spanner into this process, but it is usually fairly reliable.)

Peaky is my favourite gaming weekend of the year. It’s intense, 
creative and stressful. I don’t get enough sleep, I drink too much and I 
sometimes feel terrible. Yet I wouldn’t miss it for the world.
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Who is responsible for what

at a larp event?
Stephen Gibson

I have been involved with various larps, from the original Treasure 
Trap back in the 80’s up until The Gathering. With the advent of large 
fest style events, the LARP scene changed from meeting in a country 
park and running adventures to a much richer experience.

To make a successful LARP event, several factors have to come 
together.  Everyone at the event has responsibilities to ensure the event is 
a success. Here are my thoughts on this.
 

The responsibilities of the Organisers

The organisers have huge responsibilities but can reap the most rewards, 
both financially and seeing their creation evolve.

Location
Choose your sites with care. There are plenty of good sites that exist for 
running fests on. Remember that your staff have to stay on site as well, 
and they will need the same facilities as the players. 

Booking
Book your site before you send out your booking forms and advertising. 
Sending out a change of venue note to all your prospective customers is 
time consuming and expensive. Make sure that you know what you are 
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getting, and what your responsibilities are. 

Appropriateness
Try to ensure that the location you pick is appropriate for the type of 
event that you are running. If you are running an adventure weekend, 
then you need a decent adventure area. If you are to run a battle, then 
ensure there is a safe place to have it. 

Logistics

Costs
One person should be in charge of all event logistics. It is up to them to 
ensure that the event happens. Ensure that you have enough money to 
cover any losses.

Work out a rough costing before the event so that you know how 
many players you need to break even, then add a few on for unforeseen 
expenses. If you do not get that many players then the event will probably 
make a loss and you need to decide if you are going to risk players turn-
ing up on the door. If you have to cancel, then all players’ money must be 
returned to them and you will have to meet any costs already incurred out 
of your own pocket. It may be that it is worth running the event at a loss, 
as you will lose less money than if you cancel.

Advertising
Ensure all the facts in your advertising are correct. If you promise some-
thing that has not been delivered then your players have a right to com-
plain. 

Booking & Payment
Have a process and rules for dealing with bookings, then follow them. If 
you save all the bookings up until a certain date and then send out tickets, 
then this should be in your advertising.

Always ask for any relevant medical details, as this will help the first 
aiders/medical staff in an emergency. NEVER divulge this information 
to anyone other than the first aiders/medical staff. 



Data Protection
Be aware of the Data Protection Act. If you store anything more than 
names and addresses of the players then it may apply. Get hold of a copy, 
read it, understand it.

Refunds
If a player cancels then you need to have a policy on refunds. Draw one 
up and stick to it. If you have to give refunds to a certain player for a 
particular instance, then all players with that same reason must also get 
refunds. It is a good idea to state it in the advertising or the event pack.

Getting to site
Ensure that you can get all your equipment to and from site. Also be 
prepared to take home more than you took, as players will leave things 
behind. 

Lost Property
Have a single place on site that stores the lost property. Record all items 
found and any retrieved by their owners. Also log any items that players 
have lost that have not been found.

You will have to keep any unclaimed items for at least 6 months 
after the event before you can dispose of them. 

Safety
Always have a qualified first aider on site and an appropriate first aid kit. 
Always know where the nearest emergency hospital is.

If you have any buildings, then assign a Fire Officer, whose job is to clear 
the buildings in the event of a fire.

If you are running linear adventures, then ensure there is a way to contact 
the organisers from the adventure area, even if it is by mobile phone.

Staff
Make sure that you have enough staff, and that they are good at the jobs 
that need doing. Nothing is worse than seeing a referee flounder amongst 
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the paperwork at the Event Control. Look after your staff, as without 
them you can not run an event. A simple ‘thank you’ every now and then 
goes a long way. If possible arrange a tangible reward for them out of the 
event profits. Ensure that all of your staff know what they have to do, and 
what you will do for them. If you promise to feed them, then keep that 
promise.

Minimal staff required:
Gate Staff
Weapons Checker
Event Control
First Aider
(Fire Officer)

Plot Organiser      
Referee
(Caterer)
(Emergency Driver)
Gopher     

Phone
If at all possible have a mobile phone number that lost players or players’ 
relatives can contact you on. Ensure that it has enough power to last the 
event. 

Insurance
• Buildings insurance if you are indoors. Many places have this Them-

selves, but some require you to get it.
• Accident insurance, the reason for this is obvious.
• Public Liability, this is especially important if the public have access 

to the location that you are running at. 

Rules

Ensure that everyone knows the rules under which the event is being run. 
Both the site/event rules and the game rules. Make sure that you have 
copies for sale/distribution on site and that your referees know them. 
Have one person in charge of the rules with absolute authority over them.
All the rules should be made available to the players. If you have any 
secret rules, then ensure that there are referees on hand to referee their 
use. If you have anything that breaks the rules then ensure that there is a 
referee or lammie with the item/power.
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If you are going to change the rules, then inform people before-
hand, and let them have copies of the new rules as soon as possible. If 
you are play-testing the rules, then inform the players of this in the event 
pack or even in the advertising literature.

Do not change the rules for the sake of it. Only clarifications or 
fixing broken rules are needed. Make sure that additional rules add value, 
and do not break the current rules or current characters. 

Background
Have the game world background sorted out before the event. You need 
to know how your universe works, who lives there and for how long. 
This needs to be recorded somewhere so that when the plot is written, it 
will not contradict it. This is one of the most fundamental building blocks 
of the event, and it is usually the one that is the last to come along. It 
needs to be available to the major plot writers.

Either a basic history, or a damn good reason why there is none, 
should also be available to the players. If this is not available, then play-
ers will start to invent their own histories that conflict with the official 
history, and this will lead to conflict between player characters (PCs) and 
non-player characters (NPCs) that may escalate. 

One person needs to be in charge of this area, and they need to have 
absolute authority.  However, things in the background cannot break the 
universe rules.

Plot
This is one of the most important elements of the event. Fest events need 
to have a strong theme, and major plot line running through them. They 
also need minor themes and plots. One person should be in charge of the 
plot and have absolute authority over it.

However, plot is always subservient to the rules and background as 
it may not break either of them. 

Background plots
These are the sort of plots that the players can do little to change. Things 
will happen at the event, and away from it, and the players will be in-
formed or see it happening. These sorts of plot are good for setting the 
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scene, or preparing for other events. These plots must not be the only sort 
of plot running at an event.
 
Interactive Plots
These are the sort of plots where there is a desired outcome that pre-
briefed NPCs steer the players towards. The players can either help or 
hinder the plot. When something goes wrong, as it will, then work around 
it using the in character (IC) resources you have. This sort of plot is ideal 
for running as a main plot for an event as it has an end point or final battle 
that can be used to end the event with. But always ensure that there is at 
least one alternative reason for the final battle, etc.
 
Player led plot
This sort of plot is best for developing over several events, but can be 
used through a single event. This is where the start of the plot is written, 
NPCs chosen and briefed and any props let out to the players. It is then 
up to the players what to do with it. The NPCs push the plot according 
to their briefs and report back on what the players want to do. This can 
lead to a lot of frantic plot writing as the players move in unexpected 
directions.
 
One Offs
This sort of plot, sometimes referred to as ‘plot in a bag’, is a single en-
counter self-contained type of plot:

• NPC1 has a Magic bottle, NPC 2 is after it and has a dum-
my to replace it with. He asks players to help him.

• E.G.2 – Scroll in glyphs or code that contains background informa-
tion or the location of an item. 

If you use a script, keep a copy of it and use the same encrypt/decrypt 
method for future use.

Killing Characters
Some plot must be dangerous. There is no point in attending an event if 
there is no risk of death. It should not be always present, but the charac-



ters should worry about it. You may have written some encounters that 
will specifically kill players. You should ensure that these can be avoided 
or that the players have some sort of warning. Do not write plot to ran-
domly kill players.

Mistakes
When the plot goes horribly wrong, then do not be afraid to admit it. 
Players will understand, and if it is vitally important to massage it back 
into some semblance of its old form or into a completely new one, they 
should accept this with minimal complaining. 

NPCs
Choose your NPCs wisely. There is nothing worse than seeing a plot die 
horribly because the NPCs have mangled it to suit their own purposes. 
Important or powerful NPCs should be chosen with great care, as they 
have the power to enhance or destroy the plot.

Watch the players at other events and pick those who have the right 
attitude. Try to make their NPC parts separate from any character they 
have so they are not tempted to try and power-game for their character. 
If you find any NPC power-gaming, for their character or for their NPC, 
then do not hesitate to remove them both IC and OOC. 

Your Players
Your players are your utmost responsibility. You must be fair in all your 
dealings with them. Be very aware of setting a precedent in dealing with 
any player. Players have long memories for things that they want and 
short ones for things that they do not. Keep them informed of anything 
that is relevant to them, as they resent finding things out afterwards, or 
too late.

However, it is your event. Do not let the players dictate to you 
how to run your event. That will lead you into chaos. Run the event the 
way you want to, but listen to the players and be prepared to tweak areas 
slightly to improve them. 

Always bear in mind the players have character concepts and his-
tory. It may be that some players will go head to head with your plot over 
this so try and bear it in mind when writing. 
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Your plot will annoy some players whatever you do. If this hap-
pens, try to keep all the animosity in character, as when it spills OOC it 
can get very personal and vindictive. 
 

Responsibilities of the event Staff

The event staff are the interface between the organisers and the players 
and perform a vital function. Without them there would be no event.

ID
If the organisers provide you with ID cards, then you should always wear 
them. 

Front Desk/Gate Staff
Always be helpful to the players. You are the first point of contact they 
have at an event. Always reply to a player in a calm rational manner, even 
if they are screaming abuse at you, it makes your position stronger. If 
someone continues to rant at you, then refer him or her up to the organis-
ers. Never lose your temper with the players.

Do not be afraid to say no to players. If they are asking for some-
thing that is not allowed, then say no, players will always want more than 
they have.

The event organisers should always back you up if there is a prob-
lem. However, do not abuse this as if you are found to be at fault then 
both players and organisers will distrust you in future. Never pass on ru-
mours or half-truths to the players. Never let your friends have anything 
more than other players.

Referees 

Rules
Read the game rules. Try to understand them. Ask the person in charge of 
the Rules about anything that you do not understand. Do not make calls 
on the rules without checking them first. If this cannot be done due to 
communication problems, then make a temporary call, inform the players 
that is what it is, and get it checked up as soon as you can. Then get back 



to the players and either confirm the call, or tell them what will happen 
next time. And never try to rewind time!

Fairness
Apply the rules with complete fairness to all the players. You should 
not show any bias, and to avoid accusations, you should avoid situations 
where you could be perceived to show bias. One of the most common 
areas for this is refereeing your friends. Avoid it.

Arguments
Avoid arguments with the players. If one starts, then get the Senior Ref-
eree on site to deal with the incident. 

Mistakes
Always own up to mistakes, do not try to cover them up. Also make sure 
you learn from them, as players may not forgive the same mistake twice. 

Security
Your job is to keep an eye on the players from an OOC viewpoint.When 
dealing with any incidents, keep calm yourself, or you will lose control 
of the situation. Always avoid the use of any force unless it is absolutely 
necessary, always have witnesses around to avoid any malicious accusa-
tions.
 
Monster Organiser

Allocating and Briefing
Try to pick your monsters with care. You can usually judge the compe-
tence of volunteers by their comments as they are waiting.

If you have a big important part, then do give it to someone that 
you trust, or that is on Staff. There is nothing worse than seeing plot 
screwed up by a monster that is out of his depth with the role. You may 
get accused of giving the best roles to your mates.

Explain the basic plot outline for what the monsters have to do. 
Brief them clearly and slowly. Do not rush. Test them on their hits, abil-
ities and job. Keep an eye on those who you do not know as they may 
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develop into first rate monsters. 

To kill or not to kill?
If a monster is not written to kill, then they should just attack people and 
move on if they fall over. If a monster is briefed to kill, then they should 
kill. If you have to brief a monster to kill, then they should be set either 
a quota, or specific targets. The targets should be chosen for IC reasons.
 
Multi-Tasking
Many of the roles above are shared by staff at smaller events. You 
should have a clear way of marking which role you are taking at what 
time. Baseball caps and tabards are a good way of showing your cur-
rent job. It may be that you have to change role quickly and cannot 
change, or have no way of differentiating between the roles. In this 
case you should tell the players when you change. EG - ‘Right this 
is now a Security matter!’ or ‘I will be your referee from now on’. 
 

The Responsibilities of the Customers

Even though you have paid for the event and expect the organisers to 
entertain you, you as a player still have responsibilities to fulfil.
 
Booking & Payment
Booking Form
Please read the booking form and any associated literature carefully. 
Some event organisers require a lot of information and others not much. 
Ensure that the organisers will be able to read what you have written, 
especially your name and address.
 
Information
If you think there is anything missing from the form, or something you 
know that you think the organisers need to know, then tell them.
Also, if you spot a loophole in the booking system, contact the organisers 
and ask them what to do. Remember that if you push it with them too far, 
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you may be excluded from the event. All the events that are currently run 
have the right to exclude anyone without informing them why.
 
Payment
Please ensure that your payment is included with your booking, unless 
you have made a prior arrangement with the organisers. Ensure that your 
bank will cover the payment. Do not assume that the organisers will treat 
you as a special case, they do not have to. Most events operate several 
cut off dates where the payment increases. If you want to try to blag that 
you sent your payment off before the deadline, remember that the GPO 
franks all letters with a date.

There will be problems with payments and event packs going 
astray. There may also be problems with the event organisers, and maybe 
their equipment. If your ticket/pack does not arrive after a suitable delay, 
then contact the organisers.
 
Advance Booking
Some events will only take advance bookings. These usually state this 
and will refuse any entry on the gate. There is usually a good reason for 
this. Space, fire regulations, insurance cover and catering are the most 
common ones. Do not expect them to bend the rules for you.
 
Gate-crashing
Always book and pay for an event. If you sneak on site without paying, 
then you stand a good chance of being discovered. Once discovered then 
you will probably get banned from any more events run by the organisers 
and many other event organisers. There are only a few organisations that 
run larp events, and they do talk to each other, and their staff help out at 
other events.
 
Equipment
Make sure that you have the correct equipment for the event. 

Tent/Sleeping gear
If the event is a camping event, do not forget your tent/sleeping gear. If 
it is a hostel or indoor event, then find out if a sleeping bag is required. 
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Food
Find out what the catering arrangements are. If there is no food included 
in the cost, then you are going to have to provide your own, or buy it. 
If you bring your own and it needs cooking, then you need to bring the 
stove, pots, pans, etc. You will need plates, cutlery and drinks containers. 
Do not forget a can opener. If there is a catering van or shop on site, try 
and get an idea of the food costs. 

The correct weather equipment
Check the forecast. If the weather looks wet and windy then ensure you 
are not camped in a hollow or ditch, as you will have to swim to bed. 
Ensure your tent is correctly put up and not stuffed full of gear that causes 
it to leak. Make sure you have protective clothing to wear under your 
costume, and that you have enough to last the whole event. If the weather 
is sunny and hot, then do not forget to apply sunscreen.

Costume
Most events have a genre. It should be either stated in the event literature 
or reasonably obvious from all the information available what that genre 
is. Within most genres there is plenty of scope for individuals to make 
their costume personal to them and to be noticed. Please do not have a 
costume that breaks the genre.
 
Out of Character Integrity
If a referee or organiser asks you about your character, then you should 
answer truthfully. If an organiser discovers that you have been lying to 
them, then they may take action against you that may result in you being 
banned from their events. 

Power-gaming
Role-playing attracts those who want to win, or be better than all the oth-
ers. Many players try to get extra powers, items, money and even slices 
of the plot. Do not do it, you could get banned.

Mugging
While many fests offer the opportunity to role-play mugging and steal-
ing, just think of the other players who may have worked hard to get the 



item that you have just beaten them unconscious and taken from them. 
They may not have the influence to organise its retrieval. Conversely, if 
you find someone who has been mugged and you can do something about 
it, then it will make for more role-play to try and help them. The loners 
at these fests need to be helped and if possible integrated into a group.
 
Killing other Players’ Characters
This is one of the fundamental places where OOC and IC problems occur 
and mix. Always consider whether you should kill a character. What have 
they done to deserve it? Is there a valid IC reason for it? And is it a simple 
one, rather than a convoluted one that took you ages to come up with?

OOC vs IC
Please at all times try and keep OOC stuff out of the IC game, and vice 
versa. This can be very difficult at times, and impossible at others. OOC 
stuff will always impact on IC, we cannot get around that, but we can 
minimise it.

If you have OOC problems with someone, then try to avoid them 
IC, or better still sort out the problem OOC. If you have IC problems with 
someone, then please do not let them carry over OOC. This is a game, 
and it is not worth falling out with people over it.

Do not do IC stuff in an OOC location. e.g. Your personal tent. If 
someone discovers that you have been doing this, they may think the 
location is IC. Do not do OOC stuff in and IC location unless you have 
to. If you have to then indicate that you are going OOC. 

Unavoidable OOC problems
Due to the very nature of larp there are always OOC constraints on an 
event. Firstly, the location chosen OOC almost certainly will not meet the 
IC location of the event. If an event is held in the same IC location as a 
previous event, the OOC location might still be different. Secondly, the 
amount of resources that the organisers have will never be equal to that 
which is available in the IC world. So do not be surprised if some things 
or NPCs are IC unavailable at times. 
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IC and OOC areas
Many events operate a 24 hour time in, and an all areas IC policy. Find 
out where is IC and where is OOC so you know if you need to take a 
guard to the toilet with you. 
 
Monstering
Some events have their own monster crews. Others rely on you, the play-
ers, to volunteer. If the organisers are short of monsters, then it can only 
improve the event to volunteer for a short while. If this happens then, yes, 
the organisers have slipped up somewhere, but moaning about it while 
not doing anything constructive will actually make the event worse.

If you go monstering for an event then there are a few things to bear 
in mind. You should only do what the organisers ask, and no more or less.

Be Fair
If you have some important piece of plot, do not rush off to find your 
mates and give it to them.

If you are a big hard gribbly, do not rush off to kill as many charac-
ters from an enemy faction or group as you can. 

Stick to your brief
Listen to what you are briefed to do, and what your powers and stats are. 
If you are not sure, ask. Do not go rushing off and doing what you like 
with the monster that you are given.  Do not feel that you have to use all 
the monsters stats and powers. They may be there to allow you to stay 
alive long enough to do what the plot requires and then to leave. Not 
every monster is there to fight. If your brief is to bodyguard someone, 
then do not go picking a fight because you want one.

Die when you should
Do not take more hits than you have, and do not take too long to die. If 
the ground is unsafe/wet/covered in sheep shit then you can stagger to 
somewhere suitable and die. 

Killing Characters
If you are not briefed to kill characters, then you should not go out of 
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your way to do so. Conversely, if you are briefed to kill, then do so with-
out malice or favouritism.  If someone’s character does die then do not 
stand around gloating that you killed them. Do your job as a monster and 
leave the rest to the referees. 
 
Site/Event rules

Many of the events have a set of site rules or rules of the organisers. Find 
out what they are and understand them, as breaking of these rules will 
usually result in you being expelled from the event. Most of these rules 
are there for the safety of all the participants.
 
Cheating
Do not do it, ‘nuff said. If you have a query about whether you can do 
something, then ask a referee and get a ruling on it. 
 
In Character
Remember what your character is all about. It is vital for you to remain 
within your character constraints, or to react as your character should. 
However, you should examine your character at creation time to ensure 
that you do not create a character that is either not viable in the game or 
that would not participate in the event. 

Consistency
Your character requires consistency. (S)he should always react in a man-
ner befitting him/her. There are those players out there who will remem-
ber your character and when you react differently to ‘normal’ they will 
read thing into this. That is not to say that your character cannot change 
over time. Just do not do it all at once. 

Plot

As a paying customer, you should expect the organisers to lay on some 
form of plot to keep you interested during the event. However, you 
should be prepared to meet this plot and interact with it, and not expect it 
to come to you sitting around your tents/campfire. Conversely, you may 
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have a lot of ideas yourself that you could put into action by role-playing 
with other players and the Organisers’ NPCs.

Organisers plot
You should locate the ‘common’ areas at the site, and any other areas that 
look like plot could happen in them. Pick one of these areas and hang 
around there. If you can identify the NPCs then role-playing with them 
should give you an idea of what is going on in the plot department. 

You now have the choice of rolling with the plot and helping it on 
its way, or trying to derail it. Whatever you do you should be aware of the 
consequences. Once you have gone for it, then you should expect the plot 
to react to what you have done. This may mean that your character gets 
killed unless you take precautions. Some organisers will try to force the 
plot back onto the track that they have made for it, others will roll with 
the flow and rewrite the plot as it goes on. 

Be aware of the OOC constraints on the plot. If a lot of props and 
costumes have been purchased, then do not expect the organisers to let 
the plot go too far from where it was intended. If they do that both they 
and you will lose out. The money that they spent will be wasted, and a 
hasty re-write will use whatever they already have which may not be 
suitable. 

There are a few players who delight in spoiling the plot, killing 
important NPCs and causing the organisers of events as much hassle as 
possible. This only spoils the event for everyone.

Your Own Plot
If you have an idea for plot that just involves your character and a group 
of friends, then you can just get on with it. If it requires anything else, 
then you need to get someone in the event organisation to check it out 
and run the bits that you can not do for you. Several of the larger fest 
events run with a faction/group organisation. If your plot requires help, 
then you should contact your group leader, and if they cannot help you, 
then contact your faction leader. If they still cannot help, then either they 
or you could contact the organisers of the event. 

Be prepared to get turned down. If you are asking to run a piece 
of plot that turns your character into an unkillable being with deity type 
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powers, then no sane organiser would ever run it. Try to weigh up what 
effect that your plot will have on the game world, then see if you would 
allow it. 

The larger the event, the less the organisers will be able to allow 
small player led plot to interfere with their game world, so your plot 
should attempt to merge with what is already there.

 
Tidy up
When the event is over, please tidy your area. Be it a campsite or a hostel or 
hotel. If the event staff have to wander around clearing up after you, then 
they will be perfectly justified in putting the price up for their next event. 

Complaints

Be Polite
If you have a complaint about the event, then take it up with the event 
organisers as soon as you can. Please make your complaint in as rational 
a manner as you can. Organisers may very well ignore you if you stand 
and scream at them. Many of the staff at these events are volunteers, and 
as such, if they feel offended they can walk away. 

Do not expect too much
If you have a valid complaint, then the organisers must do something 
about it. However do not expect them to move heaven and earth for you 
when a little word in someone’s ear would do the trick. 

Complaints about the Site or Organisation can usually be dealt with 
on the spot. Complaints about the plot are a lot harder to deal with. These 
may be due to the lack of organisers’ imagination or understanding of 
their players, or they may be due to the player’s expectations not being 
met due to a variety of reasons. Complaints about other player’s behav-
iour are even harder to deal with, especially if the player is not breaking 
any of the site/event rules.

Problems of scale
One thing to bear in mind about events is that there is a vast difference 
between an event for 50 people, an event for 200 people, and an event for 
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3000 people. The larger the event, the more problems that occur because 
of the extras involved.

Pricing
One common complaint is the pricing of the events. Just remember that 
the prices are usually advertised in advance, and only if you pay on the 
gate do you pay the full price. Events usually have a step pricing that 
increases as the event nears. It is always worth booking in advance.

Think
Also, before you complain about anything that the organisers have done, 
just think if there is a possible good reason for it. Ask why it has been 
done, before you jump in with both feet.
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All games for all people
the integration of accessibility 

Robin Tynan

All games should be accessible to all people. It’s a bold statement and 
at times contentious. But what does it really mean? Some people worry 
that if all games are made accessible to all people that we will lose some 
of the magic that makes games worth playing or that games will become 
bland and “samey”. That does not have to be the case. Access:LARP’s1 
focus is on disability, chronic and mental illness and related physical bar-
riers to larp. However, many of these discussion points can be applied 
to other areas of diversity and accessibility and indeed there is often an 
intersection between different aspects.2 Let’s rephrase it  and see how we 
get on. 

All games should be as accessible as possible within the scope of the game 
to exclude as few people as possible.

It’s a longer statement and less easy to chant. It also contains a lot 
1 Access:LARP is a website run by Penn Tynan and is a resource hub providing information to 
organisers on making larp more accessible for people with disabilities, chronic illness and other 
access needs. It also gives advice to players on how to get more out of their games.
2 Accessibility is a term that can include a wide range of characteristics including gender, sexu-
ality, race and socioeconomics as well as access needs required for disability or chronic illness. 
However, people often fall into two or more groups for example they can be poor AND disabled, 
or chronically ill and black. Try not to ignore one set of needs when catering to others.
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of food for thought. By unpicking this statement and considering what 
it means, we can create better games that are just as exciting as ever but 
just might attract more players. Let’s get to the crux of what accessibility 
really means for larp and what people expect from their games.

The core and oft repeated maxim of Access:LARP is as follows:

Accessibility is not about making the game easier for disabled players it’s 
about making it no more difficult than for anybody else.

“No more difficult than for anybody else”. That’s a key part of this 
maxim. It’s what we are really aiming for when we are trying to make a 
game accessible. If we look at the vast plethora of larps that have been, 
are being and will be run, there is obviously a huge variety available. 
When we consider the differences in genre, plot, play style, game size, 
mechanics, location, length, setting and rules it is clear that, even dis-
counting accessibility needs, there are some games we want to play and 
others we do not. Often this is down to only one or two features and we 
make a choice based on how many boxes the game ticks to meet our 
personal criteria for potentially enjoying a game. Sometimes we find a 
game that is in our preferred genre, has a great pretense and setting for 
it, but is a weekend long, one-off game when really what we are looking 
for is long campaign with a few hours once a month and so we choose 
not to play. 

We know then, from our own lived experience that not every game 
is for every person. There are however factors that we should consider 
when making this sort of statement, especially if we are involved in de-
signing and running games. The reasons a person may choose a particular 
game should come down to factors that that they have control over or are 
not a core part of their existence. In legal terms that means things that 
are not protected characteristics3 and are instead down to personal tastes 
and preferences, for example a preference for sci-fi over high fantasy 
or liking small games more than big fest systems. As game creators we 
want to make sure that we are creating games that do not limit or exclude 
3 Protected characteristics as defined by the UK Equalities Act 2010 are: disability, gender, sex, 
sexual orientation, race and ethnicity, religion and beliefs, marriage and civil partnership, preg-
nancy and age. For the scope of this article we can probably ignore marriage and civil partnership, 
pregnancy is mostly covered by disabilities and other physical access needs and age must be 
considered carefully for safety and other legal reasons.



people based on protected characteristics, hopefully because we do not 
want to be prejudiced toward minority groups4 but we acknowledge that 
there may be some people who do not want to play our game because 
they simply do not want to and this is ok. 

Making games accessible for the broadest range of people does not just maximise 
your potential player base it can make for a better game.

The vast majority of larp organisers do not want to be discrimina-
tory anyway and definitely want to be able to appeal to the maximum 
number of players. Despite this, it is common for people to shy away 
from accessibility because it is seen as difficult to implement and requir-
ing major changes to a game, where as inclusivity in other areas “only” 
requires a good attitude and a written policy that you can follow through 
on. 

What is overlooked however, is that the process of creating a larp 
is full of major changes and difficult choices. From the initial spark of an 
idea, to implementing the mechanics in uptime, we have gone through 
masses of options, choosing some and discarding others. The process is 
no different when it comes to implementing accessibility. In fact, having 
to work with accessibility in mind can help us to make better choices 
rather than falling back on the default or easy option.

When writing and designing games that we what would we do, 
what would we like in these scenarios. There is not anything intrinsical-
ly wrong with this and it is a good starting point. But it’s important to 
remember that we are not necessarily the archetypal larper and in fact 
there really is not a standard model larper. We all like different things and 
experience games in our own manner. 

As previously noted, some of these things are going to be thematic 
and matters of personal taste: it is often the writer’s personal tastes and 
writing style which can give a game its unique selling point and theme 
that attracts players. But as writers we are not just putting our own tastes 
into a game, we have to remember that we may be writing from the point 
of view of somebody with our own physical or health boundaries, and 
4 We must recognise that there may be things we do without thinking or accidentally that could 
be discriminatory AND that larp exists in a world with a lot of systemic prejudice that we need to 
attempt to overcome. This discussion is outside the scope of this paper.
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that’s where we start to face the need for accessibility and making sure 
we are not limiting based on something that is far outside of personal 
choice.

To combat this, all we have to do is consider what is really impor-
tant to the game we want to run and what is an optional extra. There are 
some things which are non-negotiable and that without them, you would 
not have the game you want to run. But, there are likely other aspects 
which are not essential to the game and could be negotiated on if there is 
an accessibility concern.

For example, let’s say we wanted to run a horror game in a castle, 
based on good old fashioned Hammer Horror. A key theme of the game 
is the option to be running down corridors, in and out of small rooms, the 
ability to get lost indoors and general old building creepiness. 

A second person wants to run a game set in a castle, based on a 
masquerade ball with lots of drama, grandness and magic happening in 
the grand ballroom. The castle is the perfect backdrop and is in keeping 
with the setting.

The castle available within their budgets has poor accessibility for 
people with mobility issues or who use wheelchairs or mobility scooters.

In the first example the physical nature of the castle is intrinsic 
to the game. By considering this carefully you have established and fo-
cussed on the nature of the game and decided that the castle structure is 
a part of the game. This may mean sacrificing some accessibility unless 
you can find another suitable building in your budget. 

In the second scenario, while the castle may enhance the look and 
feel of the game it is not an essential part of the game. It is possible to 
choose a different venue which still has a large hall that can be set dressed 
but that has better accessibility. You have established that it is not the 
backdrop that is important but the nature of the ball and having every-
body in the same place that is going to make your game special.

Now, one of these games is going to rank better in terms of physical 
accessibility than the other, but both are in some ways better for having 
considered accessibility, because the organiser has been able to focus on 
what will make their game truly special. 

At this point I should remind you that not everybody has the same 
access needs. There are going to be some people who can physically 
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access a game but will struggle with other conditions: for example in our 
masquerade ball scenario, people who are hard of hearing may struggle 
with there being background music. In that case the organiser would have 
to consider if music is core to their game, and whatever their decision 
they will have honed their game further.

This does mean that I am advocating that some games will not 
be accessible for all people. That might seem like a contradiction and 
hypocritical of somebody who wants access for all. However, the impor-
tant thing for me is that any barriers which remain in a game remain for 
solid reasons and have been given due consideration and care. Organisers 
should do their best to make sure that they are removing barriers to acces-
sibility wherever possible or providing the means of working around it. 
In the Masquerade Ball, is it permissible for players to wear ear defend-
ers? Could there be an IC quiet room that has as much plot as elsewhere? 
Could there be breaks in the music? 

It is often the case that in considering access needs we do not just 
fine tune and hone the core themes of a game, we also consider options 
that would not have occurred to us at all and go toward making a richer 
game that is also accessible.  

For example, somebody is considering running a Cold War bunker 
game full of conspiracy and mystery in a converted factory. Thinking 
about accessibility they are concerned that some of the rooms are not 
accessible as they are up a narrow steel staircase. On consideration the 
game runner decides that the core of the game is intense PvP (Player ver-
sus Player) roleplay and how people deal with catastrophe in a confined 
space. The extra rooms to explore are fun, but not essential. The game 
runner decides to make it a closed room game using only the main hall. 
This means that access to rooms is not an issue and the cramped quarters 
will increase intensity and the chance of personal conflict. Additionally, 
this now creates several Crew Only rooms which can be used for adding 
exciting sound effects to enrich the game experience. 

It is crucial that when you advertise your game you are honest with 
your players about the type of game you are running, any pitfalls, ac-
commodations you can make and of course, and limits you have. Even 
in games which are using a “bait and switch” format, there needs to be 
some honesty with potential players to make sure you are getting players 
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who will enjoy and be able to play the game. This is vitally important to 
players with access needs. They are the people best able to decide what 
they can and cannot handle in a game and having that information early 
means they can make an informed choice. It also gives them the opportu-
nity to ask questions of you and in doing so allows you as the organiser to 
be honest with yourself about what type of game you are running, who it 
is for and what are fixed parts of the game that cannot be changed.

This honesty with yourself as a games organiser is a part of crafting 
your game but it can lead to difficult choices and decisions. There may 
be times when you have to admit that you are sacrificing certain types of 
accessibility in order to run a particular game. That can be hard and it can 
open you up to criticism, but that honesty is vital. It is better to be open 
to criticism and be sure of your reasoning, than to be criticised for being 
unthinking or to have unnecessarily created barriers for players. 

Ultimately this is about giving players the choice. 
By making an honest attempt to make your game accessible, think-

ing creatively, knowing what is the core of your game, communicating 
with your players and, remembering that players and their access needs 
are varied, we can make better games. We can make games that are ac-
cessible for all — within the limitations of the game — and excluding as 
few people as possible. 

REFERENCES

Access:LARP website https://accesslarp.tumblr.com/
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Playing “let’s try not to kill 

or permanently damage 

someone unnecessarily”
considering the risk of harm in larp

Ben Mars

At some point of running events, unless you actively have a desire to 
harm people, you will need to think about what risks are involved. If 
you’re using someone else’s site, you’ll often be asked to provide a writ-
ten risk assessment. Even if you’re not, it’s worth doing one to try and 
reduce the chances of damaging the people taking part.

The key thing to remember about health and safety and doing risk 
assessments is that it’s not about stopping you doing the Cool Thing. It’s 
about letting you do the Cool Thing more easily, because you’ve thought 
about it, even if it’s scary and dangerous. It means anyone doing the Cool 
Thing knows how dangerous it is and can choose if they do it, and you’ve 
got an idea of what to do if something goes wrong.

For instance: packing together a load of Roman candles so they fire 
out of a giant burning picture formed from paraffin soaked glass rope is a 
Cool Thing. Doing it without telling anyone about the fireworks, includ-
ing the watching crowd on the bone dry field, or anyone who is there to 
deal with any fire problems, means they can’t give informed consent and 
you’re an arse.

So How Hard Do I Need To Try Not To Kill Or Harm People? The 
answer is ‘reasonably’ hard... although it’s always nice to try harder. To 
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quote the Health and Safety Executive:1

“you need to think about what might cause harm to people and 
decide whether you are taking reasonable steps to prevent that harm....

...you need to do everything ‘reasonably practicable’. This means 
balancing the level of risk against the measures needed to control the real 
risk in terms of money, time or trouble. However, you do not need to take 
action if it would be grossly disproportionate to the level of risk.

Your risk assessment should only include what you could reasona-
bly be expected to know - you are not expected to anticipate unforesee-
able risks.”

Doing a risk assessment 

(Thinking about not killing or harming people)

This isn’t some strange arcane art to be used by people who hate fun. You 
need to:

Think of things that might harm people (hazard). Work out who 
might get harmed by them and how it might happen (situations). Work 
out how badly someone might be harmed in the worst case and lesser cas-
es. (harm/ damage). Work out your risk of harming someone badly (risk 
= chance of happening x how badly it’ll harm somebody). Think of ways 
to reduce the risk (reduce - the chance, the possible level of harm, or 
both). Work out your new risk of harming someone badly after reducing 
the risk and  make a note of what you’ve worked out (record).  And then 
now and again, check your workings are still reasonable.

An Example Risk Assessment

Hazard:
Slips, Trips, Falls

Situations:
Crew or players running or walking on uneven surfaces, surfaces may be 
1Good detailed guidance on risk is available from the Health and Safety Executive UK webpages:
(UK Health and Safety Executive, “Risk-controlling the risks in the workplace,” Health and Safe-
ty Executive, 11 Dec 2017, http://www.hse.gov.uk/risk/controlling-risks.htm)
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dark, may be wet, undergrowth in some areas of the site is a trip hazard.

Harm / Damage:
• Potentially fatal head injuries from falling onto hard surfaces 
• Broken bones, sprained ankles from any falls, trips.

How do you currently try (plan) to avoid this:

• Crew simulating combat2 after dark are briefed not to chase players
• No simulated combat planned in the woodland after dark
• No simulated combat planned on the tarmacked areas of the site

Risk:
Think of similar locations and events you and others may have run, talk 
to other organisers and players/ crew about their experience of situations 
and hazards you are considering.  Think about activities outside larp that 
may have similar risks - such as contact sports, hiking, music festivals. 
Talk with people who have experience of these things. Using this in-
formed knowledge, consider what the chances of different harms are 
from this hazard.

It can be easy to be overly jumpy - think about times “Bad Stuff” 
has actually or almost happened in activities you’re aware of, to get 
a sense of perspective about risk. Using the handy Risk Table below, 
(chance of harm x severity of harm) see what your worst (highest) Risk 
value is from the way you currently do/ plan to do things), in this exam-
ple, 9 Medium (the highest of 4,8,9,8,5 going across the damage table).

Extra action to reduce risk:
(If you are comfortable with the level of risk under the current plan, you 
can put “no further action required”)

Specifically brief crew against chasing before each night game.

2 Using the term “simulated combat” rather than just “fights” is something that has made sites 
more comfortable in the past
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RISK TABLE Possible harm Bad Thing can do it it happens from
(1 Mild short term pain to 5  Death or life-changing injury)

Chance of the bad 
thing doing this harm

(1 - unlikely to
5 - Almost guaranteed)

1 2 3 4 5

1 V LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW

2 LOW LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM

3 LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH HIGH

4 LOW MEDIUM HIGH HIGH HIGH

5 LOW MEDIUM HIGH HIGH V HIGH

Residual risk level once extra action is done3

Go back to the handy Risk Table and assess what the new highest Risk 
value is after doing these actions. In this example, 8 Medium (the highest 
of 4,8,6,4,5 going across the damage table)

Who needs to take this action:
Game referees at night

By when does it need to be done by:
Before night games.

I deliberately haven’t given a pre-written set of larp risk assess-
ments to copy out.4 This is because each event and site is going to have its 
3 To quote someone with a lot of experience of being in charge of safety whilst making sure very 
large scale outdoor music events happen: 
“This single extra column is generally the difference between a C- and an A* ….This is the final 
metric to demonstrate that the control measures in place are suitable and sufficient. 
It doesn’t often get included in a lot of submitted RA’s, which doesn’t give a full picture of the 
effects of the proper implementation of the risk assessment (ie: it’s a missed opportunity to tell 
clipboard folk to ….off)”

4 There are some more detailed examples of risk assessments at Health and Safety Executive, 
“Example Risk Assessments,” Health and Safety Executive, 11 Dec 2017, http://www.hse.gov.
uk/risk/casestudies/index.htm
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own risks and the process of writing a risk assessment forces you to think 
clearly about your event and what you can do to make it safer.
Some possible hazards to start with are:
Slips trips and falls, Operating at height, Manual handling, Vehicles, Fire, 
Electrical, Chemicals, Weather, First Aid, Food, Drinking Water, Sanita-
tion. Simulated Combat, Props, Makeup, Masks, Costumes, Pyrotech-
nics, Smoke Machines, Temporary Structures.

And remember to consider things like:
Intoxication, Hazards to children and vulnerable adults5, Inappropriate 
behaviour67, Violence, Confined spaces, Lack of sleep8, Becoming lost on 
site, Pre-existing Medical Conditions, Crowds, Wicker Octopii.

You Will Now Have Elf Resistant Paperwork - but people need to see it

If you do this, you will have produced a written risk assessment, which 
should help you do the Cool Thing without too great a chance of messing 
somebody up badly. You need to make sure the crew and players under-
stand what should be done to reduce risk. Check they agree, as you might 
not have thought of something that is obvious to other people.

It’s useful to have a folder in a known location at the event that 

5 One outcome of thinking about risk is your event may need to tell attendees about things like: 
“Child Protection Information” Profound Decisions, 12 December 2017, https://www.profound-
decisions.co.uk/empire-wiki/Child_protection_information

6 An article worth reading on harm from aspects of larp other than physical accidents: Maury 
Brown, “19 Truths about Harassment, Missing Stairs, and Safety in Larp Communities,” NOR-
DICLARP.ORG, 12 December 2017, https://nordiclarp.org/2017/03/14/19-truths-about-harass-
ment-missing-stairs-and-safety-in-larp-communities/

7 Think about how to deal with harassment and communicate this to your attendees, for example: 
“Equality and Diversity” Profound Decisions, 12 December 2017, https://www.profounddeci-
sions.co.uk/equalityanddiversity?0
“Reporting discrimination or harassment” Profound Decisions, 12 December 2017,https://www.
profounddecisions.co.uk/empire-wiki/Reporting_discrimination_or_harassment

8 Hint: Remember many of your participants will be driving away from the event as well as taking 
part in activities during it..
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contains your full risk assessment, any hazard data / COSHH9 sheets, 
insurance details, any letters of permission, and full contacts for local 
emergency services, taxis, travel services and the like. It shows people 
you’re being professional about your event, even if you don’t need it on 
the day.

If someone claiming authority says “You can’t do the Cool Thing 
because...err... Elf and Safety”, you can now ask them to explain how 
their own assessment of the risk supports the claim they’re making. Some 
of the time, you’ll find they either meant “horrible things could happen 
(and I’m ignoring the fact the chances are extremely low)” or just “I 
would have to do something and I can’t be bothered”, but other times 
they’ll be correct, so pay attention.

Hopefully in those cases, with your newfound Thinking How Not 
To Kill People powers, you should be able to work out a way to reduce 
the risk to a level everyone involved is comfortable with.

Finally, always listen to anyone, authority or not, who raises a safe-
ty concern. Update your assessment and actions to take account of such 
feedback.

9 Control of Substances Hazardous to Health: data about chemicals and their hazards in a stand-
ardised format. 
Health and Safety Executive, “Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH)
“ Health and Safety Executive, 11 Dec 2017, http://www.hse.gov.uk/coshh/index.htm
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The blurring of sociaL 

norms connected to 

live  action role-play.
Marilyn Massingham  

This phenomenological study1 aimed to discover how group identities 
are formed and cemented within Live Action Role-Play, a somewhat un-
usual social situation, and the similarities and differences between group 
identity in real world settings. Two participants who are currently active 
role-players were interviewed on their experiences relating to group iden-
tity in larp, their interviews recorded and transcribed.  Findings showed 
that there were similarities in group identity despite the fantasy setting 
and that identities are often forged out of character rather than in charac-
ter.  Slipping between in and out of character identities also strengthens 
the identity of the group overall.

Due to the fantastical natures of the groups within role-play and 
the environment within which they operate and form, do groups within 
role-play develop their identities in the same way as in the real world, and 
do real life identities, norms and values have a formative effect on these 
identities?

A phenomenological approach to social norms and group identity 
within larp was chosen, as it fills a gap in current research.  There is 
currently no specific research relating to the formation and evolution of 
group identity and norms within larp, this research aimed to gather data 

1 In this context, the personal experience of a situation.  This allows for there being no absolute 
truth, more that every person experiences a situation in a personal and true way..
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relating specifically to group identity within larp to study the strength of 
that identity, and whether in character and out of character social norms 
became blurred. 

Participants were recruited using social media; in this case it was 
narrowed down to the two participants who were geographically closest, 
who were available at short notice and willing to meet face to face.  Both 
participants were over the age of 18.  Names, such as the participants’ 
and friends referred to in the interview, have been changed to ensure 
anonymity.  Both Ron and Harry have had an active and long history in 
participating in the Curious Pastimes role-play system.

Interview questions were loosely prepared, in that they were most-
ly designed to be prompts during the conversation, or to steer the partic-
ipant back towards the subject of group identity and norms.  The themes 
over-arching across both transcripts were analysed, looking for common 
examples, beliefs, themes or attitudes.

Harry has been role-playing for twenty-two years and has culti-
vated many relationships within the Curious Pastimes (CP) system.  His 
reasoning for joining the Fir Cruthen faction was based on the friendship 
base already established within that group and for Harry he finds that he 
will “always gravitate back to the Fir Cruthen, because they’re like one 
big massive family”.

Despite, or perhaps because of this intersubjectivity, Harry feels he 
tends to play a more solo individual game regardless of his current group 
affiliation and often find himself portraying the same character types re-
gardless of the expectations and norms of his group. Security in his group 
is important as he often find himself role-playing more with members 
of other groups, requiring a strong identity and kinship with his current 
group to form a strong enough attachment to return to the fold.  Through-
out the course of the transcripts, Harry does not specifically self-identify 
as belonging to one particular group, however he is able to talk about the 
identity of the various groups he has been part of such as the Jhereg, the 
Steppe and the Ael.  Perhaps it is because of his constant shift between 
groups that Harry self-identifies as more of a member of Curious Pas-
times than any one particular group.

 
Ron has been role-playing for 35 years and has been part of Curi-

ous Pastimes since its inception.  He has been consistently role-playing 
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with the same group (in one form or another) since before they started 
attending CP and has developed a strong identity with the Mongols.  For 
Ron, temporality features heavily in his transcript, with many references 
to past events both in and out of character, as having particular signifi-
cance.  A strong sense of identity with the Mongol group means that Ron 
still feels part of that group even though it no longer exists within CP  
“My current role-play character is still part of the same group that start-
ed in 1982” , “...the Mongols which is the smaller group that I personally 
belong to” , “But they went off with the, er, the Germans to form a new 
core group”.  Perhaps it is due to his sense of belonging as a Mongol in 
character that he has elected not to follow the group out of character to 
form another group elsewhere.

Temporality

A notable aspect of both interviews is temporality and the emphasis 
Ron and Harry both put on their time within the hobby and the relevance 
they place on this.  For Harry, his long-standing relationship with Mi-
chael is an integral part of their development of role-play norms, and 
twice mentions this relationship at the same time as in character argu-
ments between the two of them.  It seems this long-term out of character 
relationship has enabled them to over time fully embrace in character 
conflict no matter the character that is currently being played.  Harry’s 
ability to more freely communicate with other players at CP is also relat-
ed to temporality as Harry notes when discussing joining new groups and 
how comfortable he feels approaching a group with a view to join: “I’ve 
been in this hobby for 22 years so unless it’s brand new players there’s 
very few people who I don’t know”.  It seems that over his years in the 
hobby, Harry has managed to attain a level of comfort within his hobby 
group that he has been unable to replicate in his previous work life.

Ron’s experiences with temporality are mostly related to his use 
of the past tense when describing the Mongol’s, their traditions, group 
bonds and social norms and how he managed to cling to the social tradi-
tions of his group for example Mongol prayers.  As well as establishing 
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himself as a long-term member of the group, indeed a founding member 
as he had started the core group off in their table topping adventures, Ron 
also extols the virtue of a continuous timeline and the feeling of history 
and playing a story out which helps to cement group identity.

Intersubjectivity

Intersubjectivity features heavily in both transcripts and is at the 
heart of group identity and the forming of norms, it is also evident it is a 
factor when playing the game and slipping between in and out of char-
acter roles.  A sub-theme identified across both participants was labelled 
‘blurred lines’.  At times it seemed that the transition between in and out 
of character became quite blurred, despite the fact that during ‘time in’, 
players are expected to be in character.  It seems that both Ron and Harry 
have difficulty in completely separating the two aspects of their self and 
devoting themselves entirely to the game.

For Ron, real life and the desire to do something so fundamental-
ly opposite to his every day persona drives his character’s desires, “in 
real life if I don’t know someone I find it really difficult to talk to them” 
whereas in larp he finds it easy to approach strangers on the path and 
strike up conversations.  This also applies to public speaking regarding 
information in the in-game world, but also out of character personal an-
nouncements to people he sees as his family.  He has also noted that in 
character and out of character relationships can often blur, affecting the 
group dynamic, as he discovered when role-playing with his partner of 
the time.  In this instance, Harry found it difficult to distinguish between 
in and out of character interactions, with uncertainty as to how his partner 
was taking an in character argument.

Ron’s experience with blurred lines, shows it is unclear whether 
Ron is capable of fully immersing himself within the game and shaking 
off his real world persona.  Ron’s relationships with the Mongols has been 
ongoing for some time, and so the group identity has developed over a 
number of years, however his relationships with Fred and George seem 
to dominate his intersubjective experiences, both in and out of character.  
His reflections that it has developed into a game to see who can break 



the others first to the point where they drop out of character resulted in 
a personal in and out of character victory for Ron when he managed to 
out role-play Fred.  Ron’s out of character motivations for pushing the 
boundaries of the group, risking banishment and possibly having a direct 
impact on the group’s functionality stemmed from his desire to perform 
an out of character action “that was purely an in character decision, um, 
out of character it was a checkmate move” and echo Harry’s statement 
regarding the blurring of in and out of character interactions.

For Harry, his strongest group identity seems to lie more with the 
system of CP rather than any individual group, however the Fir Cru-
then are the group he has experienced the closest ties to, perhaps due to 
his experience of temporality and his long-time relationship with group 
members.  Ron however, has developed close bonds both in and out of 
character with his “Mongol brothers” and still views himself as part of 
the Mongol group despite the main core having left, such is the impres-
sion that the group has left.  Both however, refer to the feeling of fami-
ly within the role-play community with Ron referring to “blood thicker 
than water” and a “blood tie” as well as referring to fellow Mongols and 
brothers and sister throughout the transcript.  For Harry it is a much more 
direct reference to a feeling like part of a family.

Both Harry and Ron also note that group identity in larp is often 
constructed and decided out of character rather than letting it natural-
ly develop in character, “Initially, certainly some of them were sitting 
around at someone’s house just chatting and going “oh wouldn’t it be 
cool if we did x”. More often than not, probably sat in the pub, with 
Michael writing things on the back of a cigarette packet and coming up 
with crazy group ideas while we’re sitting around having a chat.  And 
sometimes I’ve played like a solo character and people have asked to 
be involved, at which point its then changed in to a group rather than it 
started with the group in mind”.

“No, it was definitely something that was... there were certain peo-
ple in that group that the moment you gave them an idea and they decided 
to run with it, they’d research it to the umpteenth degree.” 

Directly regarding group identity, both participants have a business 
style view of groups identity; Harry alludes to the possibility of joining 
groups he feels no real affinity for just so he can claim to have completed 
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the set, almost as if he views group membership as part of his job “I’ve 
played in every other faction in the game so I’ve done my bit”.  Ron 
directly likens the Mongols to a “corporate identity”, with an already 
established backstory, identity, costume, direction and ethos.  Like Harry, 
he views his membership to a group as almost like an employer/employ-
ee relationship, with certain expectations being made by the leader, in 
Harry’s case CP and in Ron’s case Fred.

Embodiment

Ron and Harry’s experiences relating to embodiment are related in 
both cases to a sense of comfort, belonging and family.  For Harry, this 
is evident in his referral to his CP family, and how he feels like part of a 
group which “would be there for anybody if they needed it”.  He also dis-
plays feelings of comfort and familiarity towards his original group, the 
Fir Cruthen, and feels able to go back to them before moving on again, 
almost like visiting home.  Ron emphasises a feeling of belonging with 
references to the army and how it likens to his experience of belonging 
with the Mongols, and how in the real world this promotes bonding and 
a feeling that you would sacrifice yourself for your friends if needs be.  
A strong history within the group also promotes a sense of belonging, 
and Ron points out that although you may have only known each other 
as players for a short time, history in character can go back into ancestry.

At the heart of both transcripts is a sense of family, belonging and 
close out of character relationships that transfer through to in character 
relationships.  In terms of group identity, Ron perhaps felt the closest 
identity towards his group, with the identity of the Mongols blurring the 
lines between in and out of character interactions and drawing on his in 
character group identity in real life situations.  Ron’s group identity is so 
strong that he still feels part of the group, even though the main core of 
the group has left to play other characters.  For Harry, his group affiliation 
is much broader, he feels part of a CP family and as such is comfortable 
floating around between smaller groups.  He has found inner strength 
in his secure setting which allows him to do things he would feel un-
comfortable doing in real life and allows him to be recognised in a large 
social circle.
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How indie tabletop games 

have grown into larps

(and what you can steal from them.)

Joanna Piancastelli
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There’s an old adage that larping is just roleplaying standing up, 
and while there are many origin stories the world over that don’t contain 
tabletop RPGs as a link in larp’s evolutionary chain, several traditions of 
the form have developed very deliberately from more sedentary prede-
cessors.

One of the newest of these traditions to emerge is American Free-
form, a somewhat frustrating name for a style that’s driving much of the 
less orthodox larp development taking place in London and across the 
UK at the moment and which bears very little resemblance to what has 
historically been referred to as a Freeform in the UK.

While the style is somewhat informed by Nordic larp thanks to 
cross-pollination at events like Knutepunkt and Fastaval, it owes most of 
what defines it from its origins in the indie roleplaying community whose 
ethos of examining and challenging the fundamental assumptions of tab-
letop games has carried through into larp design. The same designers 
who threw away the dice-based mechanical complexity of Dungeons & 
Dragons to create the rules-light, structurally-driven Fiasco have turned 
their attention to larp, and the resulting designs have inspired several 
very successful additions to the UK larp ecosystem.

The larps that have their roots most explicitly in the indie tabletop 
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scene tend to be 2-4 hour one-shots, designed to run for a limited number 
of people - often 4-8, but sometimes more or less. 

They often tell a deliberately narrow story with very prescriptive 
central themes and narrative arcs designed to steer players quickly to-
wards intense play. Commonly, a facilitator will tell the players in some 
detail what actions they should be taking or what emotional state they 
might be in, and the players make the larp their own in how they inhabit 
the characters and experience their actions and relationships. 

They are usually very light on mechanical systems and frequently 
do away with out of character secrecy, putting all the information on 
the table for every player to work with and build off of. This open and 
lightly-regulated atmosphere necessitates a high degree of trust amongst 
the players and between the players and the facilitator, and these larps 
often contain game and social techniques for engendering that trust and 
making sure all participants feel safe playing together. 

While this style of larp won’t appeal to everyone in its entirety, 
there are plenty of ideas that can be brought to life in a myriad of other 
games. Here are few suggestions, along with a little bit of insight on what 
they might bring to your larp.

Design for the emotional experience first, genre second

There’s a real clarity of design that comes from pushing aside the consid-
erations of setting and focussing on the emotional experience you want 
your players to have as your top priority.

In Here Comes a Candle, a small group of freedom fighters have an 
hour before one of them must declare themselves the instigator of the act 
of protest that got them all arrested, and be executed for it. That premise 
suggests certain genres, but the impact and poignancy of the situation 
don’t rely on whether the setting is high fantasy or post apocalyptic - it’s 
the heart-wrenching human story that gives the larp its incredible punch. 
How will these people cope with being in this miserable situation? Do 
they trust the promise that the rest of them can go free? How will they 
choose who steps forward? When the time comes, will anyone be brave 
enough to?

A setting-first design can generate a huge amount of enthusiasm, 
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but concentrating on delivering a tight emotional experience and scrap-
ping things that don’t serve that purpose, even if they’re cool, can pro-
duce an incredibly powerful larp. 

That isn’t to say that setting is unimportant, and playing about with 
genre can make content accessible to people who otherwise not have en-
gaged with it. But it’s the story and experience your players will remem-
ber and the genre should work in service of that, not the  other way round.

Put story and character impact at the centre of your rules

Very little of the fiction we consume has any sort of detailed attention 
paid to the comparative power levels of the characters in it, and there’s 
nothing that says larp needs to either. Larp has just as much facility to 
encompass a mighty ancient wizard and an inexperienced gardener in the 
same story as a book does, opening up any type of story to any type of 
player without needing to gate off participation because of out of charac-
ter skills or the amount of time someone has played for.

Facilitating this kind of mixing requires an approach where the 
rules describe the impact that a character can have on the story, rather 
than mechanising what they are capable of doing. At its simplest, this 
could be an agreement that everyone present will have the same amount 
of time in the spotlight, getting to engage with themes that are most rele-
vant to them, moving the plot forwards, or being centre-stage in character 
interactions. At a more complex level, it could mean describing every-
one’s abilities on a flat scale with definition to show people’s areas of 
speciality rather than their power level, and letting people’s mannerisms 
and choice of approach differentiate between the ‘powerful’ and more 
‘mundane’ characters.

The tabletop game Primetime Adventures, which emulates a sea-
son of a TV show, is a great example of how this can work. A facilita-
tor defines how mechanically difficult each conflict will be to overcome 
according to how dramatically interesting it is to the story, rather than 
how literally difficult it would be for the characters to achieve. On top of 
this, the mechanics don’t determine the success or failure of any specific 
action, but rather focus on what’s really at stake - the conflict might be 
a fight, but it could be more important for your character to make their 
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opponent think they aren’t a coward, or to not end up with any bruises 
their parents might see, than it is to actually win the brawl. This gives 
each character the opportunity to engage with what’s important to them 
in a way that suits them, and gives them just as much of a chance to have 
an impact on the story overall no matter what actions they choose.

Create characters collaboratively and openly

There are few things as annoying in larp than turning up to find 15 people 
all playing mysterious antisocial loners and that your play space has run 
out of dark corners to lurk in. A collaborative character creation pro-
cess avoids this kind of archetype overlap significantly, letting people 
see what other people are playing and adjust their plans to complement 
the rest of the group. It also gives players sight of who their characters 
will be interacting with, allowing them to identify the potential for shared 
backgrounds or pre-existing relationships that might not be found other-
wise. Plus, outside input can help people who are hesitant to push into 
territory they might not otherwise have explored, perhaps challenging 
players to try new things, or giving people permission to play characters 
that are more unique or central to the plot than they might have allowed 
themselves to come up with alone. 

Dawnstone took this to the extreme, with the organisers creating 
blank character sheets for each participant in Google Docs and each play-
er filling in the top half of it to define the broad strokes of the character 
they would like to portray. The rest of the character sheet was a series 
of questions that dug into more detail about that character, their hopes 
and despairs, their defining moments, and most importantly their rela-
tionships with other characters. Over a couple of months before the larp, 
players answered those questions on each other’s character sheets, creat-
ing a tightly woven network of fictional figures that everyone knew well 
and was excited to play because they had had a hand in creating them. As 
an added bonus, people were entirely bought into the character concepts 
despite their differences in apparent power levels, ready to play up the 
famous, important characters and support those who were on a zero to 
hero journey.

Other larps, especially shorter one shots, often work character crea-
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tion into the beginning of the event, giving people bare-bones personality 
and backstory elements and letting the players flesh them out collabo-
ratively. It’s typical to give each player veto over what others create for 
them, but when everyone is coming up with material together and listen-
ing to one another’s contributions, most people quickly get a sense of the 
kind of what their fellows are interested in engaging with. 

This process is most obviously a fit for low- or no-stats systems, 
but as long as your rules can be separated into modules that are easy to fit 
together, it can be profitably implemented in a more mechanically robust 
systems as well.

Split the action into scenes

Indie tabletop games often break up what’s going on into discrete scenes 
rather than having the action be one continuous stretch of time, and this 
idea can definitely be stolen for larp. In these games, a director typically 
starts by framing a scene, explaining who’s in it and when and where it’s 
set, and then ends the scene by cutting it when its primary content has 
been exposed.

The dramatic potential in scene framing is enormous. A soft frame 
might simply list the logistical details of the scene and invite the players 
to see what happens when their characters are brought together in that 
specific set of circumstances, but it’s possible to drive for much more 
than that. A hard frame drops the characters into an already loaded situa-
tion, perhaps by telling them that the time bombs have already been acti-
vated and now they need to escape, or that one character has just caught 
another, their spouse, in bed with a third. A very movie-like framing 
style, which is common in some more structured larps, tells the players 
not just the opening situation but also some of what should happen during 
the scene: “In this scene, Naomi should reveal what the big plan is that 
she’s been working on, and Arun, you should challenge her on whether 
it’s really important enough to justify keeping her away from her friends 
and family so much.”

These hard frames take away some player agency, asking the cheat-
ing couple to accept that they haven’t been discrete or lucky enough to 
avoid discovery, for example, but they are extremely powerful in moving 
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the story along a predefined arc. They also give much more flexibility for 
players to own their characters and actions than it appears at first glance 
- imagine the cheated party as a sweet, naive soul who’d never hurt a 
fly, and you’ll be picturing a very different scene than if the player had 
decided the character was a cold, manipulative schemer who had driven 
their partner away with suspicious accusations.

A very directed frame can serve as motivation or permission to play 
interesting action that the player might not have come up with themselves, 
or might have had no way to engage with. In order to play an awesome 
escape scene against impossible odds, a character first needs to have been 
caught or trapped, and it can be difficult for that to happen as a part of 
play when a character is powerful or the players is reluctant to take a fall. 
But even the best movie heroes falter or circumstances conspire against 
them, and their low points make their best moments shine brighter by 
contrast. Likewise, some people are worried about going too far in the 
other direction and avoid putting their characters into situations where 
the action focuses on them. Setting this situation as part of the scene 
frame absolves the player of any perceived failure or attention-seeking, 
and gets them on board with the cool story that’s about to occur.

M vs M mixes things up, starting with scenes towards the beginning 
that the players frame themselves that act to introduce the characters and 
flesh out their relationships to one another. Later scenes are much more 
aggressively framed, setting up negotiations with specific talking points 
that must be agreed, or fight scenes where everyone knows at the outset 
who’s going to die, and others are simple meditations, giving the players 
time to reflect on events that are unfurling. Using this variety of framing 
techniques gives the larp a huge amount of texture and pacing, and de-
spite its rigid overall structure it ends up telling a very different overall 
story every time it’s run.

Play with timelines

The easiest way to create a scene structure is to move time along between 
each one, but time doesn’t always need to move forwards - sometimes, 
the most interesting thing you can see in a given moment is a flashback 
to before the larp began. 
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Before the Storm uses flashbacks to show the other players what 
happened to a character in the past, then cuts back to the present where 
someone asks the character a question about that event. The character 
can choose to lie to the other characters present, but the players know the 
truth - perhaps they saw a deeply emotional moment that a cool character 
is deliberately brushing off, or a motivating moment that has wide-reach-
ing implications for that character that the other players never realised 
before.

Like a movie, switching back and forth along the timeline can 
create poignant juxtaposition between past, present, and future, and can 
highlight important elements of the story that don’t fit within the linear 
scope of the narrative. Also like a movie, it can also be confusing if you 
don’t give your players tools to keep track of where and when they are. In 
a modern, real-world setting, telling them the date might be enough, but 
if not it’s worth considering another way of identifying scenes that take 
place outside of the normal linear timeline, such as always holding them 
in a certain place or with a specific introduction.

Use warmups and metatechniques

Even if your players have met each other before in person or online, it 
can sometimes take time for a group of people to get comfortable with 
one another, and many people feel they need a little while to find their 
character at the beginning of an event. Introducing warmups or work-
shops can be a great way to ease people into the larp, as well as offering 
an opportunity to pass on information or instructions to your players. It’s 
important that these activities be engaging, since what happens at the 
start of your event will set the energy level for what follows.

Playing with scenes, time jumps and similar might also create some 
periods of time when there are people who aren’t taking part in the action 
where you might want to have them watch, or even subtly take part us-
ing metatechniques. Perhaps a single character is playing a scene where 
they’re struggling with a decision they have to make - consider having 
two other people play the angel and devil on their shoulders trying to 
sway them one way or another. Or maybe let other players help in fram-
ing scenes, or directing during them. Players can ask for situations they 
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want to see between the characters present, for example. Or, perhaps an 
onlooker might pause two people who have lapsed into standing across 
from one another talking and rearrange them so one is sitting and the 
other is kneeling before them, or standing too close behind them and 
looming over them.

Metatechniques can also cover safety techniques, usually ways to 
briefly slip out of character to negotiate a potentially difficult interaction 
that’s about to take place or check in with someone after a period of 
intense play. Different safety techniques will suit different larps, groups, 
and styles of play - some benefit from a tap-out mechanic, whereas New 
World Magischola, for example, aims to create an environment where 
people will engage in intense, emotionally vulnerable play and facilitates 
this using a more comprehensive set of negotiations and check-ins, and 
even has several school counsellor roles who can help people who are 
struggling in or out of character.

Create periods of time for reflection and adjustment

Some players love to be fully immersed and live for 24/7 being someone 
else, whereas some people can get caught up in that mindset even if it 
doesn’t really suit them. Creating regular, pre-advertised time periods 
that are set aside for being out of character, even if they’re only brief, can 
give hesitant players the opportunity to evaluate, negotiate, and recali-
brate their experience when they might otherwise not have engaged with 
those tools during the larp. It’s far better as a player to have a chance to 
realise that you aren’t enjoying the direction your story is going in every 
so often, rather than to get that sinking feeling of missed opportunities 
at the end of 50 hours of deep immersion when everyone else is gushing 
about how great it was.

Because the castle venue of Convention of Thorns was open to the 
public during the day, the daylight hours were reserved for heavily direct-
ed black box scenes or, in many cases, finding your fellow players and 
taking the time to check in, discuss your stories, and plan ahead for any 
changes you wanted to make. This intentional and lengthy re-calibration 
time was unconventional to many of the attendees from all walks of larp, 
but it served a very important role in helping people connect with each 
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other across the sprawling venue, as well as connect with their super-
naturally long-lived characters across a broader time spectrum than just 
the three nights of the larp. It also allowed players to engage quickly 
and deeply once fully in character play started, getting more from the 
shortened time in play than they might have from the same amount of 
time without the period where everyone was building and discussing 
their stories.

Eliminate out of character secrecy

All of this erosion of secrets between the players, and between the players 
and the larp runner will be anathema to some players and games, but it 
works more often than might be immediately obvious, and is the driving 
force behind many of these larps and the tabletop games they arose from. 
Letting players in on secrets before they’re revealed to the characters can 
allow people to build up the fiction alongside the larp runners in prepara-
tion for the reveal, making sure it hits for maximum impact - players who 
know their characters are going to die don’t hold back from moments 
they might otherwise have avoided, for example. Many players will de-
liberately play their character as extremely open and trusting towards 
someone who they know out of character will betray them to make the 
most of that plot point when it occurs.

Removing secrecy opens the door to a greater degree of collabo-
ration, as you don’t have to worry about secrets getting out. The more 
people there are who can get involved with the creative process, the more 
ideas will be floated, and if it’s your players providing the input then 
they’ll also be signalling to you what themes and topics they want to 
engage with, which can be a great resource for directing your game as 
well as giving you the ability to tap into the full creative talents of your 
player base. 

You don’t necessarily have to reveal everything, but you should 
seriously consider laying your cards on the table. Exposing the guts of 
your design intentions and mechanics can be a powerful tool for getting 
the right people to attend your larp and helping them approach the event 
in a way that will give them the greatest possible enjoyment, in exactly 
the same way that providing explicit direction for a scene can. 
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Similarly, consider letting your players know how everything’s go-
ing to end. Set expectations so they know what’s coming, since there’s 
nothing more likely to leave someone lukewarm towards your larp than if 
they wanted something to happen and had reason to expect that it would, 
then didn’t get what they were hoping for. Tell them what it will be, how 
it will work, and how the overall arc of the story will go so players can 
build their personal narrative to be satisfying against that backdrop.

I didn’t follow this advice closely enough myself when I ran Dawn-
stone: the players knew that we’d finish with a vote that was an abstrac-
tion of that battle, and knew that they were in a seriously dangerous 
situation, but I wasn’t clear enough about communicating that people’s 
characters could die in that process. Even though the larp was a one-shot, 
there was disappointment from some players that the futures they had 
been planning for their characters were thwarted by other people casting 
votes that resulted in their characters’ deaths. 

What happens at the end of your larp is what people will most 
remember, so think very carefully about whether your amazing twist re-
ally is solid enough to risk undercutting your players’ expectations, or 
whether leaving out explanations for simplicity’s sake really will make 
things go more smoothly.

Extend your larp design into community design

At its core, larp consists of a set of rules or structures that govern how 
its participants interact with one another, and the normalisation of those 
instructions makes larp uniquely placed to introduce measures that can 
make the pastime safer and more welcoming for people who might oth-
erwise be unintentionally excluded. Community design practices have 
a lot in common with creating a larp event, and while they’re easier to 
interweave seamlessly at the beginning of a new larp, experienced larp 
runners may well be at an advantage in understanding how to introduce 
them to their existing community.

The Game Kitchen, a group of larp creators that meets monthly in 
London, is a collective that started with a focus on the ethos of the well-
being of the players being more important than the coherence of the larp. 
Anti-harassment principles were codified early on, but more importantly 



the community culture actively promotes taking care of fellow players 
beyond just adhering to those rules. The organisers exemplify inclusive 
behaviour, those with concerns are listened to and helped, members spend 
time getting to know each other out of character, and everyone watches 
out for each other’s level of engagement and state of being so caring for 
people in difficult situations naturally tends to be done by whoever has 
the most energy or capacity for it at the time.

This has the practical advantage of avoiding organiser burnout, 
since they aren’t solely burdened with making sure everything’s okay, 
and they have people checking in with them as well. It also has the in-
game benefit of creating a high level of trust that lets players be very vul-
nerable with each other, able to escalate to intense play in the knowledge 
that they will be well supported if things become difficult for them.

A powerful way of creating this kind of environment is establishing 
what you want from your players ahead of time, both in formal anti-har-
assment policies and in the larp’s instructional texts. Lay out your guide-
lines and principles, and offer tools for people to provide each other with 
the kind of support you want them to. Some larps link their safety and 
support mechanics with the mechanics they use for directing and editing 
the fiction in order to make them familiar and approachable, whereas oth-
ers keep the two sets of rules separate so players know they’ll be getting 
dedicated, impartial, out of character help when they reach for the safety 
tools, and you’ll need to decide on an approach for your larp. It’s worth 
also looking out for times when you might need to allow for exceptions 
to your rules for people who are excluded by them since, for example, an 
increased burden of emotional labour can be a barrier to participation for 
people with social anxiety disorders.

Not everything presented here will work for every larp, or for every 
larper - large events with thousands of people will make many of these 
impractical, and some people’s play styles just won’t gel with these sug-
gestions. But they’re certainly worth experimenting with if you get the 
opportunity, and who knows, there might be a game design gem lurking 
in these larps that can add a whole new dimension to your event.
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Genre and feeling:
a contrast between writing horror and fantasy larp

Laura Mitchell

Introduction

Genre fiction in literature is often criticised for being repetitive and of-
fering the reader an unfounded sense of security in the repetitive patterns 
of it’s storytelling, yet it is immensely popular. Genre, a style or category 
of fictional narrative, describes a pattern of storytelling that incorporates 
similar characteristic elements in the narrative, characterisation or setting. 
For developing live action role play events, particularly those with large 
numbers of participants, the patterns and themes of genre fiction provide 
a useful touchstone for maintaining coherence within the game. The ex-
pectation of known repetitive patterns and tropes allows for a framework 
within which players can feel comfortable yet also exercise creativity, 
or even undertake acts of resistance to explore alternative narratives or 
relationships. Signing up to play a high fantasy larp, a Cthulhu mythos 
larp or a zombie larp sets clear parameters regarding the type of setting, 
costume, actions and characters that will feature in the game narrative. 

I believe that one of the features of contemporary UK larp that 
is distinct from Nordic, European or US larp is the tendency to rely on 
the players to be self-governing in administration of the system’s rules 
to character abilities, and in the direction and development of narrative 
atmosphere in the game. While referees and non-player characters have 
important roles, many games promote ‘low impact’ styles of refereeing 
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that avoid explicit direction of the players. This practice aims to promote 
immersion, but it may well express something about British culture and 
our expectation that people should learn how to behave correctly through 
intuition rather than instruction! I don’t intend to over-state this aspect 
of UK larp; most games clearly require substantial refereeing, my only 
claim is that we sometimes go to extremes to conceal it.

When games aim for less explicit direct intervention, though, they 
face a problem of control. How do you keep the game narrative from 
being transformed completely; from horror to comedy, from fantasy to 
tragedy? While some cross-genre development may enhance the game, 
it is partly the responsibility of good game organising (within which I 
include the operational logistics and refereeing as well as the writing of 
plot narratives) to ensure the game meets advertised expectations. I went 
into co-writing for fantastical genre events after starting out playing and 
running Cthulhu mythos events, and I originally thought the differences 
to lie in scale (number of players) and the preferences of their player 
base. Events written for larger groups of players certainly require a dif-
ferent scale of administration that brings its own challenges. However, 
over time and through experience and player feedback I have come to 
believe that genre, or the type of story the game tells overall, is an of-
ten-overlooked distinctive element. For this essay, I draw on experience 
writing and contributing to Lorien Trust sanctioned events for the Drag-
on’s faction between 2010-2016, co-writing/running Cthulhu and zombie 
events with Dr Chloe Germaine Buckley in 2009-11 and refereeing and 
contributing to recent events in 2016 and 2017 in the ‘Before the End’ 
anthology with Reality Checkpoint LRP. I also want to note thanks to the 
many learning experiences I benefited from as a player or crew at Yellow 
Sign and Dark Door events, as well as the incredibly high production 
values of the Crooked House event ‘God Rest Ye Merry’ in 2015. 

Fantasy and horror

The fantasy genre (as a variety of speculative fiction), whether represent-
ed in books, films, TV series or larps, has defining identifiable character-
istics and has been a significant element of many larp events. Magic (or 
supernatural abilities) is generally identified as the characteristic feature 



of fantasy narratives, whether integrated into a high-fantasy world or lim-
ited to special characters passing through an otherwise ‘normal’ setting. 
Horror tales also fall under the category of fantastical literature, but dis-
tinctively while the high-fantasy novel often empowers the protagonist 
with some power or plot device, horror stories more frequently attribute 
supernatural abilities away from the main character or characterise them 
as outside the protagonist’s ability to control.

For the protagonist, both genres represent a journey of transfor-
mation whereby the character and the world will change. In both genres, 
too, the protagonist may object to such change, struggle with confusion, 
search for courage and support from allies or aim to develop supernat-
ural abilities of their own. However, while fantastical narratives offer 
triumph, success and glory through perseverance, horror narratives pro-
mote isolation, futility and the taint of disgust, dirt or broken taboos. 
Fantasy creates heroes (even if they are outcast or unrecognised ones) 
and allies. Horror creates survivors and victims.1 

Both genres often follow a common narrative path. Beginning 
from a familiar setting of ‘normality’, a threat or mystery emerges that 
requires the protagonist takes action to respond. Characters investigate 
or discover small peculiarities that may initially be denied or ignored 
but subsequently become overwhelming. The family hauntings, enslaved 
goblins or unliving horde may initially be denied but eventually become 
widely known dangers among the main characters. In fantasy, the char-
acters usually discover more-than-ordinary abilities with which to defeat 
these threats. They acquire magic totems that reveal a secret weakness or 
meet disgruntled servants willing to betray their masters to the morally 
superior (or at least more powerful) characters. The protagonist and their 
allies achieve success, and though there may have been sacrifice along 
the way, they also obtain rewards such as wealth, status or enhanced 
knowledge and power. 

By contrast, in horror narratives the same extraordinary abilities 
1 I anticipate that this simplified and bombastic statement will draw lots of criticism, given that 
widely popular fantasy novels and television adaptations have recently foregrounded complex 
characters facing more ‘gritty’ challenges including heroes with dubious morality, or who are 
made victims by poor judgement and petty opposition. However, this shift has emerged from 
two distinctly opposing thematic positions and I would argue that for many games, the player has 
the freedom to interpret their own actions and narrative from a different point of view and bring 
cross-genre elements into the game by doing so.
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often convey crippling effects on characters; the protagonist loses their 
humanity, their memory, or their sanity, irrevocably becoming enslaved 
to their task. Totems curse their handlers and often have little effect, link-
ing characters to the unknowable Weird that taints those it touches. The 
superiority of the protagonists (should they survive) is undermined by 
the very acts necessary to survive or defeat the threat, their sacrifices 
achieving success only anonymously and their stigmatised behaviour or 
moral degradation now leaves them a monstrous and outcast shell of their 
original self.

Within fantastical literary worlds, authors engage in all kinds of 
individual character tales but in doing so they outline the parameters of a 
‘world’, an internally consistent narrative setting with which characters 
interact. Such worlds are often an exercise in speculating about what 
might be different if, for example, intelligent civilisation was not divided 
only by race or culture but even species. Tolkien defended fantastical 
literature as a necessary resource for developing the capacity of imag-
ining ourselves outside of the restrictions of our everyday experience; 
because only by cultivating a belief in what is not is it possible to bring 
about what might be. Though writing about his essays on Middle-earth, 
he might well have been talking about playing in larp games. Unlike 
reading a novel, the live-action part of inhabiting and experiencing a 
game-world goes beyond exercising the imagination, to engage a broader 
range of capabilities including our physical experience and our emotions. 
In lives where we are less likely to experience opportunities for bravery, 
heroism or fearfully fleeing from an unknown monster in the dark, larp 
offers an opportunity to go beyond mental pictures of fighting on when 
outnumbered, or pushing a loved one in front of a monster while running 
away. By exploring larp narratives that mirror or reproduce patterns of 
domination and subordination evident in our real-world experience, larp 
also allows players to experience the impact of an individual’s decision 
to create a utopian or dystopian world through confirming or rejecting 
dominant practices and values. 

Making Games

As a game organiser or larpwright, it’s alluring to believe that the con-
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trolling power of the event lies in your hands. However, there are really 
only two things that you can effect: setting and encounters. The setting 
is not only the location chosen for the event, but also the creation of so-
cial context: set-up, the pre-narrative communicated through documents, 
adverts or flyers, informal communication with players, even the use of 
Facebook or twitter for characters. Encounters can rely on an unstruc-
tured and unplanned interaction based on conflict or knowledge written 
into character’s histories, semi-scripted interactions with monsters or 
NPCs or interaction with a staged environment (such as a faery shrine, 
scientist’s lab or cultist’s library). 

The choice of site and communication of information about the 
game world are the first opportunity to convince players of the type of 
game you expect them to play. It may be that the genre of the game 
is communicated explicitly, but this is often supported by repetition of 
many tropes and snippets of narrative which identify the players’ role 
in the story. An invitation to guests accompanied by images featuring 
occult symbols, blood or broken glass foreshadows a dark narrative of 
horror. By contrast, a call to war featuring heraldic shields, spears or 
soldiers, or a letter containing a map to a secret chest of gold suggests an 
adventurous pursuit of glory and riches. Setting expectations using such 
subtle cues continues when on-site, with many opportunities of lighting 
and set-dressing, even the boundaries between in-character and out-of 
character spaces offering means of communicating confidence or unease 
to players. This issue has never been as hotly debated as in the games I 
have played and organised where there was disagreement over whether 
monsters could legitimately kill player characters in the bathroom! Im-
portantly, even trivial matters such as where the line between in-character 
and out-of-character interactions is drawn can communicate the extent 
to which players will have to set aside their usual cultural or person-
al norms drawn from both their ‘real’ identities and their genre-specific 
ones. While novels rarely tell of knights battling dragons in a latrine, 
zombies attack humans in bathrooms all the time. How fearful do you 
want players to consider a journey to relieve themselves to be? 

Planning timing and pacing excitement and more low-key interac-
tions also allow for building or destroying character’s confidence in their 
position in the world. Fantasy events I have been involved in have often 
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begun with inconsequential combat encounters; emphasising the player 
character’s abilities to subdue any opposition, or guides to direct the play-
ers to welcoming meals emphasising their exalted status. Drawing-room 
horror events instead rely on the awkward normality of introductions be-
tween strangers to establish a mundane beginning, though may promote 
a sense of unease by disrupting expectations, a missing host or pecu-
liar guest. A range of horror events might instead focus on promoting a 
feeling of anxiety, boredom or even panic through disrupting pre-game 
expectations with double-agent players (i.e. crew covertly claiming to be 
players ‘planted’ in the game). These double-agents may provoke anxie-
ty by invading player’s personal space, by misdirection, guiding players 
into incorrect or inappropriate spaces or by spreading rumours. 

The pre-preparation and initial part of the game establishes a con-
nection between players and context, a performed reality of the game 
world in which the players and crew interact with the setting and expe-
rience or instigate encounters. Introducing the problem or crisis is now 
a matter of timing, using an encounter to provoke the realisation of the 
problem directly or encouraging players to investigate the setting. In 
Lorien Trust games I have lost count of the number of times we used 
the arrival of a local peasant or scout to communicate ‘the bad guy has 
attacked X, come quickly and help!’. This instills urgency as well as a 
feeling of importance to player characters. Alternative mechanisms offer 
more subtle means to do the same such as having enemy scouts in a 
live environment who players could capture and interrogate. To instigate 
awareness of the crisis requires more direct intervention; for example in 
“Who Do you Think You Are?” we introduced the context gradually with 
subtle cues, such as a perimeter of protective sigils painted on stones and 
unhelpful responses from the housemaids towards characters. After play-
ers had gone to bed for the evening, wondering at the absence of a crisis, 
we woke them up at around 3am in an attack by monsters who assaulted 
them in their sleep. In contrast, I have played in short duration Yellow 
Sign games where the player party were abducted within an hour of the 
game starting and hustled into a van after being restrained and hooded. 
These encounters not only instigated a clear crisis, but also emphasised 
the disempowerment of the players.
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Once the crisis is evident, the game is clear. Players strive to pre-
vent, transform, subvert or simply survive the crisis (or series of crises), 
while those working to direct the game aim to make that achievement 
as challenging as possible. Although the game elements may not be in 
direct opposition and players may strive to follow and uphold, rather than 
resist, the narrative flow of the game, the thrill of improvisation and an 
infinity of possible amendments to the game from within are a key part 
of what makes the experience. 

Choices and consequences

The similarity of fantasy and horror narratives in overall structure 
is important, because it is the centrality of character action and reaction 
to crises that characterises such similarity. The differences between the 
genres lie not in the choices or responses of players inherently, but in how 
players experience the impact of their responses. While as an organiser, 
referee or plot writer the outcomes of encounters can be pre-planned, it’s 
often said that ‘no plot survives encounters with players’, since character 
responses are not subject to such control. 

In Nordic or freeform larp, pre-game workshops or explicit direc-
tion may be used to encourage particular types of responses but in my 
experience of UK games the operation follows a pattern of “show, don’t 
tell”. This presents a particular struggle for both fantastical and horror 
games; in each it is necessary to ensure the progress of the narrative, 
whether in line with or despite player actions. Players in fantasy games 
will often ignore the most obvious of narrative cues, or (in a problem 
we frequently experienced) fail to develop the confidence and solidarity 
between players needed to take action against the villains. In my contri-
butions to a Lorien Trust sanctioned plotline, players consistently decid-
ed to ignore the progress of monsters who were not physically present 
in front of them, consequently the ‘baddies’ make huge progress (even 
winning the hearts of the people) while the ‘heroes’ become poor shad-
ows. While this statement won’t make me any friends, the truth is that in 
fantasy, we ‘let’ you win. 

Now to present a caveat to that statement; this is the objective of 
fantasy narratives, as I have claimed in the discussion above. After all, it 
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is only through the careful orchestration of the rules, setting, encounters 
and so on that there is any crisis to ‘win’ against. And in making this 
statement about fantasy games I do not deny that players need to work 
hard, to demonstrate competence and skill, wit and cunning. However, 
from one point of view the game is rigged; even though some characters 
may die, the heroes always win out against the monsters in the end. This 
perspective is misleading, however, and rather misses the point. I have 
been privy to countless conversations behind the scenes which have em-
phasised the need to produce a ‘win’ for players, not in terms of making 
the game crisis more easy to overcome, but instead to review where the 
relevant cues and information which had been intended to provoke cer-
tain actions had fallen short. While we often bemoaned ‘stupid players’, 
these conversations obscure the real disappointment of anyone backstage 
running larp, a disappointment in themselves and their curatorship. For 
every exhortation against a player has been followed with an immediate 
question as to the subsequent action required behind the scenes; what 
new encounter must be written or NPC returned to ensure the charac-
ters can re-engage with the narrative? For the more advanced (or bored) 
player, provoking such consternation among the organisers by develop-
ing legitimate and consistent alternatives, such as the hero-turned-villain 
who reinterprets the narrative as representing an oppressive rather than 
heroic tale, this metagame is an enjoyable dance. To paraphrase Patrick 
Rothfuss; the point is not to win, but to play a beautiful game. 

Herein lies a sticky point regarding the differences in genre, for in 
the horror genre the game outcomes are not rigged in player’s favour. 
This would suggest that instead of emphasising narrative and metagame 
differences I ought to concentrate instead on the way in which horror 
games overpower the character’s abilities, and certainly if the rule sys-
tems are compared they often do - it has been my experience that hor-
ror games present vastly overpowered monsters compared with fantasy 
systems. Nonetheless, in every horror game I have played our concern 
has not been to ensure the players ‘lose’, but rather to ensure the players 
suffer, and do not win2 until the right time, ideally at the very cusp of 
2 While the conventional definition of winning here would be for players to defeat the ‘monsters’ 
behind the crisis, I propose that a broader conception of success is included here, such as the 
maintenance of specific character values or goals, the protection of others or even just taking the 
bad guys with you when you blow up...
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death and survival in the game finale. 
Both types of game therefore rely upon not only giving players 

a choice of action and a series of consequences to such action (broadly 
in their favour in fantastical games and damaging in horror games), but 
also in trying to ensure that these consequences provoke a particular set 
of emotions. In this, games pursue immersion to provoke emotion in the 
character, and ‘bleed’ to do so through the player. There is an interesting 
contrast in this, that fantasy games need to instil confidence in the player 
in order to provoke initiative and heroic feelings of achievement in the 
character, while by contrast the techniques of horror games aspire to un-
nerve players and convey futility and fear to characters. 

As players expect a different range of experience from different 
games, it is therefore not only the narrative which is being foreshad-
owed by the early attempts at setting and the response of referees and 
game organisers to player’s choices and decisions in encounters. It is 
also the emotional feelings; of pride in achievement or of sorrow in loss, 
of veneration and competence or isolation and confusion. As the game 
continues, the role of game organisers (and especially their monsters, 
double-agents among the players or non-player characters) should be to 
promote the appropriate emotions as much as to maintain coherence in 
narrative and fairness in gameplay. 

Managing feeling through freedom

My language so far in this text has put forward a view of those who 
organise or write games in opposition to those who play them, and this 
is something of a false picture. larp is, first and foremost, a collaborative 
hobby in which those playing and those behind the curtain work together 
to produce an experience that most (if not all) will consider worthwhile. 
For this reason I tend to dislike the expression ‘writing a larp’ rather 
than ‘running a larp’. It’s generally not successful to write how players 
will respond or feel in a given situation, as we are neither novelists nor 
theatrical directors. Rather the objective of producing a particular feeling 
in a game lies in offering players a range of choices through which the 
characters can enact themselves. This involves planning for a variety of 
outcomes and ensuring the responses to those outcomes are appropriate 
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to the genre and the narrative the players actions are generating.
In Fantasy, for example, this does not mean always letting char-

acters win in a conflict, but when they conduct an improvised ritual to 
ask for instructions from a deity of battle, which was never part of the 
‘plan’ for the event, this agency needs to be respected. Responding with 
visions or messages to faithful followers of the deity, combat advantages 
or similar gives the characters the feeling that they are in control and 
have progressed towards saving the day. In contrast, should players in a 
horror game attempt to complete a ritual to impede the progress of dark 
forces without the full instructions or components the response may well 
be to impede the progression of the ‘great evil’ but the characters will 
bear a cost for doing so, such as a corruption of their abilities or even the 
loss of their lives. 

In each genre, then, the agency of player action is paramount. How-
ever, even when the responses progress the narrative in a similar way, the 
feeling of horror games is promoted by responses which divide player 
characters, which produce a ‘thickening’ of the world in which charac-
ters’ supposed knowledge about themselves and their relationships with 
others is increasingly cast into doubt by encounters. In fantasy responses 
characters are instead united by their actions in the restoration of a ‘thin-
ning’ world; in which characters may still engage in dispute, but these are 
provoked on their own initiative rather than that of the game organisers. 
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Fear loves this place
Alan Morgan

“I think because it was about 11pm, we had had a full day of adventuring 
and everyone was drowsy. Personally, I think I had fallen asleep. We knew 
the wraith was about and Jim literally manifested out of nowhere. One sec-
ond we were alone the next he was in the middle of us. I shit a brick and 
ran. I’m pretty sure I tripped Eloran up on purpose in an attempt to save my 
worthless hide. What a noble Managha I was.” 

Derek Hill

The word in both LRP and larp that should never be discounted is 
‘live’. Action, in the latter acronym, is a given. Role-playing, sure. But 
the live is where it shines, and I would argue that such is never more 
the case than when one has been visited by The Fear. Larp is at its most 
immersive when we are not comforted by stats, by what is defined. Af-
ter all it is rarely the case in life where that which is visited upon us is 
so comfortably categorised, by numbers, by levels, by neat little boxes. 
Game systems are necessary, of course they are, but when we do it for 
real then that is where we move away from the table, where we are no 
longer in a world of dice. Where you out fight another, sure. Where you 
disarm a trap, decipher a scroll, certainly. Where by cunning or resolve 
the hero (or anti-hero) wins through the odds. Yet it is never more live, 
never so close to the real, than when the player is taken by The Fear. True, 
genuine, primal stuff.
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It is a fine thing to win through the adventure, to overcome villainy, 
to be the hero. Yet it is all the better when it was a narrowly won thing. 
Better yet when one thought it would not happen, when the odds were 
too great, but by resolve, luck, or sheer majesty our heroes prevail. Best 
of all is The Fear. Having felt fear, having trembled, eventual victory is 
always more rewarding. Better still, being visited by The Fear and just 
seeing the adventure through means adventures were memorable, they 
were exciting, whether our heroes were victorious… or not.

 
“I remember I ran. It has been over twenty-five years since that event. It was 
not in a cave, it was the side of a hill and the monsters appeared amongst 
us and we scattered and I ran. I ran along a path, cut left into some bushes, 
something darted out in front and I ran, it chased but I kept on running. 
Down a slope I scrambled and ran again. I bumped into another player, a 
few metres away, he beckoned, I shook my head and kept moving. He could 
have been possessed. I kept running - hardly saw monsters, never struck a 
blow. We regrouped, got organised, but what I remember is the fear and that 
I ran. I remember that event before all the others. It was the mix of fear and 
physically running. Not much has come close.”

Giles Anderson

The quote that tops this article refers to an adventure now some 
decades past. In the early 1990s there were many adventures, and not un-
commonly this was a twenty-four hour, an overland, and gathered togeth-
er were the most powerful of the characters in that system. The warriors 
were indeed mighty. The wizards were powerful. The scouts sneaky and 
able to wallpaper a good-sized room with a well- placed backstab. They 
knew that there was, probably aside from the thrust of the adventure, a 
beast that sought them. It was that oft-used fiend the big wraith. Whether 
Nazgul, Lord, or anyone of a dozen names such are known by across the 
many systems. Such a beast is always united in its commonality by being 
far more dangerous than anything Tolkien had limping around, coughing 
and wheezing, taking fright when the people of Bree call out to them to 
keep the bloody noise down. The party had known this for some time. 
The party were camping down, a hard day and the sun had just shivered 
below the treeline. The horror appeared amongst them.

 



“I was on guard when the Nazgul arrived I saw it coming and got a head 
start before shouting a warning.”

Neil Heron

“The best monsters know that ‘the fear’ is highly infectious; you only need to 
infect one party member and it will spread to the rest of the herd.” 

Rick Holyomes
 
There was no system effect, no freezing of time, the monster had 

come upon them at a point of distraction. Their guard was down. Or at 
least legging it. The closest bolted, the rest only half knowing what was 
going on, split and ran too. A brief flare of real chaos and the tight little 
group broke in every direction.  Night had not long fallen. The camp was 
empty but for the monster and a clutter of party weapons, packs, and prob-
ably supper. Immediately the characters were alone, some found others 
but mostly they avoided everybody, because The Fear meant everything 
might be exactly what they had already conjured up in their own minds.

Four of them managed to find one another and atop the biggest 
hill they could find they sat with their backs about a tree. All assured the 
others would stay awake. It was midnight. For some hours now gone 
they had lived on fear, and if apart it grew then together it had thrived.

 
“Thought we were safe, quiet on a slope. James was very quiet. I remember 
the quality of the light when we scattered. Very specifically the misty twilight 
before dawn // I do remember it taking a few seconds to actually flee from 
that hollow. Part of me, possibly all of us had us freeze in place initially- 
thinking, if I do not move he will not see me...” 

Mark Vials
 
The horror found them. It bent down to the nearest and whispered 

‘So here you are…’. Four heroes leapt in the air. They tumbled down the 
hill squealing, and The Fear chased them all the way. The actual monster 
did not pursue. As he did not for the whole of that night. He would reveal 
himself in the near distance, or come close to the little knots of the fright-
ened. He came close, but never quite close enough as the heroes fled, 
and in some cases spent the night alone and terrified. Only when dawn 
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touched the trees did they find one another, as did the horror. Again, they 
panicked. One of the wizards tripped and went sprawling. That usually 
tight little band of heroes left her, and panicked, she rattled off a simple, 
lowly, but quick lightning bolt.

 
“I remember the weakening fear and remember the disbelief of our nemesis’ 
easy destruction. I doubt I will ever feel fear like that again // undoubtedly 
one of the best larp experiences of my life. Hands down...” 

Lewis Jull
 
The horror was gone. It was not the horridly-powerful monster the 

party had built up in their minds. It was simply its shadow sent forth to 
find them. 3 HTK and all done. It had not dared hit them, it would have 
been foolish to call out any sort of effect, and it certainly could not allow 
itself to corner anyone, else it would be revealed for what it was.

“Till that reminder I had lost that night in the cobwebby recesses of my 
mind. Suddenly it all comes back in vivid recollection. Though I should have 
cracked up at the time I was so in the moment, that the part took over // Not 
so much me as a conspiracy of moment that travelled a path for a time. Just 
as Alan went with it so did I.”

Jim Sadler
 
I doubt anyone that played on that adventure can remember much 

of anything else about it, for it was a long time ago. But everyone remem-
bers that night. The relief that followed, the sudden barks of nervous, for 
some even shamefaced, laughter, has lived with them ever since. Jim 
might have played the monster, but taking nothing from him it was The 
Fear that had the biggest role.

“The events we remember the best were those were you are totally immersed 
in the moment. That is normally due to fear, or the moments when you are 
overcoming the dungeon and bad guys through sheer hard work and con-
centration.”

Antony Elliot
 
Sadly, The Fear is not a tool that lives contentedly with others in 

the referee’s box of experience. It can be invited, but it cannot be dictated 
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to. It is not summoned by the adventure writer, for whilst he might seek 
to entice it into the adventure it lives within the players. You can know 
the party and players well. You might seek to arrange the atmosphere, 
bring about fantastic costumes, but we do not have the benefit of more 
literary writers where all is exactly as described.

 
“As a writer/refs I think we were always writing into the plots specific ele-
ments to create the reactions we wanted to invoke in the players. That is the 
very nature of film and TV ... the information is delivered in a very specific 
way to get the intended reaction. Obviously in the more open and free form 
environment of LRP I agree that the players and monsters were the ultimate 
agents of whatever was experienced.”

Rick Marr
 
 You cannot simply whisper to the player ‘Scary, isn’t it?’. Film-

makers edit and add soundtracks, they have complete control. We do not; 
nor should we aspire to. Recognising The Fear when it comes about we 
let it free. It is happenstance. What we have in common with filmmakers 
is the ‘Jump’, that which makes you do that. Yet again that is not some-
thing we can plan for, and irritatingly when we do The Fear is hardly 
guaranteed to make an appearance.

There are tricks, but be aware these are at best cantrips rather than 
reliable spells.

 

Space
 

“The most frightening monster I ever created was not a big bad guy. It was 
a fill in monster. A jumble of furry kit and the crew member growling and 
yelling ‘whoop whoop!’ It hunted the 30 players to mate with them. A 10 hit 
creature kept them busy for 2 hours running away and hiding from it.”  

Alex Armstrong
 
Space can be a luxury, I am aware, but it is one of the advantages to 

overland adventures. Where the characters are not constantly bombarded 
with encounters, when they have to travel then they begin to imagine 
what is not there. They don’t know where or when the next planned event 
will occur. In the next clearing, an ambush, absolutely anywhere. Simi-
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larly, where there is space, no one is cornered. They can be followed, they 
have the ground to hurry on, with The Fear growing. Space is often the 
best way to gain…

 

Time
 

“Helplessness. That feeling that you cannot do what is needed / do not have 
the skills or information to save yourself or your friends from impending 
‘doom’.” 

Phil Staker
 
 Not everyone likes to hare off at every opportunity and get into any 

trouble going (or so I have been told). There are players that want to show 
off their rituals, to meditate, even eat once in awhile. These dead times 
should be used to make characters dwells on why that turn of phrase 
might be apt. Seed that scary horror early, let it build, but don’t hammer 
it into them every encounter. Show them the evil it has wrought rather 
than just tell them, if you can. If the characters are rightly confident, have 
those NPCs agree with them. Certainly, that horror has performed terrible 
awfulness on everyone else that went against it, but they will be different. 
Of course they will, They are seeking it? Certainly, but do not worry, it 
will find them, when it wants to, just at the right moment. Then let the 
thoughts linger. The Fear likes time, it likes to grow, or at least seed itself 
in there.

 

Atmosphere
 

“Snuffing the night lights out as they came // The sheer terror of what was 
coming and how it was coming - not a fight or some stats - but creatures of 
nightmare at 3am in the (all too soon) pitch black. Frantically searching for 
a rear exit - yet again - even though we had already established there was no 
other way out of there during daylight.” 

Martin Bailey
 
Atmosphere is what people tend to think of as a magic word. And 

truly we can dress that cave, decorate that castle, have a PA softly in-
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crease a heartbeat, and all these are helpful but The Fear does not like 
people to be too obvious in its courting. By all means go for it, everyone 
likes a well-set encounter. Don’t rely on it. The simplest atmosphere is 
often at night, and especially (and I mean this with affection) if the bulk 
of your players are townies. Townies don’t like the countryside at night.

 

Put Them Off Guard
 

“Having to defend a place or location stopping the party from being able 
to move around and where attack can come at any time from any direction. 
Having multiple things the party has to do at the same time again splitting 
the party. Taking them out of their comfort zone ( e.g. one group needs to 
defend a location and prepare a ritual while the other have to go and get 
something or capture someone or thing)”

Gary Collyer
 
Confidence is something that will see you through many of the 

problems of life. People like to be confident, especially in-character. Per-
haps swanning through an adventure without any real risk gives them 
comfort, a release from their everyday stresses. That is just lovely. But 
we are not their mums, and we are not here to tell them to put their char-
acter card on the fridge so everyone can admire it. We are talking about 
The Fear, and how it is a good thing. So split that party up. Give them dif-
ficult choices. Prey on a little player-greed. Got that one loud leader who 
is always in charge? Have songs and stories be heard by all those ahead 
of them that credits the third-most heroically hard with all their victories. 
Have that friendly NPC buddy up with the wizards, and let them lose on 
slagging down the warriors. There is nothing quite like seeing characters 
argue over the treatment of an NPC. If you can manage to separate them 
physically without it being forced, well done you.

 

Know Your Victims
 

“So often sought in the writing, so seldom achieved in the midst of latex and 
gaffa whirlwinds // having been working with games since LARP on a larger 
scale I’ve been exposed to a broader audience to test my theories and I still 
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think for me when writing it still holds true that inspiring or inviting fear can 
be done by drawing on what you know of the players and what would make 
you feel that thrill in their position. Far from an exact science though.”

Richard Barham 

Players, obviously. Not victims. It is not unusual, it is even to be 
encouraged that the ref actually knows about the characters. This pre-
supposes some history between the players and the club. The smaller the 
club, the more intimate the relationship between ref and player. Inviting 
The Fear is not the thrust of the adventure. If it answers the call then it 
is a good thing, something that flavours the whole day. We want them to 
enjoy themselves, so using your knowledge of the players and the charac-
ters you turn that screw a little here and there is just adding to the narra-
tive. Stories are about conflict after all, and by that I do not mean twatting 
one another with swords. Situations overcome, obstacles negotiated, we 
cannot write something that will inspire The Fear but we probably know 
the sort of situation, the kind of NPC, the sort of event witnessed that 
will gird up the character. Make them care, so they feel the loss. Make it 
intense, so they feel the emotion and this is something only achievable 
when you know that person, and that character. And hey, once they are 
feeling delighted, or happy, or saddened, or moved, then The Fear is just 
another emotion. 

These are characters, you are the ref, it is not actually abusive. Let 
them enjoy all the emotional highs and lows. The Fear loves that crap. It 
is an occasional thing, you are not there to plunge them into nightmare. 
You are not the Scarecrow, so don’t live in Arkham. Because Batman.

 

As You Define, So You Reduce.
 

“Fear of the unknown, and the anticipation thereof.  Your expectations try to 
form around what you do know, so as you learn things are more predictable 
and less scary. Then when what you thought was predictable changes, you 
get another dose of fear.”

Steve Russell
 
Systems are great. It takes a group of people with very big pants to 



be able to reasonably partake in LRP without a system. Most certainly for 
one involving conflict, and combat, and certainly where these adventures 
are not one-offs but a continued road of character growth. But by their 
very nature, where an effect has a number, or a colour (or perhaps for 
all I know is represented by a fruit) the moment that effect is called, that 
damage shouted, then even if it more closely resembles a phone number 
it is system-scary, rather than actual-scary. It can be dealt with. It is a 
known, it is not that terrible unknown. Hell, the scariest horrors might 
not even be seen very often. If you’re doing it right their reputation is fed 
by the players.

All of these tools are useful for inviting The Fear, but realistically 
there is only one that is of any certainty, that used when it is already 
present. The Fear will often seem to be wrecking adventures, scattering 
the party, taking up time that had been oddly plotted to the minute to be 
otherwise. It should instead be recognised, and then let free to do what it 
seems to be doing so well. It does not need nurturing, although a knowing 
shrug or raised eyebrow when being asked a whimpering question won’t 
hurt. Step back. Remember that whilst you might have written or run it in 
the hope of it appearing, its odds on that you will not have. Specifically 
written scary encounters rarely are. When the monster, and especially 
the players, are skulking and sneaking, fretting and nervous, going cold 
with determination or plotting to chop their chum’s leg off, let them. Let 
it go. Let it take what time it needs. Face it, you are probably in for an 
easy few hours.

The Little Fear
 

“One from many years ago scouting down a dark corridor there was move-
ment ahead, so I hid and hid well, a dark Jon Lowndes shape comes stalking 
towards and past me only to stop and mutter, “I’ll keep you for later, I can 
hear your heart beat”. Fitted though the window just fine and didn’t look 
back. Fear and adrenaline can make you do incredible things and I do miss 
that.”

Andy Weale
 
I have spoken of The Fear so far as this great and terrible beast, 
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and that is because that is how it most commonly remembered. Yet The 
Fear is more commonly found in the smaller places. Scouting ahead, in 
the dark. Forgetting your runes when it needs to be urgent. Realising that 
whilst, yes, you and all your party are horrid evil warriors and will kill the 
world, but that also they will probably kill you too. Because what better 
prey? The unspoken rule for evil characters is that your own kind are 
ultimately the only worthy prey, the rest is just practise. It’s like conkers.

 
“There’s a sharpness, a focussed crystal clarity of the mind, something that 
comes with real danger, paired knives in the dark, silent footsteps and trying 
to breathe so softly it can’t be heard.”

Simon Morgan
 
The Fear increases our enjoyment, it sharpens us, for if things are 

easy what do we achieve? Against what odds have we triumphed? With 
The Fear we get to do the live, that first ‘L’ in this hobby. It is the purest 
sense live, where no matter how well we roleplay we are at best acting, 
or how well we fight we are not actually taking injuries. But when we 
walk with The Fear, that is a genuine state of heart and mind. Never then 
is larp more truly live.

 
“I buggered my knee on the first day. As a Drow archer, I managed to stay 
out of trouble until I realised that I would have to run 30 ft past Adrian Hey-
ward as Prince Gaynor the Damned. Strange how my knee did not seem to 
hurt as I dashed past him.”

Andy Morrison
 
The Fear is real. The adrenalin is real. Where it can give us the 

strength to ignore actual pains, niggles, and even injuries then so too 
does it do just that in the game. When it is truly with you, you might to a 
degree manage to remember that none of what is happening is truly real; 
but The Fear does not. The Fear is a brilliant role-player. It is always to-
tally immersed. It always gets its level. It always gets top points. Grabby 
bastard.

And sometimes, occasionally, just possibly, The Fear will monster 
for you. Rarely, fortunately, once in a dark moon when the gods are ac-
tually smiling, not to be predicted, it can happen. Just do not rely on it.
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“But the best tension slash fear was a duo Rob Carver and I did hunting a 
Multipherous Visp // turned out Alan did not have a monster for the first hour 
but it was awesome.”

Neil Heron
 
The night before this adventure I had run a rpg, as was typically 

the case on Saturday night when most of us ran adventures both days of 
the weekend. The game had been driven on by the ever-present threat of 
the much rumoured Visp, itself taken from Jack Vance’s “Dying Earth” 
stories. It had been a hairy night, followed by a morning where I was due 
to ref an adventure, but where unusually I had not a single person to mon-
ster. Alan Wilson came good, but only in that he would come in when he 
was finished what he had already committed to. I had an adventure, and 
that (more or less) got bunged away due to the lack of what would now 
be called crew. Rather than have the pair wait around, I just told Neil that 
it was a Visp hunt. Having gamed such a nightmare but hours before he 
filled Rob in on what a very bad idea it was, how fearsome, how they 
were pretty much going to die. For that first hour they crept about a dark 
cave, jumping at every noise, convinced the Visp was almost upon them. 
The more there was no Visp at all, the greater was their fear that it was 
evading them, stalking them, besting them, toying with them. Mad really, 
and how often could something like that work?

Yet it did. And of such occasions are memories made.
 

“Players should be kept with 1’’ of Death, most of the time.”
Bill Bird
 

So, for the player and the adventure The Fear is an unlikely friend. 
Not your best friend, it is never there when you want it and shows up only 
when it cares to. You would not lend it money, but you would probably 
buy it a pint. I have argued that it is the most live, of Live Role-Playing. 
And unlike in the real world there are no downsides to The Fear.

There is no trauma, there is no real anxiety, I find it unlikely that 
larp forces many people to suffer from their personal demons. We can 
fight, and we can flee, and there is never going to be any lasting harm. All 
the benefits of fear, not only adrenaline but endorphins, oxytocin, even 
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dopamine and serotonin, these are the bodies highs, come with fear.  It 
is this that makes The Fear such a rewarding, if occasional, flavour to 
this our hobby. Alternatively, you can dangle off mountains or go bungee 
jumping for much the same. It is a more reliable place to find The Fear, 
but you look a bit daft on August bank holiday when you’re the only one 
there dressed as an Orc Highlander.



From book to field -
Adapting tabletop for larp while retaining 

a feel of personal horror

Ellie Williams and Joe Rooney
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Tribe 8 (1998) is a fantasy/post-apocalypse role-playing game, with a 
game line spanning 25 products released over six years in the late 90s and 
early 00s.  The first edition included two “Cycles” - Children of Prophecy 
and Conquest - split across several books, outlining the first two stages 
of a planned five-phase metaplot.  Numerous other books built the world, 
detailing wider geographical areas than the core game’s focus on Vima-
ry (post-apocalyptic Montréal).  The line closed with the publication of 
Tribe 8, 2nd edition (2004), which also outlined the entire plan for the 
metaplot. This article looks at the adaptation of Tribe 8 into a live action 
game called Falling Down.

Both authors encountered Tribe 8 independently at Universi-
ty when friends ran the first part of the “Children of Prophecy” Cycle 
(2000). An immediate impression of the setting revealed depth and a 
weirdness not encountered elsewhere. In particular, the liminal subtlety 
of the dream-magic wielded by Tribals and Fallen (two specific charac-
ter classes within the game), called Synthesis, and the existential alien 
horror of the Z’Bri (“body-hopping BDSM space-angels”), delivered a 
strong sense of both mystery and discomfort.  Joe: “The game made a big 
impression on me, and many years later I made a point of acquiring all 
the published materials and read through it all, appreciating the breadth 
and scope - even though the game line rapidly jettisoned what looked like 
solid feminist writing habits after the first few books in the line.”
Given we were looking to run a LARP based on someone else’s intellec-
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tual property, it seemed prudent to ask them for permission to do so.  We 
contacted them via the Dream Pod 9 (the publisher’s) website, and re-
ceived a positive response two days later from Robert Dubois, the Pres-
ident of DP9.  We got permission to use short excerpts of material from 
the books, and well as the imagery, in exchange for adding a copyright 
notice (“Tribe 8 is a Trademark of Dream Pod 9 used with permission 
and all Tribe 8 artwork and logos used are copyright Dream Pod 9.”) and 
linking to their outlets for ebooks and hardcopies.  All of our original 
material, whether rules, social contract or game plot, was released under 
a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 UK: England & Wales 
License as a matter of principle, with a view to facilitating cooperation 
and sharing within the UK larp community.

Game world

As with the Tribe 8 tabletop game, our players were asked to think of 
characters that come from the Fallen - a group of outcasts from society. 
Under pressure from multiple opponents, with very few allies and con-
stantly under threat. In order for this to be meaningful and carry with it 
the sense of threat we wanted, it was important for players to understand 
something of the world we were running our game in.

The world of Tribe 8 is one that has been detailed through over 
twenty rules and source books - each adding elements of setting and fla-
vour to the world in which the Fallen find themselves, where they came 
from and where they might go to. There are books covering life within 
Vimary (the area the tribes live in, encompassing the ruins of Montreal 
city) and life in the outlands (any area beyond Vimary), as well as books 
detailing the inner workings and mysteries of the various tribes (grouped 
into the Fates, the Pillars and the Dancers from which we took inspiration 
for each of our games), as well as those that address more esoteric ele-
ments of the game such as the nature of the River of Dream and the hor-
rors of the Z’bri. The setting material is rich and vibrant and written in a 
narrative and fictional prose style with limited interjection of third person 
description. This makes it a very evocative way to describe a world but 
also made it very hard to translate into an accessible setting that anyone 
reading our website could pick up and ‘buy in’ to the feel of the game we 
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wanted to run.
It would have been impossible to expect all of our players to read 

all of the setting books, and while we suspected that one or two might 
have already done so, we needed to cut down and condense the informa-
tion into a wiki that could be digested by your average player. We also 
wanted to ensure that any changes we made to the game setting would 
be easily picked up on by those familiar with the tabletop game - we 
weren’t just running a carbon copy of the tabletop and this was important 
to highlight.

We decided that each tribe required an individual page as 
that would inform a lot of the politics of the game and give play-
ers motivation about where they came from and where they might 
be going. These pages were written in a uniform style to en-
sure that we covered the same types of information for each:  

•	 First an introduction to the Fatima (a powerful inhuman manifes-
tation of ‘the Goddess’) including a bit of evocative verse taken 
directly from the source books;

•	 An introduction to the Tribe itself, its role and purpose within the 
tribal world (e.g. overseers of justice and law, defense or the ritual 
of death), its organisation and how they viewed themselves;

•	 The unwritten rules - a chance to show the darker side of each 
tribe that everyone knew but no-one admitted to and an excellent 
chance to suggest suitable themes for dark secrets that might have 
a place in a character’s past.

•	 A section on how each Tribe viewed the other Tribes which might 
inform on inherent prejudices or potential allies - useful both for 
predicting how a Tribal non player character (NPC) might react 
and helping to form opinions for player characters (PCs) that have 
either stubbornly lingered or been deliberately rejected. 

•	 Finally we had a list of guilds and cliques that described 5 or so 
different roles within a Tribe that gave a flavour and also gave 
PCs a selection of places they perhaps used to belong.
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We also decided that a page on the history of the human race ac-
cording to the game setting was important - going from the arrival of 
the Z’bri, the fall of the old world , the liberation and the formation of 
society. This then led nicely into sections on the geographical setup of 
Vimary and Tribal Society. We devoted an entire page to describing the 
River of Dream - a core element of the game reflecting the spirituality of 
humanity made manifest  (and a rather tricky concept to get your head 
around without sufficient information).  We then spent a couple of pages 
on various aspects of the Fallen – their society, the prophecy surrounding 
them and recent (and dramatic!) changes to their lives such as the arrival 
of Lilith, a new Fatima.

We spared a page for the Z’bri – as the main antagonists of the 
game they needed sufficient description to make them terrifying in the 
eyes of the players and also to describe enough nuances of them so that 
we could then later play on different types of horror within the different 
sects (e.g. the Koleris were intended to explore the horror of mindless 
violence and pain while the Flemis evoked fear of loss of identity and 
individuality). Given the nature of PC creation, we suspected that players 
may well decide to have some contact with the Z’bri in their backstory 
and to give them some detail allowed them to tailor their specific trauma 
to what they wanted.

We also devoted a page each to the Keepers and the Squats - the 
two big other groups of humans not automatically linked to the Z’bri 
that the players might encounter. Here it was important to draw broad 
brushstrokes of how these groups survived in a world overrun with Z’bri, 
how they viewed and were viewed by the Tribals/Fallen, and why they 
were not part of the enslavement/liberation cycle that the Tribes had been 
stuck in. 

Finally we spent a page on what would generally be found if PCs 
travelled north, south, east and west. We picked a few highlights of what 
characters might encounter and kept the information sparse as we wanted 
to use this to provide potential plot hooks for downtime exploration and 
reveal more details about these places (and how what was going on there 
related to the story unfolding in uptime) during downtime.

In all of this we pulled out what we considered the key informa-
tion - what would anyone know from being alive in the world and having 
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lived the lives they would have lived. There are things that we did not 
include from the books because we thought it was either irrelevant, a 
useful secret to be uncovered in play or unsuitable for the game we were 
running. 

Two areas in particular had to be rewritten - these were the Sanguis 
and the Magdalites who in the books included an emphasis on a lack of 
sexual consent that we had explicitly decided to exclude from our game. 
This required some refocusing of the Sanguis perspective to focus more 
on the art of pain and torture (which, while gruesome, did not contra-
vene our Equality and Diversity (“E&D”) policy that forbade references 
to non-consensual sex but allowed for extremes of violence1) and away 
from a sexual focus. The Magdalites also required some refocusing to 
reinforce the idea of sexual liberation with consent which was not very 
clear in the original source books and to ensure that their depiction did 
not go against, nor suggest it was acceptable for players to go against, 
our E&D policy.

Finally we put together a ‘quick start’ page - an even briefer sum-
mary of the setting in a single page that made use of the ‘Five things 
you should know’ method used extensively by Odyssey LRP to give an 
orientation to the world that could then be read up on more extensively 
on other pages.

Establishing the Rules for the larp adapted from the tabletop:

We decided that our larp would require a rule system to run rather 
than being systemless and that this rule system should reflect and enable 
the key elements of the tabletop to be portrayed in the larp while also 
being suitable for use ‘in the field’. The starting assumptions for writing 
a rules system for Falling Down were that it would:

• use the “rubber sword” model of addressing in-game violence com-
mon in UK LARP;

•	 evoke the theme and mood of the Tribe 8 setting;
•	 be markedly simpler than the rules written for one of the organiser’s 

previous projects, Insurrection LRP.
1 See http://fallingdown.chaosdeathfish.com/game_statement
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It was our opinion that the SilCORE Rulebook (2003) — the core 
rule-set associated with the tabletop system — was not particularly help-
ful to the theme and mood of the Tribe 8 setting, given that it was a gener-
ic ruleset.  The main challenge was going to be capturing the vagueness 
and subjectivity of Synthesis, which is easily done in a tabletop game by 
an attentive GM but much harder when a LARP is designed to have little 
or no referee intervention in the majority of cases.  As such, we made 
use of Empire LRP’s approach of deploying “roleplaying effects”, which 
each player interprets as appropriate to their character, as the basis for 
Eminences (concepts, such as Fate or Capriciousness, that shaped and 
guided the character’s attitudes towards the world and how they interact-
ed with it) and their abilities.

Empire LRP and its sister game Odyssey LRP also provided the 
basic mechanical framework for the “crunchier” parts of the system, like 
combat, with their approach of global rather than locational hit points, in 
relatively short supply, with armour increasing that number somewhat 
rather than being tracked separately.  This also allowed us to reinforce the 
physical/spiritual duality of Tribe 8 and its core question about the line 
between the two by introducing a second “health” tracker, for Spiritual 
Health (as distinct from Physical Health).

The Synthesis mechanics in Tribe 8 relied heavily on “Degrees 
of Success/Failure”, and allocating those degrees of success to various 
categories like power, duration, and scope.  To keep some element of 
unpredictability and risk, we decided to use a randomisation system - in 
this case, a modified form of Insurrection LRP’s ritual bead-draw system, 
which was in turn adapted from Bladelands.

This randomisation system required some degree of referee atten-
tion and engagement, for which we once again turned to Odyssey LRP 
for inspiration, this time in the form of their “low-visibility” referees, 
the Drowned Dead.  We elected to make our referees the enigmatic 
Guides, hated by the Tribes and cursed by the world, laden down with 
the knowledge of the past and future but (our modification) forbidden to 
intervene.  This allowed the system organisers to be around the players 
and in-character, ensuring constant and regular communication with the 
crew, without them playing NPCs intended to drive the plot or having 
their own agenda, which brings with it a set of problems we were keen to 
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avoid both in terms of maintaining player agency and referee availability. 
Putting so much attention on the “River of Dream” (the barrier be-

tween Flesh and Spirit) also opened up opportunities to run Empire LRP- 
and Odyssey LRP-style “quests” - linears to places otherwise inaccessible 
to the characters.  Bladelands’ “spirit quests” provided the rest of the 
model for this, with characters entering a spiritual trance and abandoning 
their bodies for the River of Dream.  Once there, they could fulfil specific 
goals and also the balance of power between characters could change - 
physically weak characters becoming incredibly strong in the River due 
to their strength of spirit. This allowed for a different sort of horror to 
impact different types of characters: those who were spiritually weaker 
might be more affected by things within the River of Dream where usual-
ly they were fairly fearless in the Physical orb and vice versa. 

When considering the future of the game (see “Plot”, below), we 
also discussed at length how much character turnover we wanted.  We 
came to the conclusion that in a game about exploring human agency, 
we were more interested in seeing characters suffer and develop than die 
potentially unsatisfying deaths.  However, we didn’t anticipate having 
sufficient Guide/ref coverage to use a system like Odyssey LRP’s bead-
draws for survival, so instead adopted a more traditional “death count” 
system, but initially with a ten-minute duration rather than more common 
three- or five-minute “bleed times”. However we later amended this to 
a 5 minute bleed time after feedback from the players who requested an 
increase in the feeling of peril provided by a shorter (yet still not short) 
bleed time.

When designing the character creation process we wanted to bring 
to the foreground a character’s personality, background, story and focus - 
especially their personal failings! - rather than the numerical/mechanical 
aspects.  We also wanted to help ensure that players created characters 
who had bought into the setting and had goals, so we used a variety of 
tools - getting them to set hard ethical limits for their character’s be-
haviour (so we could test and challenge those limits), explicitly asking 
for a “fatal flaw” (to ensure that each character had an internal struggle, 
chosen by their player), and getting them each to set a short, medium and 
long-term goal framed in a vision they experienced when they Fell, that 
is when they were rejected and banished by their tribes.  This was intend-
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ed to encourage the creation of proactive characters who would engage 
firmly with the world and characters around them, as well as to reinforce 
the mystical side of the Fallen experience.

The final major set of questions we asked players to answer about 
their characters was about their Secrets.  We asked each player to pro-
vide us with up to three Secrets kept by their character.  We did this for 
two key reasons: first, to encourage further thought by the players about 
what their characters might wish to conceal about themselves and their 
actions, and why they might do that.  And second, to facilitate the use 
of some of the Synthesis powers to discover those Secrets, thus further 
encouraging conflict between characters over occurrences/elements of 
emotional significance to them.  We explicitly told players that “The 
Secrets you choose for your character are likely to come under risk of 
exposure during the course of the game, putting characters in difficult 
situations where they must work hard to avoid revealing the truth and 
potentially making themselves vulnerable.” as a means of encouraging 
buy-in to this aspect of the game.  All these tools were invaluable in al-
lowing us to tailor personal horror to each character, pressing buttons that 
the player had provided us with in the full knowledge that they would be 
used “against” them.

Having never played Tribe 8, the way the character creation was structured 
into “this is what your character was brought up to care about, this is what 
they have come to care about after their banishment” gave excellent han-
dles for rapidly getting into the head of a character  experiencing person-
ally fall and loss moving into growth and redemption against a backdrop of 
horror.  It meant that as the players met we all bonded over our causes in 
common, while at the same time having stereotypes from our backgrounds 
and experiencing how each person played those out.

Christian Bates

Look and feel

We also provided some ideas about the aesthetic of the game. Clothes 
were described as being a hybrid of newly made things that were reminis-
cent of medieval styles and techniques partnered with ‘found items’ from 
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the World Before such as leather coats or modern body armour. There 
was also a niche for repurposed ‘found’ items reformed into new pieces 
such as using old road signs or number plates as part of newly-made 
armour.

Another aspect of Tribe 8 we chose to incorporate into Falling 
Down was the importance of tattoos (particularly facial) ingrained in so-
ciety. We took direct inspiration for the style of these tattoos from the 
work of Ghislain Barbe within the Tribe 8 system. Tattoos are considered 
part of a person in this setting and changes to them mark big events in 
life - often these reflect a character’s Fall from Tribal society. We par-
ticularly wanted to impress upon players the idea that different tattoos 
made it hard to even recognise someone. This allowed us to give a firm 
grounding to our ‘Disguise’ skill which allowed someone to alter their 
tattoos for limited period of time (thus a very clear sign that they were not 
recognisable as themselves). It also helped us easily distinguish NPCs, 
allowing a small number of crew to play a large number of roles.

We provided example images of costumes and facial tattoos on our 
website taken from illustrations from the original Tribe 8 books and also 
from a photo shoot with Oliver Facey showing examples of the main 
groups that were present in the game and their visual styles. As the cam-
paign progressed, we added to these examples with photographs taken at 
the games by both Oliver Facey2 and Tom Garnett3.

We also encouraged the use of French within the game to the extent 
that any one person would be happy using it. The two languages of the 
Tribe 8 game are ‘Gaelish’ (English) and ‘Fanzay’ (French) reflecting 
the dual languages used in Montréal before the fall of the world that had 
survived in some form through to the current world. 

Plot

One of the main draws and joys of Tribe 8 as a tabletop game was its 
metaplot (that is the overarching plot written as an official part of the 
game exploring the nature of the world and how it changes over the 
course of a campaign), but parts of this were simply impossible for us to 
2 See http://gallery.oliverfacey.co.uk/
3 See https://tgarnett.com/
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depict “on screen”, and other parts were so heavily scripted that they ran 
contrary to our stated focus on player agency as a theme.  We wanted to 
be interesting and accessible to players with no prior knowledge of Tribe 
8, and not predictable or advantageous to those intimately familiar with 
the metaplot.  As such, we decided to use it as inspiration, but to present 
a reimagined take on the themes and issues presented.

We decided from the outset to run a limited number of games.  Hav-
ing thought about the classic three-act structure, and how much time we 
could reasonably commit, we decided to run four games, with three inter-
vening “downtime” periods.  With that decision made, we further decid-
ed to focus each game on a different group of Fatimas, foregrounding the 
issues and themes of those Fatimas and their Eminences and using them 
to drive the plot.

With only four games and such a vast amount of reference material 
for inspiration, the pace of the plot had to be much brisker than we were 
used to from traditional medium-sized field LARPs.  From the outset, we 
wrote the series of events that would occur were the player characters 
not to intervene, which would have apocalyptic consequences by the end 
of our accelerated Cycle.  We kept the three-act structure in mind when 
laying these events out, so that the Cycle would have a compelling flow 
and overarching narrative.

One element in which the horror genre of Tribe 8 excelled was in 
the idea of personal horror - the effect of the world on the individual and 
the twisting of that individual both physically and mentally. We wanted to 
balance this with engagement with the metaplot we presented and make 
both global and personal horror areas that the players would encounter.

In order to replicate this in a LARP setting it was important to know 
what was important to each character (and what each player would enjoy 
or be interested in) and what motivated them so as to tailor encounters 
to specifically target those situations. Due to limited resources but also 
a desire to engage our players in our metaplot, we often combined more 
personal plot with larger overarching plot to ensure that their characters 
would intervene (although of course we never knew the specifics of their 
approach) - we mined their backgrounds, looking for secrets, NPCs, lo-
cations, trigger points and ideas that we could tie into the structure we 
had in mind - looking for ways for NPCs to have multiple agendas and 
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links to multiple characters. Examples of this were seen in the head of a 
military unit threatening the playerbase also being personally responsible 
for one PC’s Fall, or a messenger from a Fatima who was also a former 
lover of a PC. Where we could, we linked PCs together by conflating 
their backgrounds.

We wanted to encourage engagement with plotlines and make out-
comes matter on a global and personal level while promoting cooperation 
and conflict within and between Cells (self-organised groups of play-
er-characters) to encourage a functional but uncomfortable working re-
lationship between otherwise-unrelated groups. While it couldn’t always 
be guaranteed that an NPC would reach an intended player, this meant 
every NPC was more likely to engage more of the player base and could 
bring players together over a mutual acquaintance in either a coopera-
tive or antagonistic fashion. It also provided more depth to our NPCs to 
realise them as fully rounded characters capable of both monstrous and 
humane action dependent on what the players had detailed.

Downtimes

We used a downtime system based heavily on both the Winter In 
The Willows and the Oxford University RPGsoc “Society Game”4 mod-
el to allow us to address some of the parts of the Tribe 8 setting we 
could never hope to show “on-screen” as well as highlighting issues 
of food scarcity on survival without having to deprive players of their 
out-of-character comfort during uptime.

Downtimes were written in the form of a short descriptive prose 
passage describing the events that had occurred to the character and giv-
ing some flavour to the world around them. This had to be carefully con-
structed so as to retain the agency of the characters while still providing 
sufficient description of what was going on. 

This system allowed the exploration of distant areas of the game 
world, allowing us to seed events occurring away from Vimary that 
would influence the game as well as providing inspiration for more per-
sonal plot. Downtime also allowed us to include more of the tabletop 
setting for those who wanted to explore it without overwhelming the en-
4 http://users.ox.ac.uk/~rpgsoc/society_game.shtml
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tire player base with information, in this way individual players could 
either leverage this information as being fairly unique to them or exist in 
the knowledge that they had seen something no-one else had. This also 
sometimes provided the players with information or contacts that they 
could draw upon during uptime at their own instigation. 

Treating downtime in this way allowed the fragmentation of the 
player base into small groups that could each be given a sufficient level 
of ref attention without stretching resources. It also allowed exploration 
of greater time scales than was possible over the course of one weekend, 
and let us leverage a realistic level of threat against players -  something 
that can be tricky to do when the player base outnumbers the crew signifi-
cantly. We tried to ensure that rather than resolving everything between 
events and risking the creation of some kind of parallel game, the conclu-
sions for most such events would occur in uptime.

Downtime provided an excellent route to writing a subsequent 
event - a list of pre-game events was published describing the current 
known state of the world, a combination of what NPCs were doing (with 
regards to ongoing metaplot and the influence of player action), and an 
excellent insight into what each character was currently concerned with 
and which plotlines (personal or otherwise) might be of interest to them 
during the next game and thus what encounters we could include. 

“The key feature that FD preserved from the tabletop experience was a sense 
of the personal. Despite being a game with several dozen players, my lasting 
memories are ones of personal story arcs and how the characters evolved. 
The plot structure and game mechanics both supported and encouraged this 
to happen organically.

“Our group theme was built around vengeance and I remember designing 
a character who had lost almost everything. I expected to tell a story about 
their fall from grace, seeing them destroyed by anger and the thirst for re-
venge, but it ended up being one of the most uplifting stories I’ve taken part 
in. Through some weird chemistry between the characters in play, it became 
a story about finding redemption by building new links instead. It was very 
cathartic.”

Tim Baker
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The use of NPCs (and allowing your crew to make them their 

own)

The success of Falling Down rests largely on the shoulders of the crew 
members who put so much effort into playing the roles we provided. An 
important aspect of that was building a trust-based relationship between 
crew and refs so that ongoing NPCs could build consistent and meaning-
ful interaction with the playerbase. 

The decision to have our refs as Guides - NPCs with whom charac-
ters could interact within the fiction - had the intentional side-effect that 
the event organisers would never be available to portray major antagonist 
NPCs. In order to put such roles into the field we had to ensure that the 
briefing materials we provided to our crew members were sufficient to 
allow them to portray the NPCs as we wanted.  

NPC briefs contained core motivation, background, goals and re-
sources so that the crew person could get a feel for who they were play-
ing, what they were trying to achieve and what they had available to 
achieve it. Beyond that, the nuanced character portrayal was left to the 
crew person, allowing them to make an NPC their own. Part of this relied 
on good communication between the refs and the crew to ensure both that 
the crew person was happy going into an encounter concerning what they 
were about to do and that the ref had a good debrief of what happened in 
an encounter so that future encounters were consistent. 

The refs took a ‘hands off’ approach once a briefing had been done 
and would not interfere with how an NPC was portrayed during an en-
counter unless a specific clarification was called for by crew or play-
ers. This occasionally led to NPCs moving in unexpected directions, for 
example, the Warrior-Fatima Joan gained a lot more prominence in the 
metaplot than she might otherwise have had because of the unexpected 
impact her portrayal at the first event had on the characters she met. This 
dynamic was also aided by trying to keep the same crew person playing 
each NPC unless otherwise impossible, and if so then finding a logical IC 
reason why their ‘face’ had changed. 

It was important in these cases for the refs to take those NPC de-
cisions and incorporate them into the game in a consistent fashion lead-
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ing to a sense of continuity and ownership of the plot being played out 
by both players and crew and overall a higher quality of game. As we 
expected, our crew consistently went above and beyond, rewarding our 
trust in them with excellent performances and boundless enthusiasm and 
imagination, really taking to heart what we were trying to do with the 
game we were running.

Logistics

As written, the primary setting for Tribe 8 is the small island of Hom, 
amid the decrepit ruins of the purpose-built structures for Expo 67.5  It 
was immediately clear that we would not be able to find a site to run 
events that could reasonably hope to stand in for that iconic island, as 
such, we decided not to try, and instead moved the game elsewhere in 
Vimary, to locations that matched the sorts of sites we were likely to be 
able to find and afford (mainly Scout camps).  As such, the first event was 
set in the Duskfall Forest, far away from most major spots of civilisation, 
which neatly explained the hills, trees and rude huts available on our site. 
We continued in this vein using the setup of each game to explain both 
why it was different to the last game and also why it wasn’t in the ruins 
of Expo 67. In this way, we could really make use of the environment 
we had rather than trying to suspend disbelief too much. We also tried 
to make use of the natural partitioning of the sites to allow an area to be 
partitioned off for use as ‘the River of Dream’ for a limited number of 
planned encounters.

As well as ensuring a site matched expectations, it was also im-
portant that the more inhuman aspects of the game were portrayed in the 
most evocative and affecting way as possible. One of the key points of 
the setting was the level of body horror implied by the Z’bri that pop-
ulated the world. This level of physical manipulation was important to 
portray in our NPCs to give an indication of what would be found in the 
wider world or what characters might have personally experienced in the 
past. Easy-to-find props (often sourced from other systems6 and groups78) 
5 Expo67 was the 1967 International and Universal Exposition, held in Montreal, Canada.
6 Winter in the Willows
7 Mandala Studios http://www.mandalastudios.co.uk/
8 Skian Mhor - https://skianmhor.com/
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quite frequently involved animal aspects (claws/face masks/arm exten-
sions etc.) and these we exploited by using only some of the full outfit for 
each monster so as to give the idea of animal aspects grafted onto a more 
human form. We also made extensive use of paintball masks that already 
came shaped to look like skulls which we painted to look like either bone 
or exposed muscle and gave an instant change to the face shape of the 
monsters.

We tried to make use of small subtle props that could be easily 
brought onto the field to instill a level of creeping horror as the players 
slowly realised what they were looking at. A heart was made from salt 
dough painted up appropriately, a patch of flayed skin was crafted from 
synthetic tattoo skin that both looked more like fresh skin than leath-
er and was also vegan. Application of limited prosthetics commissioned 
from local crafters for specific effects (such as the flaying of skin around 
the eyes) combined with layered makeup effects and copious fake blood 
allowed a large effect for a minimal outlay. 

Another key point was the scale of the larger powers involved. 
Fatimas and Z’bri lords are described in the Tribe 8 books as being physi-
cally huge - Joan for example is around twelve feet tall and made entirely 
of metal, this was impossible to physrep on a budget with any quality. In 
order to best represent the Z’bri we limited the appearances of the largest 
‘lords’ to off-screen downtime encounters and focused more on the phys-
ical presence of their minions. On the one occasion a powerful Z’bri Lord 
appeared, at the finale of the final game we were able to have them pos-
sess the dead body of a former character (whose player had since become 
crew) which both gave an excuse for them to have squeezed themselves 
into a more normal-sized form and also gave an aspect of horror as the 
players were confronted with the puppeted body of a dead friend. 

We augmented the presence of the Z’bri with the application of 
Atmospheres - roleplaying effects that appeared when different types of 
Z’bri were nearby. These helped add to the creeping feeling of horror 
and dread. We depicted these with colour-coded glow sticks and different 
audio soundtracks, eschewing fixed boundaries and leading to a more 
nebulous area of effect. If you could see or hear an effect (the more glow 
sticks and the louder the sound, then the stronger the effect), then you 
were in some way within the aura of influence. 
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One key aspect of the setting of Tribe 8 is the existence of the Fati-
mas and we really wanted them to have a powerful presence in Falling 
Down. In order to have them appear however, we were able to exploit the 
fact that our game contained a ‘River of Dream’ - a spiritual realm where 
physical appearance could be manipulated and these physically large be-
ings could be viewed in more metaphorical terms. Descriptions of their 
physical forms were then mostly limited to downtimes.

Joan the Warrior became a woman dressed in plate mail with bat like 
wings borrowed from another system. Agnes the Child was represented 
by a crewperson dressed as a china doll accompanied by a crewperson 
in a modified teddy bear onesie with a large modified ‘teddy head’ that 
we commissioned from a local crafts person and a large claw embedded 
with weapons commissioned from another local crafter . For Baba Yaga, 
traditionally described as being a giant snake made of bones, we took 
inspiration from Chinese dragon dances. The head was a large (2ft) skull 
prop on the end of a broom, covered in a long black cowl to hide the crew 
person holding it. This cowl then extended for 20m with supports every 
few metres to allow six crew people to hide under it and form the ‘body’ 
of the snake. To complete the look we only had this prop appear at night 
and used cheap special effects (such as carefully released smoke bombs 
and green fire (boric acid plus methanol) in carefully placed bowls) to 
add to the atmosphere. Finally we set it up so that this encounter would 
not be a combat encounter with the prop, but that it would be predomi-
nantly talking and any fighting would be done against smaller minions of 
Baba Yaga so as not to diminish her potency. 

“Playing Falling Down was not the same as playing, or running Tribe 8. 
Different themes came to the fore, and the dynamic changed significantly 
with so many more players. And yet... we walked with steel-clad angels and 
flesh-twisted monsters, with our feet on the ground, but our souls in dream. 
We were fractious and broken, but bound together and healing. We were 
assailed, judged, tempted, tricked and killed, but we emerged stronger and 
more powerful than ever. We sang a godling-child to sleep and woke god-
dess from her chains. We fell, but we did not stay Fallen. And really, more 
than anything else that is why Falling Down succeeded in being the LARP 
of Tribe 8.”

Peter Morgan



Overall the transition from tabletop to LRP required careful thought 
about what the core elements of the game were, what invoked the themes 
and atmospheres we loved as former players and how to transport and 
scale it up to a live action game. We hope here to have given an over-
view of the thought processes behind such a venture and how together 
the many aspects came together to evoke the feelings and situations we 
wanted, maintaining that feeling of horror despite the transition, and cre-
ate a successful short series of larps in the UK. 

“Falling Down was about loss, we started in defeat and tried desper-
ately to keep what little we had in our journey to victory. Those of us 
that still drew breath at the end had grown, changed and sacrifi ced 
to bring about a new chance for humanity; even if we were no longer 
sure it was something we personally possessed.”

Jess Townshend
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Making LRP like movies
Leah Tardivel, Mark Nichols, and Thomas E Hancocks

At Mandala LRP, when we begin to develop an event we want our 
players to experience the thrilling revelations, tense buildup, and heroic 
violence we love to watch on the big screen. In this article we aim to 
provide an overview of the process we use to try and create an event that 
feels like a movie experience.
We typically develop our plot in two main phases, each with their own 
sub-phases: Phase One contains subphases called Premise, Moments, 
and Backstory, and Phase Two contains Plots and Pacing

Often we will discuss both phases together, or overlap between the 
two as interesting ideas arise. Once we have an outline of our event plot 
from these two phases, we will start to work on other details such as 
production design, encounter timetabling and briefings: parts of an event 
that lie outside the scope of this article.

How we develop ideas

We start event writing by generating either a premise for the event 
or defining cool moments we want to see happen. These are often inter-
changeable, with us building an event around a cool ‘must have’ moment, 
or defining several cool moments we want to run as part of a particular 
premise. Once we have decided upon these we can then develop high-lev-
el plot elements of the game. These are the initial themes, characters and 
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stories, and our first ideas about how these will appear and interact during 
the event. Rationalising the basic structure at this point lets us flesh out 
individual encounters and set pieces later. As this process continues we 
will refine encounters to add player decision points and additional ele-
ments that further convey the vision we have for the event.

When event writing we often describe the situation the players are 
in in terms of a ‘storm’ analogy. The scenario—a storm—is something 
that the players have no way to directly influence. However, they can 
work to prepare for, or mitigate the impact it will have on their environ-
ment and behaviour. 

Budgets

If we are going to do something, we should do it properly. If we can 
not phys-rep it then we can not have it, and at a minimum we should be 
trying to match our own expectations. We can never match our own ex-
pectations, but as a result of trying we have done some pretty spectacular 
things. However, if we find we are compromising so much that we have 
lost the original moment and we would be disappointed, it is time to stop 
and do something else. 

For Alone 1 we wanted to have a horde of aliens swarming over 
the player position for the end game. Money and time are not infinite and 
we could only afford seven aliens that were of a standard that we were 
happy to let the players see up close. To fill in, we dressed the crew in 
black and extended their heads using pop bottles and added pipe lagging 
and bin bag back pipes and tails. We used these to fill in the background 
of encounters. They did not approach the players, but added constant 
movement in the treeline to make sure the players saw alien silhouettes 
everywhere they looked. We had our swarm as long as they did not get 
too close. 

If we have not got a beach we can not have the players at the beach. 
If we have not got a cave then we are going to need a load of dressing 
to make anything that looks good enough to use. We use the features of 
the site we have and are frankly disappointed to go to games and to be 
told we are in a spaceship while standing in a featureless field. There are 
compromises that we make for our games. The compromises you make 
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for your game are up to you. If we are going to do something we love, we 
are going to do it well, and we are going to charge for it. 

The hobby can have zero barrier for entry. In its most basic form 
you can simply run around with sticks in a park or garden, or you can 
write and assume characters and scenarios and play it out in someone’s 
living room. Specific games, however, can come with much higher costs, 
and this is good. There will always be grassroots systems. The top end of 
the hobby and the amount some people can afford to pay is only going to 
get higher. We supply costumes and props for immersive experiences that 
charge £60 for three hours for several hundred people a night every night 
for three months. Our events offer a much more intimate and responsive 
experience for a fraction of the cost per hour. However, they are relative-
ly expensive by local standards (between £85- £150). The key thing for 
us is that we charge enough to run the game that we want to run and will 
be proud of. 

PREMISE

We generate ideas for events all the time. We have lists of event premises 
that we will never get around to running. These are often spur of the mo-
ment ‘would it not be cool if …’ ideas that are quickly forgotten. Some, 
eventually, become a game we develop further. If a game idea is to get 
past its initial concept, we need a large enough group of our team to be 
enthusiastic about carrying it forwards. Only then can we start to make it 
a reality. We only run games we love. If we do not love the game we will 
not do it justice. 
The initial idea might encompass the story, the theme, the genre or style 
of the event:

1. Our Resolutions event came from the desire to run a modern day 
investigative horror game. We developed it from just wanting to run 
in that particular genre.

2. The Dark Hearts event, run within Profound Decisions’ Empire set-
ting, built upon the themes of the Varushkan nation and Russian fairy 
tale horror.

3. Several friends suggested we run a comedic 50’s B-movie Sci-fi 
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event, the result of which was our ZapFest! event.
4. Just today, a group of us got very excited at the idea of running an 

event using a kite as a monster. It has not happened yet, but it might. 

For over six years we toyed with ‘prisoners are attacked by aliens’ as part 
of our Alone games. Even though we started out with this as a potential 
game premise multiple times, we never ended up using it in the four 
games we eventually ran. In 2017 another group of event runners ran 
Incarceration, which used this exact same premise and we were disap-
pointed that we could not play.

Six word stories

Having a premise allows us to anchor the start of the game—the reason 
the players are there. Then we establish both the backstory—how things 
converged at this point in time—and the event plot—the main pressures 
acting on the players. This allows us to begin building in moments to the 
game.

For most of our games we started with a simple premise that we 
would express as a short six or seven word story:

• Alone 4 - ‘Teams seek research in abandoned facility’
• Alone premise - ‘Find alien nest, fight for survival’
• Zapfest! - ‘Actors filming a “B” Sci-Fi show’
• Alone premise - ‘Prison ship en route to Hell Planet’
• Portal premise - ‘Transporting corporate teams to parallel worlds’
• Resolutions - ‘Organised paranormal investigation escalates because 

of Oni’
• Harrowing premise - ‘Victims awaken in peril, attempt survival’
• Dark Hearts - ‘Orcs overrun village to reclaim artefact’
 

These six word stories help develop a consensus at the start of the 
writing process. It ties everyone to an agreed idea, even though it may 
not resemble the game we end up running. We have realised that in some 
cases we need to move away from this initial idea in order to make better 
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game.

Moments

Moments are cool things that we want to see happen in our games. In 
order for them to occur we engineer them in as likely outcomes to situa-
tions we will put the players through. They are by no means a certainty, 
and we do not railroad players towards them, but we endeavour to see 
them happen. Over the years we have written pages of scene descriptions 
that we would like to see at events. Examples include: ‘the moment in 
Jurassic Park when the power is turned on and the raptor appears through 
the wall’,‘someone crawling through a Jeffries Tube on their back, then 
a Facehugger drops onto them’, or ‘finding a chest-bursted corpse in the 
Med ed you need to use’.

We could expand on this idea but Ian Thomas has already written 
about an almost identical process.1 So we have saved ourselves some 
time.

Incidental Moments
With moments we plan to make them likely to occur; with inci-

dental moments we design situations and spaces where the players can 
make things happen. By leaving small rooms unlocked or private spaces 
accessible in the game, we encourage secretive meetings to happen be-
tween players. We can’t make that meeting happen, but in providing a 
quiet space to talk in, that is something that players are more likely to do.

Another example came during Alone 2 where we had created a 
science lab full of working equipment, props and toys that players used 
as aides in their roleplaying. In supplying various coloured liquids, mi-
croscopes and scanning equipment we had helped create lots of exciting 
moments that we did not have to make happen.

Incidental moments happen more when we have thought about 
them during the design process. Whilst they are not critical to the plot, 
they greatly enhance our games. At our Dark Hearts event we did not 
need a fortified village gate and it did not serve the overall plot. In fact, it 
1 Thomas, Ian, Moment Based Story Design, in Once Upon a Nordic Larp… Twenty Years of 
Playing Stories, (Martine Svanevik, et.al,), Oslo 2017.
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went against our rule to never provide a protected area where our players 
can hide. We built one anyway; and, in doing so we created a fortified vil-
lage that players could return to, safe from the monsters in the forests. It 
was used for lots of roleplay interactions, sitting around fires for warmth, 
storytelling and talking with other players and NPCs over the weekend; 
and it ultimately created the atmosphere of a small, enclosed village with 
village life going on. 

Backstory
You need to know how things got to where they are. If you do not know 
why there is an alien or a demon hunting the player characters then you 
are unlikely to stumble on a coherent feeling event. We are usually trying 
to entertain thirty to sixty people for thirty hours. You need to make them 
care enough to actually see things through; if there are too many holes 
then they disengage with the game. It is also useful to you when you are 
writing. A good backstory will give you a scaffold to build the event on 
and will support really weird stuff so that players can accept it. It also 
assists with identifying and tracking different elements that will be in 
play at the event. 

For example, we wanted to use a Japanese demon at Resolutions. 
We needed the ‘big bad’ demonologist to have been to Japan for that to 
make sense. We ended up including props, encounters and plot lines that 
fed information to the players to make this bit of the background become 
part of the game. 

Plot

The plot is the sequence of events the organisers introduce to carry the 
story. Good plot will usually allow the players to reveal a coherent nar-
rative and often introduce points of conflict and doubt to help the players 
work both with and against each other. Immersive plot typically requires 
the players to think about and react to the situation they are in. This makes 
them feel like they are a central part of the story and like their actions 
matter. Plot can also be used to introduce dramatic moments that players 
are likely to encounter while reacting to the situation. 



Plot develops from, and hinges on, the backstory. We will go back 
and tweak the backstory when it does not quite work with some of the 
plotlines we are considering, but there has to be some idea of a coherent 
backstory in order to have enough of a ‘world’ to base our plot in. 

Having established how we got to the start of the event, having 
some ideas of what we want to happen, and what it will be about; we be-
gin to develop the plot lines, the predicted encounters and any set pieces. 
These are designed to convey the story to the players, and to allow them 
to make their mark on it. We will already have ideas for moments we 
want the players to encounter, and for themes we want to run through the 
event; these are helpful when planning a map of the situations that are 
likely to occur due to player action. 

We will normally have multiple plot arcs active at any one time. 
Each can occupy a subset of the player base. This helps to introduce 
conflict within the player base, and starts to build the need for them to 
prioritise and compromise. Arcs are often interlinked. They might affect 
the way that the players get to interact with the main story and the re-
sources available to them. With Mandala LRP games we typically end up 
with two or three plot arcs, each made up of multiple threads that come 
together throughout the game. One of these will typically end up being 
the ‘main’ plot arc, but that is usually down to player action. The players 
choose which resources to devote to different encounters and as a result 
typically favour interest in one element of the story over the others.

For example, at Dark Hearts we had:

• The Orc Arc - which acted as our ‘Storm’
• The Shard Arc - which was the plot players chose to focus on
• The Cadaver Arc - which ended up being background flavour at the 

event, yet we have continued this plot on for several years at the 
Empire LRP fest game

The Orc Arc set the time frame for the event, both bringing the play-
ers in and providing a reason the players would either have to leave or 
make a last stand on the Sunday prior to time out. An army of orcs was 
approaching and the players were not able to stop that within the frame 
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of the event. They were able to influence the nature of the orc attack and 
to build in a chance for them to escape beforehand. They could have 
negotiated with them to achieve more. However, those orcs were going 
to arrive whatever the players did. In this sense the orcs are the ‘Storm’ 
in the our situation analogy.

We use the storm analogy to define the driving force that frames the 
event. Imagine there is going to be a storm on Sunday. If you do nothing, 
then the rainfall will cause the river banks to break at midday. By 2pm it 
will be lapping at your door, and by 4pm your house will be flooded and 
the electrics will be shorting out. By 8pm you will have house sharks!

The storm is pushing the story along. It is not something you can 
solve or stop, but you can change the nature of the storm’s impact and 
decide how to react to it. It is something that is outside the scope of the 
event, and we find it useful to cover the fact that the game will end and 
people need to go home. It also stops the event getting really dull if peace 
breaks out at 2pm on Saturday. We could let the players send a message to 
the relevant NPC to stop the orc army invading, but that is not the game 
we are necessarily running. At some events we would give the players the 
ability to do that, but with Dark Hearts we wanted them to feel shut off 
and isolated in a fairy tale horror game. The region the game was set in 
was going to be overrun by orcs in the greater campaign, so it was outside 
the ability of the players to stop that during the event. They did not have 
the ability to send the messages, and even if they could send a message, 
they did not have the bargaining power to achieve a new result. If they 
had come up with an amazing solution that would have stopped the orcs, 
we would have run with it and changed the game to fit. If it is awesome 
and it works, then they get their victory. However, they did not.

What the players always can do is mitigate for the storm’s arrival. 
The flood waters will rise, but they can build a wall of sandbags to keep 
the house safer for longer. They might be able to get house shark traps to 
stop their legs getting nibbled, or they could build themselves an island 
to perch on through the dark damp night. Alternatively, if they know the 
storm is arriving they could find a way to escape to higher ground. The 
storm plot line spurs the players to action.

If you add more than 2-3 plot arcs, the event starts to get cluttered. 
Plot interactions feel disjointed and events do not tie together into a nar-
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rative. Similarly, if you only have one arc then people end up waiting 
around for the next encounter to occur. It is harder achieve this level 
of plot intensity, but it will keep people occupied and working in small 
enough groups for everyone to feel relevant.

When we have enough plot arcs, we will turn to smaller plot 
threads to increase the amount of interactions and events in the game. 
Plot threads carry their own stories that connect to one or more of the 
different plot arcs. They are the building blocks for the web of stories 
that makes the game. The limiting factors for the number of threads you 
have are either how many your players can meaningfully interact with, 
or, more commonly, how many you can logistically write and run. We are 
not aware that we have ever reached the limit for the number of threads 
the players can handle. Instead, for us the limit has always been logistical 
and the amount of crew time we have to run ideas out. There is a trade off, 
however, by increasing the number of threads you lose player interaction 
time where they can just ‘be their characters’. Different groups of players 
will want varying amounts of this type of roleplay. 

Dark Hearts had the following Plot Threads:

Thread 1 - The reason for going - Orc plot
Thread 2 - Getting there and out again - Orc plot
Thread 3 - Barbarian Incursion - Orc plot
Thread 4 - Witch/Crone - Shard and Cadaver plots
Thread 5 - Shard - Shard plot
Thread 6 - Manor House - Shard plot
Thread 7 - Stuff in the Village - Cadaver, Orc and Shard plots
Thread 8 - Cadaver - more weird for fun - Cadaver plot
Thread 9 - Village Ghost Story - Cadaver plot - We do not think 
this happened
Thread 10 - Outsiders - visitors from around the Empire to throw in 
as needed. None of these were actually run and they did not fit into 
our plot arc structure

It is worth noting that a lot of the threads are not solely linked to one 
plot. Each NPC can do more than one job, especially in a small contained 
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event such as this one. If you are trying to make your players feel isolated 
and alone, then you want to limit the number of people moving in and out 
of the area. If each new plot thread is introduced by a different NPC ar-
riving then you can easily end up with players describing things in terms 
of ‘and then this happened’ without fully understanding what was going 
on. If the same character is involved in years of history and the main plot 
lines are linked through them, then you naturally have to develop com-
plex, and therefore more interesting, NPCs.

Plot threads are delivered to the players in the form of encounters 
and locations. An encounter is something we send into the game either on 
a timetable or as a reaction to player action; whereas locations are set up 
for the players to explore as they wish. Locations can be a wide range of 
things, from camps with permanent NPCs, to clues hidden in tapestries, 
to a scenic element of the site that fulfil a role in the story.

Pacing

It is important to us when we are writing and developing games that the 
final event conveys the emotions we wish it to convey. Pacing is an im-
portant element of that. It can add and hold tension with dramatic pauses, 
or help build panic by not giving people time to stop and think rationally. 
There are two main strands to our event pacing: the overarching structure 
and the plot structure itself. These are heavily intertwined. Below is our 
overarching structure for Dark Hearts.

Establishment 
Objective : Make the game world and setting second nature

Dark Hearts: Friday 8-12pm - The players had a long walk in 
through dark woods while being attacked and harried. They did not know 
where they were, so finding the brightly lit sanctuary of the village, com-
plete with villagers, will have felt like a welcome relief. We established 
the village as a safe refuge, and that helped to heighten the feeling that 
the surrounding woods were dangerous and unpredictable with a few the-
matic monsters to seek refuge from. This section of the game ended with 



meeting an enemy emissary who provided the timeframe for the rest of 
the event (referencing the coming storm).

A player arriving at the event on the Friday will often have come 
straight from work. You can make it easier for them to change from the  
IT Guy from Luton into Tharg the Destroyer using the establishment 
phase to draw them into the story world and to make it matter more than 
the unfinished documents they left on their desk. 

The Lull
Objective : Give us all time to take a breath and regroup

Dark Hearts: Saturday 12am-12pm - Quite unusually for us, this 
event had a time-ish period overnight to allow people to sleep, so most 
of the Lull was imposed by this inclusion. We made sure to give them 
time in the morning for an IC breakfast to discuss what had happened 
overnight. This is useful to those that went to bed early. The phase ended 
with the information that the enemies from the night before had arrived 
in the area in greater numbers and were starting to enact their plans by 
capturing some of the monsters from the woods. 

The Lull allows players to stop, talk to each other, compare notes 
and plan. It also allowed them to sleep and eat without feeling too 
stressed, unlike our continual 24 hour Alone events. Some players like it 
because it lets them build the world themselves with interaction, stories 
and just existing. However it is not appropriate if you are trying to make 
the players feel threatened. Tension can be lost in a predictable lull. 

Exploration
Objective : Players dig deeper into the setting

Dark Hearts: Saturday 12-3pm - At this point most of the main elements 
of the various plot lines really started to be discovered by the players. 
It was daylight and they were willing to explore the site. They had also 
interacted with most of the plot threads:

• The Crone and the Huntsman’s relationship
• Cadaver’s interference with the area 
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• The story of the red hooded girl and the Manor House
• The Orc goals in the area 
• The interaction between the ghostly boyar
• The mysterious Lady Shard
• The Crone 
• The Winter Wolves 

With this much going on the players needed to split up and work together 
and against each other. This phase mostly blends into the next as the 
players start to work things out.

Showboat
Objective : Players firing on all cylinders and showcasing their talents

Dark Hearts - Sat 3pm-sunset - Throughout this section, the players were 
kept busy interfering with the orcs’ plans, solving the hidden clues that 
would allow them to enter the manor house, along with wrapping up a 
bunch of the subplots they had decided to investigate. It differs from the 
previous section in that the players are less reactive and more proactive, 
driving the events around them. It is around here we start to get an idea of 
which ending sequence is most likely to play out. Typically at this point 
we are also starting to completely rewrite elements of the story as the 
players have done something unexpected. 

Build Up
Objective : Mandala ramp this up and take the stage

Dark Hearts - sunset-11pm -  The main focus for this part was the entry to 
the manor house. A heavily designed set piece encounter for a handful of 
players that we knew would get everyone talking about the things those 
people discovered and the encounter itself, especially due to the limited 
number of people who experienced it. The stories we heard of what hap-
pened in that space became exaggerated into something massively mag-
ical. They also met with the under explored cadaver and his forces. This 
was a link to less explored elements of the game. This gave a different 
small group of players their own exposure to unique moments. 
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Finale 
Objective : Shock and awe - leave the players blown away and speechless

Dark Hearts - Sat midnight - Sunday 2pm.  This was an unusual event 
for us because we did not end on the Saturday night as we normally do. 
Instead we ran through to the Sunday with another sleeping break over-
night. To deal with this we had a selection of ‘endings’ on the Saturday 
night, including that the players had got a sense of closure with Lady 
Shard. On the Sunday they received the contents of the mine (their pur-
pose for being in the area). They had to decide what to do with that and 
had to escape as the orcs arrived into the area enmass.

Not every event we run has all these overarching structural ele-
ments in this order. They will change depending on the feel we’re going 
for, how much we want the players to sleep, and any site based consider-
ations we have. However, it’s broadly true and the biggest shift we make 
is in the timing of those stages.

The second element of pacing is that of individual plot structures 
and the encounters that make them up. We typically make use of a sketch 
we call an ARC diagram, which is a rough graph of how many players we 
think will be primarily interacting with individual plot threads at any giv-
en time to see roughly what proportion of players are likely to be engaged 
at each point. This allows us to adjust encounters and timing so we get 
engagement levels appropriate to the feel of the part of the overarching 
structure we are in. For example, we may want 150 % plotting during the 
showboating phase while the lull may only require 50 % of the players 
actively forwarding the plots to feel right.

This is not amazingly accurate but it does give us an approximate 
idea, and would highlight any large gaps. Each of the individual plot 
threads should also have a beginning, middle and end to make their own 
dramatic story, but the beginning may not entirely happen within the 
timeframe of the game you run. Occasionally, as with the Cadaver thread, 
they run on past the end as well. 
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Control

Well constructed plot will not often survive contact with the players. We 
want them to play with our story and make it theirs. They should be the 
big damn heroes. However, we are not entirely without ways to influence 
them and their decision making. We can make our players a little more 
predictable. We have included some information about a couple of the 
ways we manipulate player reactions and engagement with the story. Fur-
ther information may have to wait for a future paper. 

Resonance 

When you only have a few hours to establish a world, it is useful if your 
players can have some familiarity with it. They do not need to learn all 
the things their players would already know and as a result those things 
are less jarring to them. If you throw a facehugger at someone then most 
people will know it is aiming for their face. They know that werewolves 
are dangerous, and that you should not trust the 5 year old out in the 
woods in the middle of the night. Some games do this using books of text 
or workshops before the game. They do not work for us so well as we are 
not interested in producing the books (and would not want to have to read 
them) and because we do not want to use game time or prep time running 
workshops that do not, for us, add to the enjoyment. 

All games have baggage. A game that is based in an existing world 
with characters that have previously been played in an existing rule set 
has quite a lot. A standalone game in a new style has a lot less. Players 
will have preconceived ideas about how Mandala games go. If our games 
do not match those ideas we need to make sure we have communicated 
that well beforehand or accept that some players might find themselves at 
a game they did not expect and that they may be disappointed by. 

Metagame

At Dark Hearts we put a lot of effort into foreshadowing the presence 



of werewolves. Werewolves would have been an obvious thing to in-
troduce. We have three large werewolves and as we make costumes the 
players knew it was entirely possible that we would throw werewolves 
at them. The worry and tension regarding werewolves was real. Then 
we did not use them. The players had their paintings of wolves, stories 
of wolves, the axe called ‘Wolf bane’ and were trying to save a little girl 
in a red hood. There were no wolves, were or otherwise. It added to the 
tension the players were feeling and made the monsters they did face all 
the more threatening due to being a step away from what the players were 
anticipating. 

We have also shown only a small group of players a large monster 
and then not used it again. This means the story of the monster grows 
beyond what we can phys rep and players live with the knowledge it is 
out there for the rest of the event. They are expecting it to turn up. 
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Don’t let the vampire get away!
designing linear games and

mistakes I’ve made when doing so 

Ben Mars

What are linear games and why use them?

I am going to use the term linear game (or ‘linear’ for short) to mean a 
game that has a sequential plotline—one which will, by the nature of its 
design, guide or channel the players towards certain choices or experi-
ences, usually in a particular sequence.

They are the style of game I first began running and writing and 
even now, tend to be worked into more freeform (player-led) games I am 
involved with.

Plot arcs & story experience
The major reason to use linear plotlines is the same reason you will find 
them used in movies, books, plays and traditional storytelling—the de-
signer can guide the user’s experience, giving them highs, lows, set piec-
es of spectacle and moments of reflection, points where all is risked, lost, 
or gained, and hopefully give a satisfying emotional journey through the 
piece. The characters and worlds your players meet can be designed so 
they have engaging stories that grow and develop and intertwine.

A framework to guide and improvise play and plot
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The key to running a linear game that is fun for everyone involved is flex-
ibility. If it is working well, there is a common framework that guides the 
story, but all of those involved can feel comfortable improvising within 
it. The structure of your plot is there, but like live storytelling, how the 
audience experiences it can change each time. Your players will have 
their own personal version of the game. If you design and run your linear 
well, it should still give its players the impression of having free will and 
unlimited choice.

More freedom than freeform 
A linear game can allow you as a designer or player to explore ideas, 
worlds, situations and characters more easily and in more detail than if 
you were to try to create a fest1 or freeform event. Over a weekend, you 
can run six linears (or more if you do not sleep), which could explore 
very different perspectives and stories of your game world.

Compare this with the experience of a novice larper at a fest larp 
event—there it is easy to encounter a lovely world from one view, but 
more difficult to find or craft yourself a story.

With a linear game, you can have all the detail and truth you will 
find in an open-world sandbox game, plus the chance to design opportu-
nities for those players who are not going to be the first to jump forward 
and drive their own plots and stories on by themselves.

Where can you use linears?

A linear larp game has a referee (“ref”) take a group of player characters 
on a physical journey through a space, with encounters (non-player char-
acters, puzzles, physical traps, interesting objects) on the way, often with 
a layer of narration or description by the ref2 where sets or effects are not 
available, all of which combine into an overarching plot.

The game will often time out every few encounters, partly for the 
referee and players to agree how injured or fatigued the characters are, 
and also so the crew can set up the next encounters.
1 A fest is typically a game run over several days with hundreds or even thousands of players, each 
playing their character for the duration of the event, within a single world or setting.
2 As a contrast to the 360 “everything that exists in the game world will be physically represented” 
style of larp towards which many UK games aspire.



Refereeing a linear becomes a combination of managing storytell-
ing and logistics. f done seamlessly, the players should never think ‘that 
encounter happened because it takes time to make up eight zombies’.

The linear structure means that during their game, the player char-
acters can meet a cast of fifty or more characters, and can be directly pre-
sented with story and plot opportunities tailored to them (however hard 
they wish to avoid them, almost giving permission to have confidence).

Club games
The first places I encountered linear gaming were the places I first en-
countered larp—‘club’ games: Talron, Mythlore, and particularly Realm-
quest in Telford. These were small standalone games of two or three 
hours, run in public woodland or hired buildings, with a total of around 
fifteen or twenty people involved—roughly half as players, half as ‘mon-
sters’ (crew).

Linear aspects in fest games
Fest games can offer the opportunity of a linear game—usually presented 
as quests or missions for a chosen (or self-chosen) group of characters, 
providing a chance for story to be presented directly to players, and so 
carried back into the fest as experiences, items and tales of the quest.

Freeform games
You can expand linear design to create weekend long events, with a beau-
tifully crafted overarching plot, and many smaller sub-plots which can 
be run out depending on the actions taken by your players. If you have 
enough branches and plotlines prepared, no one should be able to tell it 
is not being created live (other than the fact the stories should feel more 
complete and satisfying because you have had more time to design them).

Key to remember is: trust your players and crew to decide their 
own actions, give them goals and desires.

Larp/theatre crossover
Outside larp, the place I have seen and made most use of linear game 
techniques is in writing interactive theatre. Theatre audiences are often 
less used to the idea of full interaction with a world or characters than 
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gamers. The guided or channelled nature of a linear, if designed well, can 
allow people to find a level of interaction and immersion that they are 
comfortable with. The piece of theatre can satisfy those who just want 
to observe (promenade), and those who would like to fully be part of the 
setting (interactive).

The mistakes of larp linears can apply in much the same way to 
theatre ... and we have done so.

Creation

I’m going to give a guide to creating and running a standalone linear larp 
game. The techniques can also be used, developed and adapted to other 
game or event styles.

Begin with your concept
The story is your start and end point of any linear. Your aim at the end 
of the game is to leave your players with a satisfying story they and their 
characters have been a part of. To start with, find a core idea of what your 
story is about and have a rough, simple idea of how you might like the 
story arc to progress. You will flesh this out as you develop the linear. 
If you want inspiration, examine your favourite stories, or the plot arcs 
and techniques you will find in a hundred screenwriting or novel-writing 
books. An example story core might be ‘The player characters find a soul 
trapped in a bottle and are asked to return it to its owner.’

You know you want to have the story arc take the characters to the 
edge of death, that they will have to defeat their biggest fears, you want 
to examine themes of loyalty and treachery, and reference a creature they 
have met before. You have the idea of lighting up a tree when the soul 
bottle touches it.

So you now have a theme, concept, set piece or goal for the linear. 
This is absolutely the most brilliant theme, concept, set piece or goal that 
any player will love to be in a game with.

Working backwards
But... this does not just exist by itself. The world, culture and characters 
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within the game will need to be created so that your amazing idea feels 
like it is part of a bigger reality.

If you have a game that involves a quest to recover someone’s lost 
soul, work out how a soul can be lost in the first place. How do the met-
aphysics of your world work? Do the methods to move souls mean oth-
er things may be done by the same forces? What would society be like 
where a soul can be moved, stored, lent, used as a token, a gift, collateral, 
hostage? How might power, government, culture, belief and religion be 
structured?

A core metaphysic of Profound Decisions’ Maelstrom, which was 
the first large scale UK larp with firearms, began from a discussion (with 
Stephen Dorman) around ‘How do we make people not just run around 
shooting things all the time? How about if gunpowder is evil? Like prop-
erly, demon blood that binds to your soul evil?’ The ideas that bounced 
out of that discussion may also re-appear as a comic in the distant future 
…3

The deeper you dig into the questions, the richer, more different 
and more real your world will feel. Ideas for characters, encounters and 
objects will bubble up, all rooted in the same truth.

Right, you have a few key concepts of what your linear is about, a 
reasonable idea of the culture and setting it exists in, some ideas of possi-
ble events, items, characters and their motivations and goals, and a rough 
idea of how you might like the story to flow. Most importantly, you have 
enough background that if you need to think up a ‘something’, it will fit 
with the rest of your game.

Game Mechanics and Rules (but only in the service of the Story)Hav-
ing worked out the culture and setting for the game and how your world 
works, you will need to know how you intend to represent this in game—
how the crew and players will agree on the outcomes of their characters’ 
3 For some reading on theories of how cultures and beliefs evolve from the environment try 
Marvin Harris, Cows, Pigs, Wars & Witches. If this gets your interest, for some further (of their 
time, so you get a free meta-layer of cultural beliefs overlaid) thoughts on how individual beliefs 
and wider culture reinforce each other, have a look at Sabine Baring-Gould, The Book of Were-
Wolves and E.E. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcraft, Oracles, and Magic among the Azande.)
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actions, and how you will represent a character doing something that 
cannot be achieved by the player (for instance dying).

But having come up with some really cool mechanics, remember 
this game is about the characters and their stories. You may have a great 
idea for how to decide when death happens, or how a soul can be trans-
ferred in the game, but his all needs to be secondary to one important 
question: ‘Will this be a story the players will want to be part of?’

I found this out painfully on a linear I ran for the University of the 
West of England games design course in 2009. Students created cultures 
who all thought they were the only group in existence in their own large 
underground bunker, until the day the sun went out and they had to open 
The Door, to discover all the Others. This fell absolutely flat, not because 
the students had not created amazing varied cultures, but because my 
mechanisms for exchanging items and how items could be used were so 
horribly complicated everyone got tied up in that and not the story.

Working with location, not against it
Before you go much further, as this is a live game, you need a real phys-
ical location that it will take place in (with access to a toilet).

This site is where your player characters will experience the story 
you have for them. And the physical nature of the site will dictate how 
you tell the story.

Partly, this means if you have got a set of caves, or a nuclear bun-
ker, the story is unlikely to be set in a forest. And, if you are in a wood, 
unless the game is set in a really really big cave, it is probably set in in a 
forest.

Woodland with footpaths and small glades, caves/ bunkers, spooky 
houses—you want spaces where encounters can be separate from each 
other, but not have miles of yomping in between.

Portly Pixie ran very successfully in a set of changing rooms on a 
sports field in Coventry, with the players travelling in a continuous loop 
through the four rooms which were reused for multiple different encoun-
ters.

Local councils, once you explain the leadership/theatrical/artistic 
skills, personal development and youth/community involvement going 
into your game, are often happy for you to use their spaces.
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If you are using publicly accessible land (and even if you are not), 
it is an idea to tell the police beforehand what you are up to (particularly 
if it involves prop weapons). They are remarkably sanguine about peo-
ple running around with Bren guns if they are aware ahead of time.The 
Scout/Guide Association and the Youth Hostel Association are also your 
friends.

You may need to write risk assessments4, you may need to have 
insurance. And make sure you know first aid and where the nearest Acci-
dent & Emergency hospital is.

Make a map of the site. An actual written by hand thing. The pro-
cess of doing this means you have to move through the spaces you are 
going to take players through, and get an understanding of what the set-
ting feels like to stand in. Make notes and sketches. Take photos. See how 
long it takes to move between spaces. Note locations you could use for 
possible encounters.

This is about how you structure and position the encounters your 
player characters will have in the location. If you can see a hundred me-
tres away, writing an encounter where the bandits are standing waiting 
whilst the players get hired to track down bandits probably is not going 
to work.

Once you have all this ready, you can aim to produce a Plot. This 
is a storyline created from a sequence of encounters5  your player charac-
ters will have as they make their journey through the location.

Time management and encounter design
Work out the key scenes/encounters that are needed to tell your story. 
Each key scene will move the story arc along, together creating your 
beautiful narrative.

An encounter/scene will present an obstacle that stands in the way 
of the characters’ objectives The obstacle requires action from the char-
acters to overcome. An obstacle could be 

1. ‘You need the knowledge this person has even if you do not know it yet’ 
2. ‘This zombie is hungry and you are alive’ 
4 See “Let’s Try Not To Kill Or Permanently Damage Someone Unnecessarily” p.56
5 with non-player characters, puzzles, physical traps, interesting objects.
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3. ‘The zombie has eaten the person with the knowledge’ 
4. ‘You’re not sure where else to get the knowledge’ 
5. ‘Can we find some way of not needing the knowledge?’

Try and think of the ways the player characters may engage (or not) 
with the encounters—what actions might they take?

And please, please when creating non-player characters, remember 
they will have their own goals, which will come from whatever motivates 
them, and lead them to decide during the encounter what actions they 
will take to deal with the obstacle the player characters represent. Never, 
never write actions for your NPCs, only goals.

If you design your encounters based on characters having to take a 
particular action or actions, it will fail horribly, because they will never 
do what is expected of them. Allow the characters to decide their solu-
tions. Your crew and players will thank you for trusting them to create the 
best action for the moment.

Map these encounters out. The puzzle you are trying to solve is 
making sure that at least one encounter is ready ahead of wherever the 
players are, in case they whoosh through and straight on to the next.

Plot your In-between Scenes (Encounters)
Sometimes you need time to make sure your key encounters will be 
ready when the players get to them. In order to provide that, we add 
in-between scenes and smaller encounters. These still present obsta-
cles that require action, they use the background you have created to fit 
with your setting and add colour and depth to your story, but they are not 
key to it.

This is where the players will have to work their way through the 
invisible maze (because twenty zombies do take time to prepare). Or 
fight the lone sentry in the really tight gateway with the long spear. Or 
solve the escape room six-key code puzzle. Or cut the thin cotton tripwire 
tied to an ever more complex system of springs and cap firing snap traps 
(John Leach, Realmquest).

And remember, you do NOT dig a hole and put a concealed balloon 
full of confetti in it, or use the 2lb sprung tripwire system used for Clay-
more mines. Because you are not stupid enough to risk breaking peoples’ 
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ankles.
Some of these in-between encounters may not get used during the 

game—they can be added in or taken out depending how the timing of 
the game is progressing.

Encounter map and branching plot
When looking at your encounter map, your goal is for the players to 
move through your scenes/encounters in an order that allows your sto-
ryline to develop as you have designed without the players feeling like 
they have been placed onto railroad tracks with no choices or control. 
Here are some possible ways to lead your players down the right path: 

• Lay out your encounters so the natural path through your location 
will lead through the scenes/encounters in sequence (this is where 
indoor systems win).

• You can close off parts of the play area by stating that it is too steep/ 
overgrown/ poisonous to go along. I recommend you use this spar-
ingly and be ready to ref what occurs if someone does decide to head 
that way.

• Provide two choices of route but have both lead to the same end point 
or double back onto themselves.

• Suggest a direction of travel by either telling players: ‘Look, there’s a 
Something over there’ ‘You hear noises that way’, or even better pro-
vide the noises the players should be hearing. But again, be prepared 
for this to be ignored.

Whilst these are physical constraints, as far as designing your game, 
the sequence of scenes your players are experiencing is also a linear (or 
with some small loops) sequence in time as well as space. You could 
apply some of these design principles to a game where the encounters 
are not met in a physical journey, but just take place at specific times (or 
following trigger encounters/ events) in a location.

You now have a Map, with a list of encounters (The Plot). It will 
have descriptions of what is going to be at each encounter. In the case 
of characters, many will have fighting statistics worked out and written 
down.
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Real World List (Logistics)
Now make a list what real world things you will need for each encounter 
of the game: how many members of crew, what costume, props, items, 
how long it will take to prepare the encounter. 

Think how many crew you are actually likely to have on the day 
of the game.

A crew
A warm, dry, fed monster is a happy monster. Making sure your crew 
have access to warm, dry, food-filled sleeping/relaxing spaces means 
they will probably be happy to drag themselves through a marsh at 3am 
in order for your game to work. Never ask anyone to do anything you 
would not yourself, and ideally, take the really horrible/boring jobs for 
yourself.

Running multiple linears will allow players and crew to swap, giv-
ing everyone a chance for both playing and crewing.

Toilet access
Hire, do a deal with a local pub, find the local public loos, but have some-
where that is not just a hedge.

Food and water
For both crew and players, and yourself (many snack bars packed into 
your pockets at the very least).

Props, costume, masks and makeup
And a lot of solid easily carried bags to put them into. I recommend post-
al sacks .Beg, borrow, or more fun, make things yourself.

Costume your crew in neutral base layers, as they will likely be 
playing multiple parts.

 Put all the specific costume, props and bits required for each en-
counter into a seperate bag. With a really obvious way of telling which 
encounter it is for. Numbering clearly on the outside is good.

Before running the game, check the bags again with the crew, 
checking against the Plot.
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Communication
You need a way to communicate simply with the crew when they are at 
a different encounter. Walkie talkies (or phones with earpieces). Or worst 
case, a member of crew to run messages. This is because the ref needs to 
know how ready the next encounter is, but more importantly, because the 
ref will need to adjust forthcoming encounters based on the state of the 
player characters.

Crew Coordinator
It is best to have one person in the crew who makes sure the encounters 
are set up and briefed and who is the person the ref communicates with. 
Otherwise everything will get horribly tangled, confused and messy.

How You Tell The Story (Reffing and Coordinating)

The usual structure I’ve run with is a referee who travels with the play-
ers, and a crew coordinator who is responsible for setting up encounters 
(briefing crew, making sure physical objects are where they should be) 
based on the Plot and Map (which both the ref and coordinator have at 
least two physical waterproof copies of each).

Your co-ordinator can be the person who plays the big scary vil-
lain, but I would really suggest not, for reasons given later.

I’ve usually refereed as a narrator, so telling players what their 
characters are seeing or experiencing when the props or locations are not 
as clear as they might be. Unless you have a huge crew and props budget, 
it is likely your storytelling abilities will be needed at some point.

Because the ref is describing the world, it also allows you to tell 
the players ‘That way is impassable’ or ‘ou see smoke rising from that 
direction’ and make that feel less like railroading and more like part of 
the story.

I tend to avoid the ref being an actual character in the game, be-
cause otherwise the players can have valid in-character reasons to ignore 
their guidance and suggestions, but feel forced to take it for the game to 
progress.

Having a guide is a great way to channel players through a linear, 
but make them a different character from the ref, and be prepared for 
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them not to be trusted or listened to.

Structured improvisation
The key point of linear writing and refereeing is about making  the story 
satisfying on the day, or what I call structured improvisation.

You are providing the players with a story. Some parts of that story 
may be ‘And X did something stupid and died’. But they should never be 
‘Nobody did what I expected, so they all died. Aren’t they stupid?’ This 
is not a competition between players and crew. This is you and the crew 
creating a whole story for the players. And ‘X did something heroic and 
died’ makes a far better story.

Part of many story arcs is ‘everything looked like it was going to 
be a disaster, but somehow we pulled it back’. Put your players under 
stress. Bring their characters close to death. But let them have a satisfying 
conclusion to their story.

Cheat 
You should adjust the game as it is played. If things are too easy, make 
the opponents more powerful as the game goes on. If the player charac-
ters are weakening, tone down their opposition, increase the number of 
first aid kits they will find in the security hut encounter.

But do not have Tom Bombadil appear with some healing potions, 
or show the way to a burial mound full of magic weapons, or drop ea-
gles from the skies to rescue everyone. Players need to feel they were 
able to do this through their own actions. Making the deus ex machina 
too obvious makes people feel there was no achievement. So sometimes, 
characters may fail or die, but players should still be able to take away a 
satisfying story from the experience.

Some examples

At core, my favourite linears usually have one simple core idea or struc-
ture, around which the players are made to fear for their characters’ lives, 
but usually ultimately result in triumph.
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Defender
This story arc takes the players from ‘What a lovely day’ to ‘We’re all 
going to die’ to ‘We made it’ where the plot mostly takes place in one 
location.

The players have some good reason they must stay in the location 
(usually they are waiting for someone to arrive, but they could also be 
solving a puzzle, or gathering items). The key point is the players need 
to stay until an event happens that is under the control of the ref. Whilst 
they are waiting, bad stuff happens. Horrible bad stuff.

The traditional Defender is wave after wave of respawning mon-
sters. But remember, contrast makes for more interesting games, so hav-
ing pauses where nothing happens but could at any moment produces 
more suspense, and more adrenaline when the attacks happen.

Some kind of repeated audio or visual cue for the attacks also 
heightens the effect—your players can be made to start sweating in antic-
ipation as the little music box starts up again … Add a few jump scares at 
unexpected moments … The key thing is to take the player characters to 
the point where they know they are all going to die, before the ref triggers 
the game end—the puzzle is solved, the missing spy finally staggers into 
view, the relief troops arrive.

A lovely example was Projekt Ragnarok 2, with the players know-
ing things were only going to get worse each time the lights cut and the 
air raid sirens began.

Realmquest quest games
In this club system, characters who had gained enough experience to be-
come Mistresses of their professions went on a quest linear, played solo 
or with a single companion, where the encounters were designed to test 
their specific abilities. If they survived the game (which were all billed as 
lethal), they entered their profession. Or died.

Nobody ever died. Everyone almost died, and felt that it was only 
by blind luck they did not. This is one of the most beautiful (and difficult) 
examples of referee/monster coordinator control I have experienced.

The story arc is the archetypal journey of apprentice to initiate. 
To play a game specifically tailored just for your character makes for an 
intense experience.
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The Tower’s Wendigo
An old cotton mill with a winding, complicated dungeon level built into 
it, had a game which was intended to make the players increasingly 
scared and paranoid simply and cheaply by never allowing them to prop-
erly see the monsters and by using sound. Starting at midnight, with a PA 
system playing a howling wind through the complex, the party entered 
the dungeon to try and get through it under an in-character time pressure, 
lit only by the candles/lanterns they carried. 

The monster crew scratched and scraped on the other side of the 
walls as the party tried to move through the maze of the dungeon. Attacks 
were quick, usually on the hindmost member of the party or from a con-
cealed door, and were repelled if light could be shone onto the creatures. 
Victims would be dragged off where possible, then told to scream as they 
died. As time went on, the building fear of attack, the smaller and small-
er numbers of surviving companions, not wanting to be at the back, the 
scratching, screaming and a desperate need to make sure your candles got 
relit quickly if they blew out—as the referee did at points—turned the 
majority of the group into gibbering messes.

There were probably four monsters and a ref ...

Why are we being followed by zombies?
This is a game I have run a few times with variations, based on a tabletop 
game of aeons ago. For Reasons, the adventurers are carrying an Item of 
Doom which (they do not initially realise) raises and attracts the dead. 
The players need to take the Item back to the Big Scary Place of Scary, 
where it will cease to cause problems. Anything that dies near it is raised 
as a zombie, which aims to continue with its main goal in life

.As the adventurers get nearer to the Big Scary Place, the power 
levels of the raised undead grow.

These games are usually quite improvised, as they typically trigger 
at a point during a fest when a character activates or picks up the Item of 
Doom, making this fun to run and different each time it is done.

My favourite variant was where the party, who could breathe un-
derwater, were heading along the sea bottom toward a haunted shipwreck 
(represented by a seashore near Skegness and very little else). I particu-
larly remember the shark (three people in a line with the front person’s 
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arms as jaws), which then became a zombie shark on death (moving 
more slowly, still wanting to bite everything), characters talking under-
water (by wobbling their fingers across their lips) and the slowly building 
crowd of the undead shambling behind (even when hacked into pieces).

This is the linear that led to the creation of zero hit point (fall if 
you touch them) zero damage causing creatures. Which when wave after 
wave of them come toward you, feel like all the nastiest zombie films 
going.

Captain Blood and the Bogey Troll 
(Avoiding combat with children)
This game was sequential in time, with different scenes triggered at dif-
ferent points of the day, but was not sequential in the physical layout of 
encounters.

We ran a day long game at a country park, with individual set en-
counters and puzzles to wander between (in a non-linear fashion) trying 
to work out where the Pie Rat Treasure was, finishing with a set piece 
battle at the end of the day, suitable for all the family. Most players were 
members of the public who had never used prop weapons of any kind, 
many of them were young. How do you avoid actual combat, whilst still 
giving a way to ‘fight’ or drive away creatures?

The mechanism was the handkerchief. The enemy were Snot Gob-
lins and a Bogey Troll (and some neutral Pie Rats, who were most wor-
ried to discover a man from the Inland Revenue amongst the visitors). 
This meant that waving handkerchiefs, tissues or anything else crumpled 
and absorbent pulled from a parent’s pocket would drive away the green 
scary things. The visitors were briefed (by a Pie Rat) on the mechanism 
on entry to the park as they looked for Pie Rat treasure. The crowning 
moment was watching a small girl suddenly click how to solve all the 
problems, dragging her parents from one side of the site to another, to ask 
the Giant if he might have a Handkerchief to deal with the Bogey Troll 
once and for all.

The cargo parachute he had stuffed into the front half of his cos-
tume was extracted, and all of the mucosal goblinoid problems were (lit-
erally) wrapped up by the combined efforts of small children.
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The Night of the Vampyre Plague 
(Avoiding combat with drunk people and tight timing)

So, we returned to the country park. This time over three hun-
dred people were to have a Halloween Experience over the course of an 
evening, being sent off in groups of twenty roughly every ten to fifteen 
minutes.

Again, we needed a mechanism where people could protect them-
selves from scary creatures and have a way to ‘defeat’ them. As well as 
not wanting combat, we had the additional issue of the park providing a 
bar for its guests, so the later parties had people who were quite lubri-
cated (although a mile walk in the dark weeded out those who were too 
drunk. And the site was made very aware, in countersigned writing, that 
they were responsible for the safety of their guests).

The technique was similar to the handkerchiefs, with added stealing 
from the Wendigo game—we provided each person with an ‘anti-vam-
pire elixir’ (a green glowstick), which repelled oogie things.

It also meant they had lights on a dark uneven site, and everything 
looked scarier dimly lit in green.

Timing - This was an absolutely linear experience, because we 
were running multiple repeats of the encounters, so encounters needed to 
take about ten minutes, then reset for the next group.

This meant the amount of interaction was limited, as we had to fit 
within the time—each encounter therefore had some form of end point 
controlled by the crew, or cue that the audience could move on.  For in-
stance by the zombie being finally whacked back into the grave, with the 
gravedigger telling everyone to head on quick whilst it was quiet.

Groups were met outside a cave system by guides, who knew how 
far the earlier group had progressed, so could control the timing of the 
next run of people. The guides took people through the caves, with scary 
things popping out from side tunnels (but never impeding progress), into 
a final encounter with a vampire, then headed back to pick up the next 
group.

Because the finale needed to be twenty to thirty minutes, two groups 
were gathered into the final space, with the earlier arrivals being sent on 
the longer of two routes through the caves.

The final set-piece was forty people brandishing glowsticks, driv-
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ing off little vampires and helping repel the lead vampire into its coffin, 
where it was staked by van Helsing, whereupon the spin back coffin it fell 
into with a flash revealed its staked skeleton (by the tenth repeat we had 
got the flash/spin so seamless that the encounter crew who joined with 
the last party could not see the join).

The audience were then thanked profusely by the van Helsings, and 
pointed out of the rear exit (as the next groups were already halfway into 
the cave system).

Mistakes I have seen and made

Do not ref (or monster coordinate) your own character
It is very easy to write a lovely plot, with a detailed, complex character, 
and then decide to play it because you know it best. DO NOT DO THIS. 
This includes making decisions on how an NPC you play would instruct 
its minions. Unless you are spectacularly good at splitting your person-
ality, you will perfectly justifiably make valid ref decisions that very 
reasonably mean your NPC’s goals are successful, often at the expense 
of the player characters, particularly if they make an unexpected choice 
which would see (your) NPC thwarted.

I have killed characters by doing this. We had to horribly ret-
ro-flange the plot to make up for it, and the NPC and plot looked unrealis-
tic and shoddy. In my experience, playing your own NPCs results in poor 
reffing decisions and/or poor characterisation. Give your NPC decisions 
to someone separate from the people who control the world (the ref and 
the monster co-ordinator).

Do not assume to know what characters will do
The players will never, ever do as you expect. They will come up with 
amazing schemes that you never even considered, and fail to spot the 
Important Item when it is hanging in front of them with “Important Item 
You Will Need” written on it.

Do not write your plot or encounters in a way that means players 
must take a certain sequence of actions to progress. Otherwise, you will 
once again be flanging, strange aethereal voices of help will appear, and 
everyone will notice they are playing a game, not immersed in a world. 
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This is not an escape room puzzle.
By all means, work out the effects certain actions will have, but no 

one will ever do what they ‘should’, so don’t rely on it for your plot. This 
is improvisation.

Always trust your monsters
The people playing your monsters are not mindless automata, even if 
they are playing them. They are interacting with your players, they are 
seeing what happens, and importantly, they need to have an enjoyable 
time at the game too. If your plot gives their characters desires and goals, 
they are best placed to decide what actions to take to achieve them.

Do not set your crew a predetermined set of actions they must carry 
out, any more than you should players. (Particularly not ‘go in there and 
kill them’.) There will be points where you need to make creatures less 
powerful than they were written and ‘get hit and fall over’ is likely to be 
something you instruct at some point, but allow their characters to react 
and interact with those of the players before then.

We spent several seasons of Omega telling our crew to go and take 
actions that they knew were patently stupid and not what would achieve 
their character goals, until we gradually came to realise they knew far 
more about the game taking place on the ground than we did.

Do not railroad your plot to show your Thing
‘I spent a lot of time making the pretty Thing. It needs to appear and be 
shown to people because it is pretty, but the plot has not gone down the 
route where the Thing appears; I will flange the plot. I made a pretty 
Thing.’

The Thing will still be pretty when you bring it to your next game. 
And no one except you will know it was going to appear, so no one will 
miss it. Do not railroad your plot to show your Thing.

Waking everyone at 6am by banging a tin pan to see the pretty 
Thing which has entered the camp as a valid result of plot probably also 
fails this test at some level …

… and see also ‘I thought up a brilliant game mechanic for Xing. 
So we need X to happen to use the mechanic’. 
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Do not use real blood
Immersion into a game, or film, has been described as slowly pulling 
your audience into the centre of a whirlpool. Things that jar and break 
with the way you have set up your audience interaction push them out of 
the centre, and it takes time to pull them back in.

When your players find someone lying on the ground covered in 
real actual blood, during a game where the (adequate, but not feature 
film) standard of makeup means they know this is not makeup, be pre-
pared for them to drop out of character and try and help what they see as 
an injured member of crew. Yes, it might be a marvellous use of a chance 
nosebleed by the monster, and a brilliantly successful ambush, but the 
players will have been jolted out of their game and so are not reacting in 
character.

It’s an Uncanny Mountain problem—things that seem real will be 
treated as real. Your players are aware they are in a game, which you have 
(consciously or otherwise) established boundaries to. If your attempt to 
add atmosphere and immersion in a way that steps outside those bound-
aries, be prepared for it to break the game, in the same way as pumping 
smoke into a cinema during the screening of a disaster movie would have 
your audience running out.

If you want hyper-reality and total player immersion in their char-
acter, make sure you have prepared safe words and forms of psycholog-
ical warm up and cool downs. Set the boundaries for the players as to 
what is game and what is real.

Do not Let The Vampire Get Away 
(when killing most of the characters gives a good game, and when it does 
not).
The biggest collection of game design mistakes I made was a linear that 
was part of a fest event, written and refereed by me during the event in 
response to player decisions.

The player characters decided they were going to go up to a set of 
caves to find out if it was where a big vampire and its minions (un)lived. 
The monster co-ordinator (the person who briefs the crew on their abili-
ties, goals and tactics) played the character of the Big Ancient Powerful 
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Vampire. Because there was no radio reception in the caves, we decided 
to agree how the cave encounters would take place beforehand (the ones 
on the way we ran with radios).

We discovered the player group were woefully under-resourced, so 
they were told repeatedly during the early stages of the game by a talking 
cup (their guide, played by the referee) that as they stood, they would all 
die if they went up against the vampires. We assumed they would scout a 
little into the caves, find it was the lair, retreat, and return with sufficient 
force and items (there were a hundred other characters and many magic 
items half a mile away).

The player characters decided to go into the caves and destroy the 
Big Ancient Powerful Vampire and its minions, as they had a character/
item that was effectively raw sunshine, so as long as they kept together as 
a group, they had a chance.

They went a bit of a way into the entrance tunnel, hearing scratch-
ing, scraping noises and eerie whispers echoing down, met and eventual-
ly dispatched a minion, came to a fork in the tunnel, picked a direction, 
and all went down it.

The crew, playing vampires, made the perfectly valid in character 
decision that they would wait until the player characters were a little way 
further into the cave complex, then attack from both the front and the two 
rear tunnels (both forks linked to the lair), leaving no escape route.

The player party split into several groups, one with the sunshine 
item, and scattered in three directions, where all tunnels looked the same, 
in a dark cave system which the crew had had an hour and a half to ex-
plore.

Things went better than might be expected—not everybody died 
immediately ...

As I met them, I began to tell the minions to be considerably less 
efficient, the surviving players gradually began to die less quickly (from 
what I could hear from the screams echoing through the complex).

Most of these were minor mistakes… The major mistake, the thing 
that broke the game, was that I decided with the Big Ancient Powerful 
Vampire, that it should make the perfectly reasonable in-character deci-
sion to leave, now its lair had been found, abandoning its minions to their 
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fates, so that a couple of player characters (from around twenty) survived 
at the end of the game.

I had thought the important thing to rescue from the game was not 
to kill all the player characters. It was not. The important thing was for 
the player characters to kill the Big Ancient Powerful Vampire (even if 
that required a Terrible Stupid Error on the part of the Big Ancient Pow-
erful Vampire).

If one character, mortally wounded, had staggered back to the main 
camp, collapsed and died saying ‘we did it’, the players would have taken 
away the narrative that their characters deaths’ had value. Their story arc 
would have ended with ‘So they all died heroines and that is why there 
are no vampires today’. Which is a satisfying ending. The narrative I left 
the players with was: ‘we went in, failed our quest, and we all died for 
no reason’. They were unhappy, because this is not a satisfying ending.

Running a linear game is all about taking your players through a 
story arc to a satisfying story ending. Which is why you should  never let 
the vampire get away.
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A process for writing freeforms
Steve Hatherley

When I started writing freeforms (and I’ve written, co-written, or ed-
ited over thirty) I did not really know what I was doing. Writing my first 
freeform was more than a little daunting – all those characters, rules and 
plots. Where should I start?

I asked people who had written freeforms that I had played in, and 
I did not understand their answers. Partly that was because I was asking 
the wrong questions, and partly the answers made no sense because I did 
not have the experience to understand them. I was asking questions like 
“How do you write characters?” when I did not understand that charac-
ters are not normally the first things written.

So I tried my best. My early freeforms were not awful, but over the 
years I have streamlined things. I now have a process that I follow when 
writing a freeform – and that process guides me from start to finish.

Here, then, for everyone who wants to write a freeform but does 
not know how, is the process I use.

I have used this process numerous times, including at the Peaky 
Writing Weekends (for example Railways and Responsibilities 2004), 
and for Freeform Games’ murder mystery larps (for example Hollywood 
Lies, 2005). For more information about the Peaky Writing Weekends, 
see my article in this volume. 

Most of my freeforms have been co-written with other people. 
Having a process to follow is even more important when you are writing 
with other people as you all need to be pulling in the same direction.
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What is a freeform?

One of the problems with calling these game “freeforms”1 is that not 
everyone understands what I mean. Freeforms larps tend to be defined 
by:

One-shots. Freeforms are not campaigns. You play them once (usually at 
a convention, occasionally elsewhere) and that is it.

Everyone is the star. There are no non-player characters in a freeform. 
Everyone has a full character (or, occasionally, more than one character). 
There is nobody running “monsters” or “npcs.” If there are bad guys, 
then they are players too.

Character backgrounds. Each character has a detailed pre-written 
background (provided by the game authors) with goals and links to peo-
ple they already know.

Plot overload. Freeforms have lots of plots all crammed together – and 
when the game starts there is no telling which way things will go.

Rules light. Some freeforms do not even have rules. What rules they do 
have will be written specifically for the freeform.

Low Combat. Most freeforms have no combat. Where there is combat, 
it is usually resolved using dice or cards.

GM are enablers, not directors. Plot is driven by players, not the GMs. 
The GMs exist to help the players achieve their goals. GMs may have no 
idea of what is really going on.

These are not set in stone and freeforms frequently break these 
rules. In general, however, most freeforms comply with most of these 
definitions.
1 Use of the term freeform in the UK appears to begin with Morgana Cowling’s The Freeform 
Book (1990). The term itself doesn’t mean anything. Sometimes you’ll see freeforms called the-
atre-style larps..
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Freeform writing process

This freeform writing process evolved as a result of writing several 
freeforms, particularly during the annual Peaky Writing Weekends that 
started in 2001. At these writing weekends, teams write a freeform from 
scratch and then run it for the other writing teams, all in a single week-
end. In order to deliver a playable game in time to be run, it helps to have 
a process, and this is the one that I use.

1. Choose a subject

You can pick almost any setting you like – the sheer range of freeforms 
out there is testament to that. However, the things you need to consider 
are:

Duration – Freeforms usually come in one of three sizes – up to 4 hours 
long, up to 8 hours long, or weekend-long extravaganzas. Generally the 
shorter the freeform the easier it is to write, so decide now how long you 
want your game to be.

Characters – There is no right or wrong answer to the question of how 
many characters you should have. However, 10 to 20 characters is a good 
number for a three hour freeform, and in general the more characters 
you have the longer your freeform will take to play. As someone will be 
playing each of your characters, you need to make sure that they are all 
interesting. (Remember – everyone is the star in their own game.)

Gender – I try to be as flexible as possible when it comes to the gender 
of my characters. I do not know where the game will be run, and I can’t 
guarantee who will turn up. As not everyone is comfortable playing a 
character of a different sex, I therefore try to include plenty of gender 
neutral characters. Try to avoid unconsciously assigning them a gender 
and then referring to them as he or she elsewhere (such as on other char-
acter sheets).



Location – Most freeforms can be run in a single room, and generally 
that is the way you want it as that means you will be able to run it more 
often. If your game requires three rooms separated by spiral staircases, 
you will not have many opportunities to run your game. (Prawn (2002) 
requires a swimming pool. Unsurprisingly, I have never heard of it being 
run.)

Interest – Why are your characters present? What stops them from leav-
ing? Are you going to strand them somewhere so they cannot leave? 
Repeatability – How often do you want to run your freeform? Given that 
you will put significant effort into writing your game, you may want to 
run it more than once. If so, you should make it as flexible as possible.
Mechanics and rules – I discuss these in detail below, but you might want 
to think about these things now. What sort of rules are you going to want? 
Combat? Romance? Pig breeding? Railway building?

You do not need to know all the answers to these, but thinking 
about them early means that you can build them into the game as you 
write.

I want to run my games more than once, so I usually limit myself to 
a single room, no more than 25 players and a mix of genders – including 
some gender-neutral characters.

2. Themes

By “theme” I mean whatever it is that you are going to include in 
your game. That includes plots, mechanics, character types and the like. 
Some of it may be colour; some of it may involve convoluted plotting.

At this point you need to list all the themes that suit your setting. 
This list will give you a reference point to return to when you are writing. 
The list of themes is more important when you are co-writing a game, so 
that everyone stays on topic.

As with the number of characters, there is not a right number of 
themes for your game. Freeform writing is more art than science. How-
ever, typically I like to make sure that I initially have at least as many 
themes as characters, and I expect that some will be dropped as writing 
progresses.
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For example, during the writing of Railways and Responsibilities 
(2004), we brainstormed the following themes that we wanted to include 
in our game:

Railway companies, Canals, Army/Navy, Politicians, Royalty
Secret Societies, Engineering, Jane Austen-style social climbing
Religion, Highwaymen, Duelling, Masons, Romance
Poetry, Temperance Movement

Most of them ended up in the game; some were cut during development

3. Character Basics

Now you need to decide what sort of characters you want in your 
freeform. It is best to fix your characters as early as possible as that helps 
when it comes to writing plots. At this point you do not need names, just 
character concepts.

So for Railways and Responsibilities, this is the list of characters 
we decided we needed:

3 railway company owners
3 politicians
1 Prince Regent
5 Route advocates – one for each transport route
1 Engineer
2 Landowners
1 Young Highwayman

We knew we were going to have 16 players for its first run when 
we started writing, and knew that that included four women and one ten-
year old boy. We wanted rival railway company owners, politicians with 
conflicting goals, and landowners who may or may not want the railway 
on their land. The engineer was needed for routes that needed tunnels 
or complex bridges, the Prince Regent for granting royal assent, and the 
young highwayman was for the ten-year old boy.
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Once you have listed out your characters, start linking some of the 
themes (from stage 2) to them. So in the list above, one politician might 
be a religious fanatic whilst another is a secret society member. The en-
gineer might be a poet, and so on.

4. Outline characters

At this point, before you start thinking too deeply about plots, you 
need to know who your characters are. You need this for two reasons:

You need some knowledge of your characters so that when you 
write a plot, you do not put someone in an inappropriate role. So decide 
now who your heroes and villains are. You want to avoid creating fa-
voured characters – characters that get all the best plots at the expense of 
the rest. Outlining your characters now means that you reduce the risk of 
giving all the best plots to any one character. With that in mind, at this 
stage you are writing four things for each character:

• Their public face – how they generally present themselves to 
others. Write this as the paragraph that goes in the cast list (so 
that you only have to write it once).

• Their private face – what the character is really like. 
• Notes on plots they might be interested in.
• The opening paragraph on the character sheet, establishing in 

fairly general terms who the character is and why they are pres-
ent at the freeform. 

• This will set the scene for the rest of the character sheet.

I usually decide on names for my characters at this point as well. Some 
examples:

Bruce Wayne (Batman)
Public face – Millionaire playboy 
Private face – Likes dressing up as a giant bat and fighting crime
Plots – Fighting crime, preventing his secret from coming out
Opening paragraph – You are millionaire playboy Bruce Wayne and you 
live in Wayne Manor with your trusty butler, Alfred. Secretly, you are also 
the vigilante known as The Batman, and you spend much of your consid-
erable fortune on crime-fighting gadgets and gizmos. You are here at the 



Embassy Ball tonight because you were invited by the ambassador – and 
you also suspect that the Joker won’t  be able to resist such a tempting target.

Bill Mitchell (Dave)
Public face – President of the United States of America
Private face – Is really Dave Kovacks, an impersonator
Plots – Running the US government without getting caught, falling in love 
with the First Lady
Opening paragraph – You are Bill Mitchell, the President of the United 
States of America and the most powerful man in the world. Actually, that is 
not strictly true – your real name is Dave Kovacks and you are a look-a-like. 
The real President is off doing something Top Secret, so you’re standing in 
for him.

Lester Burnham (American Beauty)
Public face – Telephone salesman and family man
Private face – Has a crush on one of his daughter’s schoolfriends
Plots – Quitting his job, dysfunctional family, homicidal neighbours
Opening paragraph – You are Lester Burnham, a telephone salesman and 
you are here with your wife and daughter. You are currently going through 
a midlife crisis, and you have a huge crush on your daughter’s best friend.

If you are writing a freeform with someone else, fixing your char-
acters at this point is essential so that everyone is writing about the same 
things. (I have learned this the hard way; if you do not do this you can 
expect to do a lot of editing later on.)

5. Character Sheets

Once you have got the characters straight, do not do anything else 
until you know how you are going to lay out your character sheets. Yes, 
you can let your character sheets evolve as the writing progresses, but I 
prefer to have a fixed idea of what’s going to be on my character sheets 
at this point.

Character sheets vary, but generally they include the following sec-
tions:
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Background – A background story section consisting of a few para-
graphs explaining who that person is, why they are here, and what they 
are trying to achieve.
Other people – A list of other people this character knows. These may or 
may not have already been mentioned in the background. I like to include 
information here that this character knows to help the player strike up a 
conversation.

Goals – Even though the character background provides a character’s 
objectives, I like to see a list of goals. This list acts as a memory jogger – 
as a player I have not got time to read through my character sheet during 
the game to find out why it is I am trying to do what I am trying to do. For 
the same reason, I prefer goals with a few lines of explanation to simple 
bullet points.

Other Information – These may be assorted facts and rumours that the 
character needs to know. If you cannot work them into the background 
without it being too contrived, it might be better to put them into their 
own section. 

Other stuff – Any other sections that your freeform may require.

6. Structure

Before you start writing plots, you should think about the structure of 
your game, the timetable of events and things that are going to happen.

Short games often do not need much of a structure and you will not 
always need one. However, at the very least you need to think about the 
following:

Preparation – How long your freeform takes to set up. (This is critical if 
you are running the game at a convention where you may have a limited 
amount of time to set up.) You may also need to factor in any time for 
your players to read and digest their character sheets (you cannot always 
send them out in advance).
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Start – How your game starts. Is there an event that starts everything off?

The Middle – How much structure (timed events, and so on) you need 
depends entirely on your freeform. If you do have timed events, you 
should have a full timetable that details what happens and when. Your 
plots may amend the timetable as you write them. 
End – How your game ends. Is there something you can do to finish off 
the game, or do you simply end the game when time is up?

Game Wrap – What kind of wrap are you thinking about? Do you ask 
everyone to explain who they are and what are they doing, or do you just 
answer a few questions and retire to the bar to swap war stories? How 
much clearing up time do you need?

7. Plots

Writing plots is the most time consuming section of the process. 
Here is how I write plots.

First, choose a plot. By this point I will have an idea of several plots 
from the themes and the characters. Then I write the basic plot details – 
the overall plot as I know it. (This overview helps if someone else has to 
run the game instead of me and can go in the GM guide.)

As an example, here is the GM’s overview for “The Council of 
Elrond”, a fictional plot for a fictional Middle Earth freeform set in Riv-
endell. 

The Council of Elrond – GM Information: Frodo Baggins has brought the 
One Ring to Rivendell. Elrond has called a secret council which includes 
Gandalf, Boromir, Gimli, Legolas, Strider, Frodo and Samwise. The purpose 
of the council is to determine the fate of the One Ring, and who is going to 
take ownership of the One Ring. It should take no more than 30 minutes.

Then I take each character, and write what they know from their 
perspective. I write this so that it can be cut and pasted directly onto the 
character sheet – including background, goals, “other people” and what-
ever else is on the character sheet. (This is why I decide the layout of my 
character sheets in advance.)
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Plots must have conflict, so you need to ensure that characters in a 
particular plot have conflicting goals. So for the Council of Elrond plot 
described above, here is some of Elrond’s plot information2.

Elrond – Background: Frodo Baggins, a hobbit from the Shire, has brought 
the One Ring to Rivendell on the instructions of Gandalf the Grey. The ring 
cannot stay in Rivendell and must be destroyed, and can only be destroyed 
by casting it into the fires of Mount Doom in Mordor.
However, the journey will be perilous and as the time of elves is passing, 
others must take on this burden. You have therefore invited representatives 
of the other races to a council to decide the fate of the ring.

Elrond – Information: The One Ring was forged by the dark lord Sauron 
as a master ring that controls the other rings of power. The One Ring is con-
stantly trying to find its way to its master, and can corrupt the weak-minded. 

Elrond – Goals: Chair the council and ensure that the One Ring leaves 
Rivendell in the possession of someone who will take it to Mount Doom and 
destroy it. 

Elrond – Other People: Boromir – you have invited Boromir from the 
realm of Gondor to represent men on your council. However, as you know 
from experience, men are weak and no doubt Boromir is as well.

I would then do the same for all the other characters in the plot. 
Other characters will also know about the One Ring, but their goals 
might be different, such as “Make sure that the One Ring does not end up 
in the hands of elves” (Gimli) or “The ring is a great weapon of power 
and should be used against its master” (Boromir).

Once the plot is written out, I then copy the relevant section to the 
character sheets. Quite often, some of your characters will have similar 
perspectives on the plot, so you can just cut and paste sections and just 
change a few names and other details. However, don’t do this too much – 
try and make sure that everyone has a unique view on events.

Some editing is inevitable, so that it all makes coherent sense. For 
example, Elrond might know the following about Strider: “Strider’s real 

2 Elrond will know about all the characters invited to the council, but I’ve only included a few 
examples here.
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name is Aragorn, son of Arathon – he is Isildur’s heir and the rightful 
king of Gondor. Strider is in love with Arwen, your daughter.” The first 
sentence might come from “The King of Gondor” plot, while the second 
is from “Aragorn and Arwen.” 

Note: Some freeform authors take a slightly different approach by 
writing their plots out in bullet points, and then expanding them in full 
when they come to write the character sheets. The advantage of this is 
that each character is written by a single person and has a consistent 
‘voice’ (particularly if you are writing as a team). I find that a disadvan-
tage of this is that when I’m writing plots, I will invent interesting details 
that I then need to copy into the other characters for consistency – and I 
find that easier to do when I am writing the plot sections all at the same 
time. But apart from that the broad process is the same.

The plot matrix

As I mentioned above, everyone is the star in a freeform, and it is 
important that everyone has a reasonably even distribution of plots. To 
manage this, I use a plot matrix.

I create a simple table with characters down the side and plots 
across the top. For each plot, I then take each character and score their 
role in that plot as follows:

 
5 – The character is likely to spend a significant amount of time in the game 
dealing with this plot.
3 – The character has some involvement in the plot and is likely to spend some 
time involved with it.
1 – The character has some knowledge, but no real involvement.

For each character, this then gives you an overall score which indi-
cates that character’s overall involvement in the freeform. The important 
thing is that everyone has a similar overall level of involvement.

For characters with low scores, either write more plots involving 
those characters, or write them into existing plots.

In the example plot matrix below (for the Middle Earth game dis-
cussed above), Legolas (currently with a score of 4) clearly needs more 
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plot. To address this, it might be possible to give him a key role in the 
Gollum plot.

Although balancing plots is mostly judgement, I try to make sure 
that each character has one or more plots that score 5 for them – some-
thing that I know will keep them involved during the game.

The Council 
of Elrond Gollum Aragorn 

& Arwen
The King 
of Gondor Total

Frodo 3 5 8

Gandalf 5 3 3 1 12

Aragorn 3 5 3 11

Boromir 3 5 5 13

Elrond 5 1 5 11

Legolas 3 1 4

Arwen 1 5 3 8

Figure 1 - Middle Earth Plot Matrix

8. Rules and Mechanics

My guiding principle when it comes to rules and mechanics is to 
use as few as possible. Freeforms are primarily about roleplaying – and 
mechanics are rarely that.

Having said that, freeforms sometimes benefit from a handful of 
mechanics. I have played both rules-less games that could have done 
with a mechanic or two, and rules-heavy games that could have been a 
bit lighter. It’s a rare case that everyone needs to know all the rules and 
there is a lot of merit in only giving the rules to those players who need 
to know them. For example, if your game includes warring armies, then 
only the generals will need to know the detailed army rules.



Rules serve several purposes. They can be used to add structure to 
a game. For example, I have played games where voting a new Prime 
Minister or Emperor is a key part of the game. The whole election pro-
cess then becomes part of your structure. Hollywood Lies (2005) includes 
a movie making game where at the end of the game the players act out a 
scene from their movie and vote for the best performances.

Rules can emphasise the setting. Midsummer Mischief (1998) is set 
in the world of P G Wodehouse’s leisured upper class. Midsummer Mis-
chief’s romance mechanic is designed so that young men inadvertently 
propose to young women, much as they do in the stories.

Mechanics can strengthen some characters. I try and give weaker 
characters (those scoring least on the plot matrix) the best abilities (see 
below).

Mechanics can pad out a game. It’s true, mechanics do take up 
playing time and if you’ve got a very light freeform you can pad it out 
with mechanics. This isn’t something I recommend…

The best rules are self-governing and require as little GM input as 
possible. I find that as a GM I am usually very busy – and that’s without 
having to spend time adjudicating rules.

While there are a number of standard rules and mechanics that I 
tend to see time and again (such as contingency envelopes, ability cards, 
scissors-paper-stone) there is also a standard rule set called Rules to Live 
By (2001). However, Rules to Live By is not for everyone, and I person-
ally don’t think it is particularly well suited to a stand-alone game. Here 
are some other rules and mechanics that I recommend instead:

Combat – Combat tends to be very abstract in freeforms and uses scis-
sors-paper-stone or playing cards. This is often because freeforms are 
played in confined spaces (often inside) where there isn’t room for such 
combat.

Abilities – these are specific abilities or tricks that can be used to cover a 
wide range of situations and I use them in many of my freeforms. Some 
example abilities:
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Friendly with the staff: You are friendly with some of the staff, and 
everyone talks in front of them. If you see a player talking to a GM 
you may play this card and the GM will tell you what they were talk-
ing about.
Astute judge of character: You are an astute judge of character: an-
other player must reveal their Secret to you.
Cunning disguise: Your time on the stage has served you well and 
you can disguise your appearance so that you look exactly like some-
one else. This lasts for five minutes only.

Contingency Envelopes – These are envelopes with “Open if you see an 
item with a red crescent” or “Open when you meet character #17” written 
on them. Contingency envelopes can be used to stagger information, and 
they can also be used to provide information as a game progresses and a 
character achieves something. I like contingency envelopes, but I don’t 
like opening them when they have little of value in them – so generally I 
try to ensure they contain something worthwhile.

Romance – Romance as a mechanism forces different people to inter-
act who otherwise might not. A typical romance mechanic works so that 
characters who fall in love must share goals. I’ve played in games where 
some of the romances have been pre-written (Romeo and Juliet type 
characters, for example), and games where they are all random. Random 
romances can have unexpected consequences as unlikely characters can 
fall in love. I don’t usually include romance as a mechanic in a short 
game – there is rarely time and romance seems to suit the pace of a longer 
game better.

Board games – Some freeforms use board games for specific mechanics. 
For example, Home of the Bold (1992) used Reiner Knizia’s Ave Caesar 
to simulate a chariot race. If you’re writing a long game (say over four 
hours), using or adapting existing board games can be a quick way to 
write mechanics.

In general, however, keep rules and mechanics simple. Freeforms 
are supposed to be roleplaying games, after all.
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9. Background

At some point you will need to write background information for 
your freeform. The most important thing about writing backgrounds is to 
make them accessible (more on that below). While you will create some 
background information for your plots, you will also usually need some 
general background about the world in which your freeform is set. There 
are broadly two types of information you will need:

The general background that is available to everyone. This can of-
ten be included in the pre-game information that is available when play-
ers sign up to your game.

Background specific to certain groups. For example, members of a 
secret society will need to know how the society functions and its objec-
tives in the game.

The second type of background can be written as separate sheets, 
which can then be given to the appropriate characters. Organising the 
information this way (rather than including it on the character sheets) 
means that you only have to edit it once if a change is needed. It also 
means that if you are careful, you can add more members to the group 
(for example by just giving other characters the appropriate information 
sheet). 

My preference, as both a writer and a player, is for an easily digest-
ible background. This is particularly true for a four-hour game where I 
don’t have the time to memorise a deep and intricate background infor-
mation.

When writing a background, keep in mind that it’s only purpose is 
so that the game can be played – not to explain every last detail of history. 
Very few players need to know minutiae – most just need a broad under-
standing. Or in other words, make it accessible. This is why I recommend 
writing the background so late in the process – it is only at the end that 
you know how much or how little background the players will need.

When writing a game set in a recognisable world (such as for Star 
Wars or Middle Earth or even just the modern day) you should be aware 
that not everyone will know the background as well as you. Fans will 
know the detail – but you can almost guarantee that at least one of your 
players won’t know the background (or won’t know much about which-
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ever aspect of modern life that your game is centred around). So make 
sure that your background information contains enough information for 
someone who knows nothing to play the game.

My aim for a freeform background is to summarise it on a side of 
paper – about five hundred words. Longer games might need a bit more, 
but five hundred words for a three hour game should be about right.

10. Finishing Off

One of the arts of writing freeforms is knowing when to stop. How 
do I know that I’ve written enough? Do I need to write a bit more – just 
in case?

This isn’t an easy question to answer, but I prefer games where 
there is too much going on rather than too little. So if there’s any doubt, 
add a bit more in. (It’s not the end of the world if not everything in your 
freeform isn’t used – and that’s certainly better than players standing 
around with nothing to do.)

Think about the games you’ve enjoyed playing the most. How 
much information did they have?

Once you have decided that you have done enough, there are still a 
few tasks that you have to do:

Read through each character and ask yourself “Is this character fun 
to play? Do they have enough to do?” If you’re not 100% sure that the 
answer is “Yes,” then you will need to make a few changes. The easiest 
change to give the character a few really good abilities so that they will 
have fun things to do even if they are a little light on the plot. At worst, 
you might have to rewrite certain plots.

Carry out the “I’m from abroad” test. This test involves reading 
through the game pretending that you are from abroad. This test checks 
to see that you’re not making too many assumptions about culture and 
history.

You can’t proofread your own work so get someone to do that for 
you. You will be amazed at how many inconsistencies proofreading picks 
up.

Once you have done that, you are ready to print. And once you 
have printed it all out you are ready for your first run. But that’s another 
topic completely...
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This article has been published on the Internet, and previously as “The Free-
form Writing Process” in Issue #1 of The Gazebo: https://issuu.com/the_gazebo/
docs/the_gazebo. It has been revised and updated for The Peckforton Papers.
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I am the author of my fate
 Some thoughts player agency and 

its interaction with narrative

Ellen Green

“When Larp is escapism, it isn’t from being miserable, it’s from being help-
less” 

Zoe McAuley, 2016.

Everyone larps for different reasons, and everyone is looking for differ-
ent things in their games. There is no One True Way. But years of listen-
ing to froth and talking to people about the games they enjoy has yielded 
some common threads. People want to feel like their character mattered. 
Like they had an impact, for good or bad. It is easy to understand why; in 
real life we have a limited ability to change the world around us. In real 
life I can not lead a rebellion or solve my problems with a dagger in the 
night. In most larps I am never helpless, there is always something I can 
do. Whether or not it will succeed, it will have an impact. My choices 
will matter. This, in a nutshell, is the concept of player agency. It is what 
separates larp from scripted theatre. Player agency is one of those terms 
that gets thrown around a lot in UK larp circles, but people never seem 
to really agree on what it means. In this paper I will seek to define player 
agency and look at how it interacts with narrative structure in game de-
sign. 

In its most basic form, agency means that the outcome of any action 



in larp is uncertain in advance. Players should have an idea of likely con-
sequences for actions, and I am not saying that you can not plan ahead, 
but what the players actually choose to do should impact the game. Even 
in the most basic scenario, players should have the option of failure or 
success, each with consequences that are conducive to game play. If a 
game creator includes a big world ending button, they have to be ready 
for players to push it.   

One of the most common misconceptions about agency is that it is 
the same as choice, that sandbox games with very little narrative struc-
ture are inherently more agency filled than those that limit the player’s 
actions. While choice and agency are inexorably intertwined, they are not 
the same thing. In order for choice to convey agency, it must be mean-
ingful. Take for instance the video game Skyrim (Bethesda, 2011). It is an 
open world rpg, a massive sandbox of procedurally generated1 quests and 
beautiful locations to explore. It would be impossible to say that Skyrim 
does not give the player every choice and chance of customisation. No 
two playthroughs of Skyrim are going to look the same, the vast permu-
tations of choices from character build and equipment to which quests 
you do is simply too large. But I would argue that Skyrim is a game with 
very little player agency. The outcomes of the quest-lines are the same 
pretty much no matter what you do, your only real choice is accepting 
them or not. Any consequences to your actions are incredibly superficial. 
The story does not change. It is true that the main quest has a few differ-
ent branches, but on the whole, one game of Skyrim will have the same 
narrative as another.

Contrast this with Fallout: New Vegas (Bethesda, 2010). New Ve-
gas has a somewhat smaller world, quests are not procedurally generated 
and the game has a much more set endpoint that Skyrim. It is less of a 
sandbox, and while it by no means is a railroad, the narrative has much 
tighter limits on what you can and cannot do. As a result of this, the 
choices you have matter. Helping out one faction will make other factions 
hostile, or destroy them in extreme cases. It is very easy to lock yourself 
out of certain endings part way through. Most of the quests have multiple 
methods of resolution (as opposed to the very binary ‘take quest: kill 
enemy’-model Skyrim uses) and your method of resolution often changes 
1 In computing, procedural generation is a method of creating data algorithmically as opposed to 
manually. In video games, it is used to automatically create large amounts of content in a game.
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the game around you. Simply put, the game reacts to the way you are 
playing it in a way that Skyrim does not. The player’s companion might 
leave if they join the wrong faction or start acting in a way the companion 
does not approve of. Certain factions and non-player characters (NPC)s 
will change their behaviour based on the player’s choices. The narrative 
is shaped by the player’s input. 

It is interesting, because agency is often seen as being at odds with 
narrative structure. Players are unpredictable beasts, and often there is a 
large disconnect between the information referees (refs) think is out in 
the game and what the players are acting on, simply because any infor-
mation goes through several filters: out of character (OOC) to in char-
acter (IC), NPC or document to player, player to player. Players have a 
habit of lying to each other, forgetting or stressing different parts of any 
given point of information. Nuance and detail often shift in unexpected 
ways. To put it bluntly, people are people. You can not expect them to 
follow a script you have not given them. In a story or a play it is easy to 
be sure the captain will decide she wants to fight the dark lord and use his 
well known weakness to poetry against him. In a game the captain may 
decide to make a deal with him, or think that his weakness is actually ros-
es. She may decide to let the world burn because she is more interested 
in pursuing that one bit of personal plot. And that is her choice. Part of 
running larp is understanding that players won’t always make the choices 
you think they will.

That does not mean your game can not have narrative structure. 
Indeed, as stated above, a game with no limits on what its players can do 
actually has very little agency because none of those choices are mean-
ingful if they do not have consequences. The trick is to separate the things 
you can control from the things you can not. You will never be able to 
control the players. That is the first lesson every ref should learn. They 
are people, not pawns. They will surprise you. You can control NPCs and 
the world setting. If it makes sense for something the refs control to react 
to player action, then it should. If the players kill the leader of a rival 
nation, it makes sense that that nation will retaliate. Actions should have 
consequences, and those consequences should make sense. 

It is important to create a wider and consistent game world, so that 
when players do end up doing something you do not expect, the reaction 
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can be generated in a way that fits with the game. It is OK for things not 
to work, players frequently try strange things that to a ref do not seem 
to make any logical sense, but you should not reject every idea that does 
not fit into the mould you set out with. Having a consistent setting will 
allow you to judge what works and what does not and let you reward 
player initiative without it feeling like a participation award. The keys 
to creating a consistent setting lie with the ref team. Communication, as 
in all things, is key. All members of the ref team should be on the same 
page about how the setting and system work. Alternately, having refs 
each responsible for sections of the game is a method of creating internal 
consistency, but it is still vital that everyone has at least some idea of the 
bigger picture if you want to make sure the players are getting consistent 
information.

It is important that the complete narrative of the game is not fixed 
before time in. Trying to force players into certain actions and retcon-
ning2 to fix things you had not thought of will result in angry, disgruntled 
players. I stopped playing games for several years because a ref massive-
ly mishandled the fear I might step off the predetermined path by pulling 
me out of the game and telling me I was going to ruin the event. Even 
horror games with themes of disempowerment and loss of agency should 
still react to some extent to player action, even if some of that reaction is 
in the form of harsh and negative consequences. 

Right to failure is as much a part of player agency as right to suc-
cess. For example, players might be surrounded by eldritch horrors that 
they can not hope to fight. If a player decide that they want to try to fight 
anyway, that is their choice. Respect it and react accordingly (i.e. let them 
have the martyr’s death they have opted for).

Characters may fail for many reasons, and as a ref it is almost im-
possible to tell the difference. The first reason is the challenge may be set 
too hard. It happens, we all misjudge sometimes. Another reason might 
be that the player has decided, for whatever reason, that their character 
will fail this challenge. It is also possible that the player has decided 
that it makes sense for their character to actively sabotage any chance 
of success. If as a ref you make sure the players auto-win any challenge, 
you are eliminating option 1 at the cost of options 2 and 3. And while 
2 Retcon v. revise (an aspect of a fictional work) retrospectively, typically by claiming previously 
described events did not happen.
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winning is fun, it is less fun once players realise there was never a chance 
of failure. It is very immersion breaking for the refs to suddenly tell you 
that you can not do something because they want to make sure the play-
ers ‘win’ or to have consequences that were described as deadly nerfed to 
a slight slap on the wrist because players did not manage to do the thing. 
If you are worried about failure not being fun for players, a much better 
option is simply to make sure the consequences are playable. Things can 
be horrible IC and still very fun OOC. 

Along with a right to fail, games should include a right to succeed. 
Even at horror games or grim games designed to be about failure and 
loss, the outcome should not be set before time in. Again, that does not 
mean players should always win, or anything they try should work, but 
the game fundamentally needs to react to them, not the idea of them that 
the refs had in mind before time in. 

The key to maintaining a high level of agency in games is simply 
to react to the players. It is vital not to get overly attached to one idea 
of how the event will go; as common wisdom states, no plot survives 
contact with the players. React to what the players do, make sure your 
world setting is consistent enough that you can figure out the logical con-
sequences of player action. The story that comes out of the combination 
of the world the refs have built and the characters the players bring will 
always be enriched by the two working together rather than at odds. It 
can be terrifying letting go of the illusion of control and accepting that 
the players will ultimately do things that are unexpected and at odds with 
the original ideas for the event, but it is much better to accept this than 
to try to force the players back on the predetermined path after they have 
left it in play. 

The hallmarks of low-agency games are often seen mainly when 
players transgress the invisible boundaries. The key in that sentence is in-
visible. It is unreasonable to expect players to know the exact course the 
refs have decided the game will go, and to punish them not for breaking 
any game rules, but rather due to a failure to view the game in the exact 
same light as the ref team. The most invasive is the retcon, or the idea that 
something never happened. This is often a knee jerk reaction, and can be 
implemented in both OOC (let us just pretend that did not happen) and IC 
(time travel! A wizard did it!) ways. The main problem with retconning is 
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that it not only invalidates the actions of the player, but also all roleplay 
that has happened around that action. It can be really disheartening if 
players have worked really hard to achieve something IC and the refs 
turn around only to say that it does not fit with the narrative they want. 
Ignoring player actions is a less disruptive, but no less damaging, way of 
dealing with the situation, and is normally tied into players’ right to fail. 
As odd as it may seem, having failures recognised and acknowledged 
tends to make for a much better game than brushing them under the car-
pet. Player actions should have reactions, even if those reactions are not 
positive, or if it means deviating from the original plan of the event. 

I would argue that no game functions without an illusion of agency, 
but how thorough that illusion has to be is variable. Low agency games 
certainly exist within UK larp, and some people enjoy them immensely. 
From a ref perspective I can see the advantages of low agency games. 
They contain fewer unknowns, you are less likely to be caught flat-foot-
ed. They can give better scope for set pieces and special effects. You can 
make sure the players see the cool thing, and that the story is narratively 
satisfying. It all depends on what people are looking for. 

The UK larp scene has a problem with advertising. It is often very 
difficult to tell high agency games apart from low agency games from a 
game pitch. The larp culture refs come from often informs their opinions 
on agency, and talking to game designers, people often do not necessarily 
think about their game design in those terms. Certainly, there is not a lot 
of agreement in the community about what the term agency means. How-
ever, no one is happy finding themselves at a game that is the opposite 
model of what they want. I will be as frustrated with hitting an invisible 
wall as other players might be at failing in a high agency game. It is all a 
matter of perspective and communication. No matter what is being run, 
advertising must be very clear about the design ethos. Players can then 
decide for themselves if the game is for them. 

It is important to have a measure of trust in players. Players know 
what they will find fun and their actions, no matter how random they 
might seem to a ref, are motivated. What one person finds fun will be 
another person’s nightmare. When game runners try to ‘correct’ for fun 
by removing agency, they can actually be doing quite a bit of damage 
to that player’s game. It can be stressful sometimes when players derail 
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plans or put themselves in a situation where they can not logically win. 
But in the end larp is about experience, and if players have no power to 
shape that experience for themselves then there is little point in going to a 
larp rather than participating in theatre. Larp can be many things; collab-
orative storytelling to a competitive game, a social jaunt to a horror filled 
weekend with no food and no sleep, but in all cases the players should 
feel like participants in their own stories, not an audience unable to affect 
the world around them. 
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The campaign for LRP not larp
Leah Tardivel, Mark Nichols, and Thomas E Hancocks

The debate about whether Live Action Role-Playing should be shortened 
to LRP or LARP has been raging for years. The editors of The Peckforton 
Papers decided to go with the acronym used in the Nordic larp books 
of recent years—larp—but this decision was met with some resistance. 
The founders of one larp company—Mandela LRP—opted to remove the 
term from their article, using ‘events’ or ‘games’ consistently throughout, 
rather than change their spelling of the name of our shared hobby. We 
decided to ask them why. 

1) You are adamant about the use of the acronym LRP to describe larp. 
Can you explain why this is?

Mark Nichols: So simply put it was LRP when I started doing it, it has 
not changed meaningfully so it is still LRP. The first instance I saw of 
adding the ‘a’ into the initials was in the Mind’s Eye Theatre rulebook 
when that first came out in the UK; I hated those rules so it became a 
point of comedy contention to maintain distance. (I also found it funny 
that they added the A for action, and had less physical action. :))

Thomas E. Hancocks: I feel that the ‘a’ for ‘action’ is not always rele-
vant to the game being played. Where it is used to denote a ‘live-action’ 
game from the tabletop roleplaying experience it has some weight, but 
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games like Vampire: The Masquerade make use of ‘non-live’ mechanics 
for combat. Certainly there is some merit in adding an ‘a’ if your event 
specifically has fighting in it, but it is not necessary and it is common 
for organisers to communicate the level of threat via other means (for 
instance as ‘high-combat, low-threat’ events). I would also propose that 
we could drop the ‘l’ as, when compared to tabletop games, the roleplay-
ing we engage in is almost exclusively live and continuous throughout 
the game. When playing D&D the roleplaying you (might) engage in is 
broken by dice rolls, GM descriptions, and extensive consultation with 
rulebooks and stat sheets.

The ‘a’ is also of little use in parlour games, banquets or other 
social events where there is no ‘active’ combat or fighting. I think the 
distinction is different with regards to television and film, where we see 
Disney producing ‘live-action’ films or TV series of previously animated 
stories or comic books (which still make heavy use of animation, albeit 
of the computer generated kind).

Mark: I was having a thought about distinctions this morning. While I 
do not think that the use of ‘a’ adds or even should add any measure of 
action, I was thinking a more fun distinction would be LIVE ACTION—
as in acted out with live people acting like a TV show rather than ani-
mation (or in this case imagination) vs LIVE- acted out on the fly with 
no rehearsal or idea what to expect, kinda like live TV, being broadcast 
live with no opportunity to correct mistakes. I get that live TV does have 
rehearsals but it could be a fun distinction for games that allow pre-plan-
ning of scenes, and knowledge of the plot etc. Not that I would push for 
this as a distinction though.

Leah Tardivel: The ‘a’ does not add anything. The action is implied. 
There is no situation in which the ‘a’ adds anything to the definition. The 
‘a’ does tend to reinforce the idea that LRP is about the action, which in 
a lot of games is taken to be the violence. The emphasis on the action can 
actively make a game worse by not encouraging people to explore the 
other elements of the game. 

In my mind the best games are written with a far more compre-
hensive outlook. LRP is a much more inclusive name. The ‘a’ feels both 
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superfluous and misleading. 

2) You point out that the bulk of games in the UK refer to themselves as 
LRP rather than LARP (or even larp). Why is this important and why do 
you and other organisers not join the global larp community?

Mark:  Most UK games use LRP simply because that is what it 
was to us when we started so we kept it. I also think (anecdotally) that in 
the UK we tend to use lots of different names for associated larp alikes, 
we have freeform for example; it is totally LRP but it grew from a dif-
ferent offshoot and is only relatively recently coming back into the larp 
grouping it feels.

Why do they not join us? I think we are in the global community, 
I just do not think they are so stupid that they can not understand that 
people have different words for things.

I think that it is fine to have different names for the same things, it 
is cultural. People do not seriously shout out against it in Coventry when 
we order chip batches; in other places you buy cobs, barm cakes, rolls, 
buns baps etc. It is just about where you are from, and on some level 
trying to remove those cultural factors feels like trying to homogenise the 
hobby rather than expressing its various facets. France still call the hobby 
“GN” (Grandeur Nature)1 do they not?

Leah: We speak the language of the country we are in. It is our cul-
ture, and our heritage. Also, it amuses me that the ‘action’ arrived with 
something that used paper-scissors-stone as a combat system. That is the 
opposite of action. It is like they had to include the ‘a’ to try and hide their 
own deficiency. 

We do have our own LRP culture here. We have got a wide range 
of games running that are influenced by all sorts of different systems and 
people. You would not tell us we had to change our games to match a dif-
ferent way of doing things so why would you say we should change the 
name of what we do? We are part of the global LRP community. We talk 
to people the world over about our games. Using a different name does 
not stop that. Most people do not even seem to notice that UK games tend 
to use LRP instead of larp. 
1 jeu de rôle grandeur nature 
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3) Your campaign against LARP (or for LRP) is both very serious and not 
serious at all, can you explain that?

Thomas: It is funny that some people get so serious about the use of 
‘LARP’. It is comical to help them perpetuate their adamant refusal to 
use ‘LRP’. Plus we are correct in the use of LRP so must defend the 
position on principle.

Mark:  It is serious in that we will defend the fact that LRP is a perfectly 
appropriate term for the hobby, and will fight against anyone trying to say 
it is not and it is wrong or whatever. It is not at all serious in that it is a 
silly name for a silly hobby and it does not matter even one little bit, but 
I will still fight about it :)

Ian Knope of ‘Having A Larp’ always said he switched from LRP to 
Larp with the advent of lead replacement petrol and the Internet messing 
up search results Using larp for him was important to drive his business, 
but we never needed that so it was unimportant to us. People knew what 
games we were running.

Leah: We are people who like games. We take our fun very seriously. 
It amuses us to campaign hard to keep our local language alive, and it 
appears to amuse people to argue the other way as well. We have taken 
a stand and said this is who we are. If we do not take ourselves seriously 
then how can we expect anyone else to?

It also leads to a lot of fun. I have met so many new people. We 
run the LRP awards each year (at the same time and in the same place as 
the larp awards. It is a beacon of cross lingual cooperation). The benefits 
I get from being part of the LRP campaign make it totally worth being 
serious about it. 

4) If LRP is the correct name for it, can we still have larpers and larping?

Thomas: Why not? When written I think LRPers and LRPing are fine. 
In spoken conversation pronouncing the three letters individually is awk-
ward and I think I would let it slip. But then I also say I am going to a 
roleplaying event or game.
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Mark: You can call it anything you like, if the inclusion or exclusion of a 
letter or some capitalisation is too hard to cope with then I suggest never 
talking to an American Larper about armour (armor) or their characteri-
sation (characterization).

Leah: You can have them. You are wrong, but you can use them if you 
want. It is LRPer and LRPing. They are acronyms so when pronouncing 
it you can pronounce it as if it had an ‘a’, however, it is spelt without it 
because that is how an acronym works. 

Yes you can still have larpers and larping. I think you are wrong 
and I will tell you I think you are wrong, but that does not mean you can 
not do it. 

5)  Why has the debate lasted as long as it has? Is there any end to it?

Thomas: It will only end when everyone exclusively uses LRP and ad-
mits that they were wrong to ever consider LARP an appropriate term.

Mark: It amuses us. I expect we will die or get bored at some point, 
and then there may or may not be someone else who can pretend to care 
enough to carry on arguing on the Internet.

Leah: People like tribes. Conflict is entertaining. It is interesting watch-
ing the discussion develop and it is good to discuss things. I enjoy the 
debate for the several of the same reasons I like LRPing. I hope it does 
not end. The annual LRP campaign t-shirts are amazing. 
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Immersive, interactive, in-character:
larp edges into mainstream entertainment

Harry Harrold

I am sat where it all began. For values of “it” and “all” that are argu-
able, for sure, but they are certainly true for me. The entire family tree 
of Treasure Traps; Durham, Cambridge and late-lamented Birmingham 
(in no particular order), of Labyrinthe, of fests and of Fools and Heroes, 
maybe. Of a small Norfolk system called Overkill where I first ran line-
ars, absolutely. Of the live-combat side of larp in the UK, probably.

I am leaching Peckforton Castle’s wifi with a pint of Estrella and a 
laptop, sat in what was the “smoke room” in the original Treasure Trap’s 
“basic” adventure. Back in the day, monster weapons were coated with 
paint, and a ref checked if you had been hit with red for a small amount 
of damage, black for a lot more or even green for poison. The staff blame 
the paint that still marks the walls in “off limits” areas on “an American 
paintball company.” I am unconvinced, but better an unnamed company 
than an entire hobby which happened to be born here. Right now it’s a 
luxury wedding venue. It would make an excellent phys-rep for a College 
of Wizardry, but would need a ticket price to match and I am sure it would 
be worth that.

Next year, I hope to be sitting in a hotel in Walt Disney World, 
just starting out on an experience where I am in character for a couple of 
days, immersed in a Star Wars themed environment, interacting with Star 
Wars universe characters, and inspired to change my own and others’ nar-
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ratives with my actions. The kind of thing their 2013 patent and the news 
stories since then have fanned as rumour, delivering storytelling through 
emerging technology, I think they call it these days.

In the 35 years since I started larp, the mainstream has been em-
bracing bits and pieces of the hobby. I did not notice for years, but now 
it is hard not to. “Immersive”, and “interactive” appear with increasing 
regularity in advertisements for various types of live entertainment. I 
have seen them used to describe theatre, cinema, music from classical to 
art-rock, newer forms such as Escape Rooms, Zombie Runs and what we 
would once have simply called Haunted Houses. The words “immersive” 
and “interactive” mean more to more people. 

There is a bit of the mainstreaming of parts of geek culture that 
can be traced from Harry Potter, bless ’im, the cinematic release of Lord 
of the Rings, Game of Thrones and the re-birth of Star Wars. There is 
something in individualised or even mass-customised experiences vs. 
commodified digital delivery of the same entertainment to everyone.

In this article, I will place larp in a landscape of other events I have 
been to that are a little bit “larpy”: immersive, interactive, and maybe 
even a little bit in-character…

Immersive

By this term, the mainstream tends to mean an activity happening 
in an environment which is authentic to a setting, with people who are 
dressed and act authentically to the setting. Note, “a” setting – Plunkett 
and Maclean is my favourite example – it’s lousy at being authentic to 
Regency Britain, but it’s fabulously authentic to “Plunkett and Macleany 
Britain,” an altogether better place in which to play. They do not mean 
mentally immersed, or at least I do not think they do, with a very few ex-
ceptions I have come across, they also do not mean “in character” - more 
on that later.

Punchdrunk is a well-funded theatre company with a magnificent-
ly executed schtick; the audience moves. Not merely in the sense that a 
promenade performance moves; where the audience move at the prompt-
ing, urging or instruction of ushers. Punchdrunk audiences simply wan-
der about. Punchdrunk shows are unique to their environments, which 
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are simply stunning. I have been to two of their shows for adults. The 
Masque of the Red Death took elements from Edgar Allan Poe stories, 
and wove them round Battersea Arts centre. The Drowned Man created 
a Hollywood cinema studio with accompanying trailer park and town in 
the shell of a disused Royal Mail sorting office.The attention to detail in 
the set dressing in particular verged on the obsessive; with documents, 
letters, and props all forming part of the story.

As a member of the audience at a Punchdrunk event you are im-
mersed in the story, in that you have a physical presence where you wish 
to be. You are certainly in a place which is itself part of the action. You 
are all given white masks, so you were all blank faces staring at the ac-
tion. At Masque of the Red Death, you were given black robes if you wer-
en’t dressed for the time, so many of you were raven-like, flocking round 
points of interest. What you experience is (probably) unique because you 
move at your whim.

Secret Cinema create immersive experiences based on films. You 
show up, you are in a space appropriate to the film, then you watch the 
film. Some actors do some stuff appropriate to the film. Back in the day, 
you never knew what the film was. You showed up, not knowing what to 
expect, they took you somewhere, you watched something.

Now, that is pretty cool, but what I think they realised is that an 
immersive experience needs the people as well as the environment to be 
dressed right, and act right. So nowadays their blockbuster shows tell you 
what you are going to see, how to look, and there are crew about to give 
you something to interact with before the film. I’ve only been to a couple: 
Empire Strikes Back, and Moulin Rouge.

The immersive element before Empire Strikes Back was the setting 
of the original Star Wars story: Tatooine, a couple of shuttle runs, and 
the Death Star. The set was simply stunning, and it turned out there were 
enough geek-sci-fi-fans around for the audience to look good too. When 
we landed in Mos Eisley, my inner seven year old just stumbled about 
open-mouthed, when we walked into the cantina with the diddly diddly 
music playing, he was slack-jawed, when we got to use Jedi mindtricks 
on a stormtrooper, he was in seventh heaven, when the Death Star pulled 
us in a tractor beam, he was punch-drunk with experience-shock, and 
when a life-size x-wing executed an attack run over our heads, he actual-
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ly exploded. It was pretty awesome.
Moulin Rouge was a film-set street in Mountmatre: a couple of 

bars, a stage and a dancehall with double level seating they managed to 
hide until we entered the Moulin Rouge itself. It was a beautifully effec-
tive use of space, and we were moved round impeccably, to the extent 
that I only really noticed what they were doing on my third run, when I 
went with a more analytical frame of mind, and a more analytical com-
panion. It was not – to look back critically – as immersive as the set for 
Empire Strikes Back. What I think made it, were the other people. Every-
one I noticed had gone to town on costume, in a setting where, unlike 
Empire Strikes Back, there are some easily accessible tropes: “posh” or 
“performer” are pretty easy to do, steampunk fits, if you feel the need, 
and low status male at least is a charity shop standard. The audience got 
(physically) immersed amongst a whole pack of other folk who had also 
gone to town on their look.

That physical immersion is one of the elements I prize in larp. Yes, 
you can patch anything with imagination, and yes, in most games I run 
you need to. But I think imagination is overrated in larp. What sets larp 
apart from tabletop roleplaying is physical presence, and there are stories 
to be told where tabletop is simply a better vehicle. Let it have them, and 
reserve larp for the stories it tells best, the ones where participants can 
be physically immersed in an environment and where physicality plays 
its own part in how the story unfolds. Like a Punchdrunk show, in fact, 
where the experience is unique precisely because participants define it by 
exactly where they move to and when. 

Like my first linear way back in the day at Peckforton, where I 
arrived at the main gate of an actual castle to go on my first adventure…

Interactive

I have moved castles. I’m now in the chapel at St Briavels, a former royal 
hunting lodge turned youth hostel. I ran an event here once; a parliament 
I helped organise for the faction I led as an NPC for the Lorien Trust. I 
can’t remember the plot too well, actually I am not even sure we had any 
beyond some meetings and decision-making, maybe a haunt or two. I 
distinctly recall not letting the orcs in the poshest meeting room, on ac-
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count of their OOC (out of character) facepaint and that becoming a bone 
of contention IC (in character). Nice place, anyway. Decent venue for the 
right sort of larp, but as so often these days I would look at it first, then 
design the game around the location. Anyway. There was interaction, but 
the focus would have been the IC business of running the kind of political 
organisation that that needed doing for a faction called the Vipers.

The Punchdrunk events I have been to are only modestly interac-
tive. As a member of the audience you are not in control of the interac-
tion: they are. There is the edge case of the serial Punchdrunkgoer who 
knows not only where to stand to see what, but even where and when to 
stand to get what for the rest of us is the rarest of the rare, a one-to-one 
interaction with a Punchdrunk performer.

Back at Secret Cinema’s Empire Strikes Back, cutting deals with 
Jawa or using Jedi tricks to break rebels out of jail were ace, but also pret-
ty structured. Interactions at their Moulin Rouge were more like larp, in 
my experience anyway. While I was not and could not be in charge of the 
big arc, the event did respond to my actions. There were more small goals 
and more I could interact with.  As well as the signposted interactive ele-
ments, the “quest NPCs” if you like, there was reason enough to interact 
with the majority of the other people there. If participants signed up for it, 
they got a character name with an objective, and something of a lever on 
the world which involved other archetypes. More of the interaction could 
be, should be, would be with the other punters. So when I signed up and 
was given “Impressario” as an archetype – well, then, best to turn up with 
a show to put on, and find performers to perform.

These interactions seemed to make the immersion more, well, im-
mersive. Notably, I experienced the film as part of an us rather than a 
member of an audience. The film at Empire Strikes Back was an irrele-
vance: we just watched. The film at Moulin Rouge carried on the immer-
sive, interactive, inspirational, communal experience. More of the action 
in the film was conducive to this approach; and we were expertly orches-
trated by Satine’s conducting. We were dancing when there was dancing 
on screen, we were singing (badly, and off-key, but singing) whenever 
there was singing on screen. We were making the experience together. 
Was that “interaction”? No, not really. But I absolutely, totally loved it. 
Essentially, I think it’s a fest larp done brilliantly. There is enough for 
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people to watch if they simply want to be immersed in an environment. 
There is interaction if participants choose to chase it. If they do not, some 
other player like me might invite them along anyway and there is enough 
inspiration in the background to give those players the tools they need.

My enthusiasm for Secret Cinema is not universal. According to 
some other folk who have gone, the reality of the more signposted stuff 
involving crew characters – the “plot”, I guess – did not match the prom-
ise. I tend to approach my larp-event-fun pretty defensively – I bring my 
own fun every time – so this did not hit me. Because not *everyone* 
learns their “character brief”, those sorts of interactions never worked out 
for me. I do not think I asked anyone their name, so that passed me by. 
One person described it as a club night with a film in the middle. They go 
to better clubs than I do.

Interactive is possibly even more of a trend within popular cul-
ture than immersive right now, with a number of sub-genres and related 
styles I have little or no experience of. I have been to one “pervasive 
game”, an event set in the real streets of London. Their main mistake to 
my mind was setting an event with a espionage theme in a triangle of 
London bordered by Westminister Barracks, the Ministry of Justice and 
New Scotland Yard. My experience was dampened by an initial brief, 
delivered in-character, which demanded I “Trust no-one”. I managed that 
so successfully that I avoided the whole rest of the game. One encounter 
with a “security guard” I heard of second-hand felt a little too immersive 
for my tastes, helping support my contention that the boundaries of the 
sandbox are best described out-of-game, not in-game. Another, differen-
cEngine & Dean Rodgers’ “Heist”, was more successful for me. They 
did well enough at the interactive and immersive element that I forgave 
them not allowing us to use the props and plans we’d brought with us in 
favour of operating within the parameters they set us. Then there’s the 
Crystal Maze experience based on the 80s TV show opened in London 
in 2016, with another slated to launch in Manchester. Murder mystery 
evenings, with a longer heritage, and escape rooms, where participants 
have to solve puzzles in a set time-frame to emerge successful, a more 
modern invention.

Interaction is where larp can genuinely stand out amongst other 
media, and good larp does. I have heard, and now tend to use, words 
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like “lever” to encapsulate this kind of thing, the idea that the world is 
a system a player can bend to their will somehow. If a decision does not 
have consequences that are reflected by the world, it is not as meaningful. 
There is some interaction on offer in the more mainstream immersive 
experiences. I have seen immersive and interactive events that said par-
ticipants would be shaping an actual narrative. I have often been disap-
pointed. Possibly because to my mind, if a story cannot be influenced, it 
is not interactive, it is a show. Maybe a good show, but a show nonethe-
less. I have been to larp events which did the same, either by accident or 
sometimes by design, railroading the action so I felt like a spectator.

“You must be able to make a difference and you must want to make 
a difference,” is something I think Matt Pennington said about good larp 
once. Part of this is inherent in consequences, if the world recognises and 
reflects your actions positively, you will be more likely to actually do 
things. Big things. Impactful things. I do not mean to suggest an action 
should only have a positive effect. An action should not produce a posi-
tive effect simply because a player took it. Heroism cannot be granted, it 
can only be earned. However, to my mind the world should try damned 
hard to say, “that was a good thing to have done”, as well as, “You did 
that thing. Here are the consequences”. “That was a good thing to have 
done”, as opposed to “That was the Best Thing!” I think I am saying 
that every defeat should be a Dunkirk. I find this extraordinarily hard to 
manage myself.

Part of it is leaving sufficient space for the players to make an event 
their own, so they bring their imagination to the party, so they bring their 
things to do. Small things, maybe, but personal things perhaps, relation-
ships that mean a lot to their characters or stunts that bring others into 
the action.

This is a right pig sometimes, because some of the immersioning I 
want to do requires set dressing ahead of time, groups of non-player char-
acters to be moved to somewhere specific at just the right moment, things 
to go bang at the right moment, and not some other moment, that kind of 
thing. And the sign-posting to these scenes kinda stands against interac-
tivity in the active sense I want it, the sense where every interaction has 
an effect. What of that effect is to kill one of the scenes I want to bring 
a really cool moment to life? Heigh-ho. No-one ever said this was easy. 
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In-character

This is where we depart from the mainstream.

Secret Cinema kinda do this, I am pretty confident no-one else 
does, really. After Empire Strikes Back, I said I would not bother with 
multiplexes so much, I would just save up until Secret Cinema did some-
thing else in a genre I liked. Moulin Rouge It was not exactly a larp, 
in that there was precious little characterisation or emotional immersion 
going on. However, I would be happy going to one fewer larp a year, and 
blowing the cash on another night out in Montmartre. It was kinda like 
a gateway drug to larp. To me, it is weakness in that was it’s “charac-
ter generation” system; only luck gave me a role that I was comfortable 
with, which led me to the kind of experience I delight in. 

Other “immersive” pieces have said something like, “It is the fu-
ture. You’re a citizen.” or “You’re a spy”, but put nothing into the experi-
ence except that assertion to make attendees think or behave differently. 
Sometimes, less forgivably for me, they have gone so far as to reject my 
efforts to behave as someone in that environment might behave in favour 
of only recognising conformity to the narrow behaviours expected of au-
dience members, as opposed to participants. I think I have learned to set 
my expectations as I have gone to more “interactive” events. It is a matter 
of identifying the power I, as a member of the audience, has, and pushing 
those limits so they bend but not break. Just as I would do in a larp, in 
fact. There are social contracts everywhere after all, even if they are not 
always as clear as you would like.

As pointed out by one of the wise at the time, an earlier “immersive 
and interactive” piece I wrote didn’t explicitly require “participants to 
be playing a character rather than being themselves” at all, which was a 
bit revealing to me in retrospect. I think there is something in the sort of 
“my body is a puppet” roleplaying I do, and the “I become my character” 
roleplay which others do. Something to ponder anyway. It is quite some-
thing of a volte face to move from not even mentioning “in-character” to 
the realisation that it is the uniqueness of larp as a hobby, but there it is.

This is what we do that no-one else concentrates on yet. That Dis-
ney resort? They might. We will see.
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Agency - The ability of the players’ characters to affect the world around 
them. Agency is one of the things that separates larp from interactive 
theatre.

Battle Board - The mechanism for recording character status and health 
during a game.

A level one human warrior without armour had 30 Total Body Life 
Points (TBLP) and 10 hit points per location.  An ordinary one-handed 
weapon wielded by an equivalent warrior did 6 points of damage. (A 
‘single’ hit.) This meant that one of these warriors could be hit twice on 
any location before it stopped working, or five times in total before they 
reached zero TBLP.

If the location taken to below zero was the head or chest, the char-
acter was unconscious and bleeding out; if another location they contin-
ued to bleed from TBLP at 1 point/minute. If TBLP dropped below zero 
the character died.  Armour worked by reducing the amount of damage a 
blow inflicted. I think ‘hard leather’ had a Physical Armour Class(PAC) 
of 3. This meant that a single blow actually inflicted 3 rather than six 
points of damage. The minimum amount of damage a blow would do 
would be 1 point unless you had sufficient Dexterity to dodge the blow.  
But remembering all of that is pretty complicated, and so the battle board 
is a piece of paper where the referee could record damage received and 



healing applied to each character during the course of an adventure to 
establish whether they were alive or dead.  At Treasure Trap the weapons 
were coated with paint so it was clear when a character had been hit.  I 
think that is pretty clear, right?

Briefs - Written or verbal instructions given to crew members to enable 
them to play the NPCs required to present the plot.

Challenge rating - An abstract rating used to indicate the difficulty of a 
scenario or game. In ongoing campaigns it is sometimes used as a multi-
plier to determine character progression points.

Character build - The mechanistic detail of a character created within a 
specific rule set. A set grouping of skills together form a character build.

Downtime - Activity related to the game which occurs between actual 
events or larps. Some games have very developed rules sets to promote 
this activity.

End game - The final stages of a game, where things draw to a close and 
to a climax.

Event Control - Also referred to as GOD (Games operations desk); the 
organisation’s central office at a larp.

Faction - In the largest fest larps the players are usually a part of several 
factions, each representing a nation or culture. The factions are designed 
to be a constant state of conflict with one another for prestige and re-
source.

Fest larp - Large scale larp games characterised by competing “sides” 
of players.

Flange/flanging - hurriedly sticking a piece of plot into a game on the 
fly, which will usually result in it meshing poorly with your existing plot, 
requiring further flanging...
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Froth - Conversation about games, often carried out with enthusiasm. 
Can be used as a noun or a verb. 

Game play - The activity taken within the context of the game. This can 
be the actual acts of larping, the mechanical actions within the rules or 
action played out between games (within some sort of downtime). It can 
also refer to the style or genre that this activity adheres to. 

Game pitch - The short summary of the game’s concept and setting, 
intended to engage and interest a certain audience.

Game rules - A set of mechanics that define the way in which the game 
is to be played.

Game runners - The organisers of the game. They can also be the writ-
ers, but are not necessarily.

Game world - The background, world and environment surrounding and 
including the game setting. 

Game wrap - The period at the end of the larp, where things are brought 
to a close. Can contain OOC debriefs and the like.

Group - In fest larps the Factions are comprised of groups of players. 
Ranging from a couple of people up to hundreds strong, groups are usu-
ally formed with a theme in mind and can offer IC and OOC benefits to 
their players.  

Hand in the air - a metatechnique used to signal that the character is not 
there, invisible, or out of character.

Immersion - The state of being one with a character sufficiently that 
the player no longer is consciously aware of the situation being a game 
construct. 

In Character (IC) - Inside the game world. Characters and plot events 



occur in character. This is analogous to “in game” in other traditions.

Lammie - A small card, laminated with plastic, that contains OOC de-
tails of skills, powers, or effects.  Often attached to a phys-rep

Narrative - The events of the larp as reported after they have taken place.

Nerfed - A rule adjustment made that results in a mechanic being less 
effective than before. 

Non-player character (NPC) - Where a player character is one of the 
protagonists of the game, NPCs are the characters played by the crew or 
organisers and designed to provide interaction within the world for the 
player characters.

Nordic larp - A tradition of larping originating in the Nordic countries 
and characterised by a focus on immersion, collaboration and artistic vi-
sion.

Open world RPG - A game within which there are no defined limits to 
the game world. Any character concept or background is acceptable.  For 
example The Gathering which has featured everything from Orcs and 
Goblins via Steampunk Vampire Hunters, to World War I Soldiers lost 
in time.

Out of Character (OOC) - Outside of the game world. Players are OOC 
as opposed to their characters which are in character. This is analogous to 
“off game” in other traditions. 

Phys-rep - A phys-rep is the physical representation used to represent 
something inside the game world. 

Play-testing - A run through of a version of a larp designed to flag unex-
pected issues with mechanics or themes or techniques.

Player characters (PCs) - The characters inhabited by the game’s play-
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ers for the duration of the play time. 
Plot - The sequence of events the organisers introduce to carry the story.

Plot arcs - An overarching series of plots, tied thematically, that together 
comprise a composite plot - usually spread out over a series of larps; 
roughly synonymous with main plot.

Plot lines/threads - Groupings of plot which carry their own stories that 
connect to one or more of the different plot arcs

Power-game - To play the system for maximum effect. This is generally 
a term with negative connotations.

Quest - A traditional form of larp activity, characterised by a group of 
players employed by an NPC to carry out a task. This type of game play 
draws heavily on the traditions of pen and paper games like Dungeons & 
Dragons.

Quest-lines - A series of quests, grouped together thematically or to form 
an overarching plot or story. 

Railroad - The organiser-led driving of story or plot down a specific 
path. 

Referees (Refs) - Out of Character game functionaries responsible for 
administering rules and game logistics. They are available for player que-
ries and for making rules calls. They are usually unpaid volunteers. 

Retcon - The changing of a truth already set. Revising part of the nar-
rative of a larp, typically by introducing a piece of new information that 
imposes a different interpretation on previously described events. 

Romanesque - A tradition of larping originating in France whose games 
are constructed as rich, narrative experiences, with pre-written characters 
whose rich backstory and psychology are the driving forces of the larp.
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Sandbox - A completely open setting, where minimal stimulus is pro-
vided by the organisers to drive events. Players are handed a setting and 
encouraged to play in whatever way they prefer.

Scissors-paper-stone - also known as rock-paper-scissors or Roshambo. 
A basic game in which each move trumps one other and is trumped by a 
third.

Set pieces - In character encounters where the organisers have defined 
the way in which the encounter will be witnessed. Usually designed to be 
big and impressive.

Setting - The background, world and environment in which the game 
takes place.
.
Southern Way - A strong, actively engaged way of telling stories - from 
Italian and more recently Spanish larp. The originators of The Southern 
Way travelled from Italy to attend The Gathering in the 1990s

Story - The events that actually unfold during the course of the larp

Subplot - A plot that branches from a plot line or thread, but has little to 
no impact on the overall arc.

System - a set of rules and the associated larps played using those rules.

Time Freeze - A call used to ask players to close their eyes to allow 
something to happen that their characters cannot see.

Time In - Either a call used to signal the commencement of play, or a 
description of the time spent in character.  

Time Out - A call used to signal the end of play

Trolling - Deliberately being inflammatory or controversial to elicit a 
reaction.
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As a side effect of not documenting or publishing our larps, UK larp 
can be a little sketchy about who wrote what and when.  You’ll note 
that UK Freeform is far better at this.  Where possible we have given 
the organisers and dates of larps cited, but in some cases the details are 
already lost.

Allen, Barnard, Jones, Kaye, Rider Hill. Burning Orchid, 2015, Peaky 
Games. http://peakygames.wikidot.com/burning-orchid 

Andersson, Banks, Dall, Ellis, England, Gammons, Hampden-Turner, 
Hatherley, Jolly,  Kaye, Mitton, Young. The Marshenge Project, 2009, 
Peaky.

Arnold, Banks, Charles, Hatherley, Holkar. Mars Attracts, 2015, Peaky. 
http://uk-freeforms.wikidot.com/mars-attracts 

Arnold, Barnard, Boote, Douglas, Elsmore, Jones, Richards.  The Whit-
est Link, 2001, Peaky.

Arnold, Civiera, Holkar, Lee, Minett, Rider-Hill. Preserving the Village, 
2014, Peaky.

Arnold, Dall, Hatherley Gardner. Monster Mash, 2012, Freeform 



Games. https://www.freeformgames.com/monster_mash.php

Arnold, Gardner, Lee, Norris. Diamond Geezers, 2007, Peaky Games. 
http://peakygames.wikidot.com/diamond-geezers  

Ashby, Banks, Elsmore, Kaye, Young. The Day the Music Died, 2010, 
Peaky Games. http://peakygames.wikidot.com/the-day-the-music-died

Barnard, Bull, Dall, Grace, Hatherley. An Ecumenical Matter, 2005, 
Peaky Games. http://peakygames.wikidot.com/an-ecumenical-matter 

Barnard, Elsmore, Hatherley, Mitton, Snowden, Railways and Respect-
ability, 2004, Peaky.

Barnard, Dall, Hatherley, Lee, Oddy, Winnard.  Romance and Respect-
ability, 2006, Peaky.

Barnard, Jones, Snowden, Winnard. Best of the Wurst, 2007, Peaky 
Games. http://peakygames.wikidot.com/best-of-the-wurst 

Bennet, Philip, Mars, Ben, Potts, Nigel, and Quatermass, Kat, Myth 
and Magic Weekend: Captain Blood And The Bogey Troll, 2010, Black 
Laboratory / Hawkstone Park Follies

Bethesda, Fallout: New Vegas,  2010, Bethesda Softworks

Bethesda, Skyrim, 2011, Bethesda Softworks

Bose, Harris, Holkar, Mitton, Snowden, Tobin. Small Town Folks, 2012, 
Peaky Games. http://peakygames.wikidot.com/small-town-folks 

Brown, Maury and Morrow,Benjamin A.  New World Magischola, 
2016, 2017, Learn Larp, LLC

Brutal Deluxe, The Fall Of Vusoria, 2012-2018
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Carey, Peter and Donaldson, Rob, Treasure Trap, 1982-1984, Carey & 
Donaldson Ltd.

Clegg, Nigel. Dorman,Stephen ,Mars, Ben, Pitchford, Tim, Potts, Ni-
gel,Quatermass, Kat, and Smith, Jak, World Spring Trade Fair 3, 1999, 
Knights of Ancalime/ Suddenly Puppets / Lorien Trust Unicorns Faction

Colao, Dall, Hampden-Turner, Lee, Norris, Smith, Williams. The Rosie 
Lee, 2001, Peaky.

Cordory, Mark and Lees, Mike, Mythlore Dragon’s Lair, 1989, Myth-
lore

Curious Pastimes Ltd., Curious Pastimes. 1996- , Curious Pastimes Ltd.

Dall, Elsmore, Hatherley, Mitton. Pirate Island, 2011, Freeform Games. 
https://www.freeformgames.com/pirate_island.php

Dall, Hatherley, Paull, Smith, Steedman, Tobin. The Highgate Club, 
2010, Peaky.

Davies, Chrissy, Davis, Alan, and Sapiano, Paul, Realmquest, 1989-
1994, Realmquest/ Questing Knight Games

Dicey, Hatherley, Norris, Hollingworth. Venice, 2013, Peaky. 
http://uk-freeforms.wikidot.com/venice 

Elsmore, Hatherley. The Truth and Nothing but the Truth, 2014, Peaky.

Firecat Masquerade, Winter in the Willows, 2010-2011

Gribble, Hatherley, Kaye, Snow. Midsummer Mischief, 1998, Furry-
tales – Short Stories.
http://uk-freeforms.wikidot.com/midsummer-mischief

Hatherley, Harris, Jones, Oddy, Snowden, Young. Carry on at Camp 
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David, 2001, Peaky Games.
http://peakygames.wikidot.com/carry-on-at-camp-david

Hatherley, S. Hollywood Lies, 2004, Freeform Games. 
https://www.freeformgames.com/games/hollywood-lies.php

Hatherley, Kaye, Mitton, Smith, Snow. Once Upon a Time in Tomb-
stone, 2005, UK Freeforms. 
http://uk-freeforms.wikidot.com/once-upon-a-time-in-tombstone

Hatherley, Kaye, Mitton, Donald Oddy. Starboard Home, 2007, Peaky.

Holdforth, Helen and Price, Roger, The Portly Pixie, 1987-2005, The 
Portly Pixie

Holkar, Kaye, Mawhinney, Tobin, and Whitehead. What Happened in 
Blackpool, 2013, Peaky.

Jacklin, Kevin, and Hall, David, Home of the Bold, 1992, Convivium

Majestic Oak Ltd. Bladelands, 2004-2016

Morgan, Alan, Hooded Crow, 1990-1995

Morningstar, Jason, Fiasco, Bully Pulpit Games, 2009

Nielsen, Charles Bo, Dracan Dembinski and Claus Raasted et al. Col-
lege of Wizardry. 2014- Poland: Liveform(PL) and Rollespillsfabrik-
ken(DK)

Pennington, Matt et al., Empire. 2013 - United Kingdom: Profound 
Decisions

Pennington, Matt et al. Maelstrom. 2004-2012, United Kingdom: Pro-
found Decisions. 

Pennington, Matt, Simon White and Harry Harold et al. Odyssey. 2010-
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2016, United Kingdom: Profound Decisions. 

Matthew Pennington et al, Omega, 1998-2003, Omega LRP

Piancastelli, Joanna,  Dawnstone, 2017

Raasted, Claus et al., Convention of Thorns, 2016, White Wolf Publish-
ing and Dziobak Larp Studios,, Poland

Reid, Jude et al.,Incarceration, 2017, Shadow Factories

Romero, Terry and Stavropoulos, John, M vs M, 2014

Rooney, Joe, Beck, Oliver, Elmslie, Ross, Rouillard, Nathaniel, and 
Lyons, Hel, Insurrection LRP, 2008-2014

Schaefer, M. Davy Jones Locker, 2007, Freeform Games. 
https://www.freeformgames.com/games/davy-jones-locker.php 

Simpson, Graham,  Talron, 1986/87, Talron, Telford

The Lorien Trust, The Gathering, 1992-

Thomas, Ian and Rachel Thomas et al. God Rest Ye Merry. 2015, 
Crooked House

Various, Labyrinthe, 1985 -

Unknown, The Wendigo, 1990?, The Tower, Burnley

Waldron, Laura, Waldron, Daniel, Reid, Jude, Edwards, Chris, Angus, 
Grayson, Jamieson, Graeme and Man, Jamie, Projekt Ragnarok 2: Jeri-
cho Protocol, 2014, Shadow Factories 

Wilson, Matt Primetime Adventures, 2004, Dog-Eared Designs

Wood, Laura, Here Comes a Candle, 2016
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Biographies

Editor Biographies

Simon Brind has been larping since the mid-eighties. He’s been a ref-
eree at Labyrinthe, a faction NPC and plot writer at The Gathering, and 
an NPC at Empire. He was also a part of the Story Team who produced 
Odyssey. He’s contributed to the international larps College of Wizardry, 
Fairweather Manor, and Freakshow. He helped edit the 2017 Knutepunkt 
Book (an annual publication on Nordic larp) and is a PhD Candidate re-
searching moments of narrative crisis in participatory fiction (larp.)

Juliet Brind is a historian who has been larping since the early 1990s, 
mostly at the Lorien Trust, but she has also been an NPC at Profound 
Decisions Omega.  More recently she has discovered the joys of interna-
tional larp.

Emmylou Laird makes games and costumes. She helps run and manage 
Curious Pastimes Ltd and also sometimes works with Mandala LRP. Her 
article about narrative and player agency recently featured in the 2017 
Knutepunkt book. She’d like to be doing a PhD but games keep getting 
in the way!
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John Shockley started larping in the mid-eighties, so should know better. 
Despite that, he continues to be present on the domestic and international 
larp scenes as player, NPC and contributor-writer. Between his duties as 
itinerant, international, man of mystery he is raising the next generation 
of larper. 

Martine Svanevik is a fiction, larp, and games writer. Her work has 
featured in both AAA games and indie productions, short story anthol-
ogies, and academic publications. She has contributed to international 
larps like College of Wizardry and CoW: The Challenge. She edited the 
2017 Knutepunkt Book, and has been playing and making Nordic larps 
since 1999.

Contributor Biographies

Charlie Ashby is a writer, larper and academic who has been larping 
since 2015. She has larped in six different countries so far and is fascinat-
ed by the similarities and differences between larp cultures.

Stephen Gibson started in larp at Treasure Trap in Peckforton Castle 
in the summer of 1982.  After Treasure Trap closed he helped to found 
Spirit of Adventure which ran outdoor linear adventures in country parks 
around Manchester and banquets at Tatton Park Old Hall.

After Spirit of Adventure closed in the early 1990’s he continued 
running Nemesis LRP using the Spirit of Adventure rules that he had 
co-written.  He  attended some of the Summerfest events and in 1992 he 
attended the first Gathering where he joined the Plot Team for the 1993 
event.  He was soon was running the Plot, NPC’s and most of the In 
Character side of the event.

He ran has last Gathering in 2000, set in Egyptus (the one with the 
Pyramid) and then played for a few years,finally giving up larp in 2006.

Ellen Green has been larping since 2010 when DUTT stole her heart. 
She now runs Broken Mirror Larp and writes a blog on game design 
which can be found at www.encounter21.tumblr.com



Thomas E Hancocks started larping at Curious Pastimes in 2004 whilst 
at university. He has been involved with Mandala LRP events since 2007. 
Tom is currently part of Profound Decisions’ Empire LRP crew where he 
writes the scenarios for the two big battles each event.

Harry Harrold is a crew member, player and game designer. He has 
been a larper since 1983 and a larpwright since 1984, he thinks.

Steve Hatherley played in his first freeform at Convulsion 1992 and has 
been hooked ever since. He has since written, or co-written, over twenty 
freeforms. Steve publishes murder mystery freeforms for the unsuspect-
ing public via Freeform Games with Mo Holkar.

Ben Mars began larping in a pair of curtains, waving around the curtain 
rail wrapped in camping mat and gaffer tape, sometime in the 1980s. 
He played in local club systems, and events of The Lorien Trust, Quest 
Celtii, New World Order, and Dragonbane amongst others.

He helped write and run The World Spring Trade Fairs ‘97-’99 with 
the Knights of Ancalime, and contributed plot for the the Lorien Trust 
Unicorns Faction.

He was co-opted onto the Plot team of Omega LRP after dying 
tragically (you knows who you are..), moved onto the Plot team of Mael-
strom when it began, then ran away to Australia, where he set up a cult 
in his spare time.

Since his return, he’s helped write and run interactive theatre 
events, and continues to NPC and play UK larp, usually as delightful, 
friendly, easy going characters.

The company he started in 1991 as Suddenly Puppets, making larp 
weapons and masks, is now Black Laboratory Limited, which makes ani-
mation, and a certain amount of models, puppets and prosthetics.

Marilyn Massingham graduated with a 2.1 in psychology at the Open 
University in June 2017.  She is currently studying for a Masters in foren-
sic psychology at Birmingham City University; She is also a member of 
the British Psychological Society.  She initially got into larp through her 
husband who had been a larper for many years. She then started working 
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as a tavern wench in larp systems and beyond.

Laura Mitchell first became involved in larp in 2002 as part of the Lan-
caster University Roleplay Society (LURPS) and continues to contrib-
ute to a variety of larps with Reality Checkpoint LRP. She works as an 
academic at Keele Management School and has published a number of 
articles on UK larp in academic journals. She is particularly interested in 
larp as a unique social art form which allows for learning and personal 
development through embodied experience, but mostly she’s just in it for 
the costumes.
 
Alan Morgan knows there is a tree that faces the gate at Peckforton 
Castle. At fifteen and, having hitched two hundred miles to get there, 
Alan knew then he didn’t want to be anywhere else. Some work for Ad-
venturer magazine, a hasty plaster over the absence of the castle with 
Karn Evil, and like many he was drawn to Labyrinthe. The days when the 
caves were so crowded you had to walk across the desks to cross to your 
own Alan swiftly became a fixture and for three years, absolutely every 
weekend, he would ref there until burn out. A summer then writing for 
Heroquest, a number more with with Hooded Crow, a year at Eldritch, 
and Alan was poached back to Labyrinthe and eighteen years as Cam-
paign Manager where primarily he ran an enormous PBM that came into 
his own ownership as the caves changed hands. Alan was a winner in In-
terzone/Black Static’s Campaign for Real Fear, a theme he has carried on 
in the Peckforton Papers. Alan is now running the narrative PBM, 1850

And that tree where it all began? Thirty years later he proposed to 
his wife in its shade. It’s a very important tree.  

Mark Nichols  first started larping with friends by making up what they 
thought it was in a garden. From there he started out in ‘real’ games at 
the Portly Pixie in the late 80’s. Since then he has played, written and run 
many events, including over a decade of time as staff for each of both 
Curious Pastimes and Profound Decisions. Was a founder member of 
Mandala LRP when it started in 2004 and continues to run games under 
that banner.
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Joanna Piancastelli has been larping around the world since 2009, and 
she is heavily influenced by the American Freeform and Nordic styles. 
Her first larp, Unheroes, won a Golden Cobra award in 2014, and her 
‘stealth larp’ Before the Storm is published in Seven Wonders, a storyg-
ame anthology by Pelgrane Press.

Joe Rooney started larping in 1992 as a child at the Portly Pixie in Cov-
entry and has yet to stop.  He was half of the team that set up the Birming-
ham “Domain” of the Camarilla UK in early 2000, and was variously 
a Domain, Regional, Assistant National and Acting National Storyteller 
of that society between 2000 and 2005.  He was heavily involved in de-
veloping Insurrection LRP between 2006 and its first event in 2008, and 
was on its Design Team through until its final event in 2014.  He was 
co-GM of the successful four-part game Falling Down.  Both of these 
projects received several nominations for the UK LARP Awards.  He also 
enjoys tabletop GMing, though as he gets older he is moving away from 
“crunchy” games like Shadowrun and towards simpler systems with less 
equipment tracking.

Leah Tardivel  has played since university, became part of Mandala 
LRP in 2007 and enjoys writing games and blogging about how stupid 
her hobbies are.

Robin Tynan began larping 10 years ago with Durham University Treas-
ure Trap. In that time they have played, crewed and run a number of 
games. After becoming chronically ill in 2011 Robin began considering 
how accessibility could be improved for people like themself and with 
other disabilities. They wrote The Guide to Accessible LARP in 2016, 
publishing it on their personal blog. The response was overwhelmingly 
positive and encouraged them to go on to create Access:LARP as a cen-
tral hub for accessible larp resources.

Ellie Williams started larping in 2002 as an undergrad in Oxford (hav-
ing been roleplaying the tabletop way for some years before that). She 
started reffing larps a year later. As well as taking an active interest in 
playing a variety of games (both big and small) she has been involved 
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with running five university society yearly games, was on the story team 
for the final year of Odyssey and has co-run the successful four part game 
Falling Down.  She is very aware how addictive GMing can be and so 
has stopped using the phrase ‘never again...’ and embraced ‘not if but 
when...’
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